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Court Fight Next Step For Negroes
Memphian Off Owen Students
To D. C. Confab Fare Well In

Meetings Fail
Lawsuits Next

State Contest

By MARKHUM STANSBURY I portunitites for securing more
By BURLEIGH HINES, Jr. 23 other Negro students arrestMrs. Vivian Hawkins Robin- !information on the solution of
It seems that all we've agreed ed when they staged sit-downs
eon of 1487 Felix st., wife of problems which face young Owen
to, is to disagree."
in Cossitt library and t h e
college has been much
Rev. J. E. Robinson, former people for association
That was the way Atty. Rus- Brooks Memorial Art gallery,
with oth- in the thick of public events
pastor of Greenwood C M E
lately. Five students in the desell B. Sugarenen, jr. put it March 22. Trials will be held on
church has been selected by the er leaders from the United
partment of business attented
this week after he and seven these students April 6. Lawyers
and
States
abroad."
Women's
Misthe state convention of the
other Negro lawyers had met requested and received a twoSIX M EMPMANS
sionary Council -*
future business leaders of
with the city commission and week continuance to see if
of CME churchThere were six Memphians America at the War Memorial
heard their proposal denied for they could alleviate the condies to attend a
to receive invitations to the building in Nashville, Tenn.,
peaceful desegregation of pub- tions causing the sit-down.
White hous•
White House Conference. Of the March 19. Students attending
lic
facilities.
In the confab last Monday
conference
on
six, two were Negroes — Mrs. the meeting were: A. D.
So, where do Memphis Ne- afternoon in City Hall that saw
Children
and
Robinson and Mrs. Georgia Adams, sophomore; Juanita
eight of the 10 Negro lawyers
groes go from here?
Youth March
.Bumpus, 2383 Douglas Avenue, DuPree, freshman;
Meriam
All 10 Negro lawyers agreed sit down with the commission27-Apri1 2.
past president of State Parent. Cooper, freshman; Joyce
that the next step in the fight ers for a talk, the score ended
Last
week
Teachers Association.
Fields, sophomore; a n d Edequality in Memphis rests in a tie. Neither group would
for
'kers. Robinson
ward M i.t chel I, sophomore QUEEN IN COL itT—Lovely of her student friends listen- self a good citizen as well as with the court. Atty. Sugarmon bend nor concede any points.
received this ir
Mrs Donzaleigh T. Patterson, Miss Ernestine Lee, center, log to the trial proceedings a campus inspirational leadsaid that they have been work- Atty. Sugarmon said the lawvitation from Mrs. Robinson
head of the department of busi- Miss Le-Moyne College for after the second sit-down in- er. (Staff photo by George E.
ing on this point for some time. yers were ready for this meetWashington. The
ness and adviser to the Owen 1959-60 sets in court with two cidents. Miss Lee proved her- Hardin)
Appeals have been filed on ing and for fear of being misPresident of the United States
college chapter of FBLA also
the 37 fines handed down by quoted they had prepared a two
Invited Mrs. Robinson to partiattended.
city court March 21 and a legal pages long resolution to
cipate in the meetings in the
A. D. Adams won the first
school suit is forthcoming, pin-point just why they were
city of Washington.
place award for the college voprobably this weekend.
there. The document reads in
She wit: attend the meeting
cabulary relay which included
part:
along with 7,000 others from
TO SUPREME COURT
terms from economies, acAmerica and abroad. Admit"We'll go all the way to the "We appear before this honAN EDITORIAL
counting and introduction to
tance to the meeting will be
United States Supreme Court on orable body .. as counsel for
business. Owen college has alwith invitation only. The inviteevery case if necessary," the 63 Negro defendants ... atAs this is written, there has been no announceways taken first or second
tempting to use the library and
tion came as a result of nomi- Members of the Devoue club) place in this
lawyers said unanimously.
event since 1957 ment of any kind of a settlement reached
between the
nation by the Governor of the mindful of the tense situation with its first
As for going back to the city ... the Brooks Memorial Art
win.
state or a nationalorgan iza- in Mem his and backin the
City Commissioners and Negro attorneys regarding
commission, that's hardly pos- Gallery, both public facilities.
A second place award in the
"We appear also, as lawyers,
tion. After the nomination wasiNegro youth movement for the
sible.
the
desegregatiou
of
public
eallege
feilitiea..
publie
r:4,y },;, oue
spelking eontest
made it had to be aesproveet by t'-'amoisete equalits of the Negro,
who have been projected into
"If
anythine
has
gained
been
Thirty-five Negroes were
President Eisenhower and a na- voted to cancel their Tenth An- went to Juanita DePree. Ed- knows, of course, that the negotiations grew out of the
from these meetings," said Su- a position of leadership and reniversary dance and give the ward Mitchell was the runner- student sit-in demonstrations which recently hit Mem- arrested for participating in garmon, who has sat in on two sponsibility in this movement
al committee.
money for the students legal up in the "Mr. Future Business phis with
WHO'S WHO
sledge hammer impact. What everybody "sitdown" protests in Louisi- such sessions, "they have im- for freedom in Memphis.
Executive Contest" and Joyce
Mrs Robinson is listed in the defense.
ana and Texas Monday and OA pressed upon the commission OFFICIAL ERRORS
Fields was runner-up in the doesn't seem to know, however, is that the
Negro law- others were convicted
first edition of Who's Who of In a meeting of the club held "Miss Future Business
in t h e that the Negro is tired of things "The persistence on the part
Execu- yers,
representing defendants in the sit down cases, Carolinas on charges growing as they are. Changes must be of local officials in applying ermerican Women, published in recently the members unani- tive Contest". The
Chapter was
roneous and out-dated princi1958 She has also been con- mously approved the plan and awarded second place in
the did not agree to a "truce" as was reported in the daily out of similar demonstrations pade."
tracted for listing in the second will give a substantial sum to annual Chapter
against lunch counter segrega- Court cases are pending on See MEETINGS, Page 2
activities re- press.
edition which will be published the Legal Defense fund of the port. In 1959, the Chapter
tion.
was
NAACP.
The lawyers are the first to explain that they At Jefferson City, Mo.,
In 1961.
awarded first place for its rethree
She is national secretary of Statement from the club read port, thus receiving the most couldn't possibly call a "truce" because they have
Negro students from Lincoln
no
Christian social relations for in part: "It was felt by the outstanding award given on the
control over the actions of the city's young people. university were quietly served
tee Women's Missionary Coun- members present that in view state level.
at a Woolworth's dime store
el of CME churches: National of the crisis that exists today, The future business leaders What they did agree to was what might be called a and five other students ate at
Peard member of United the money could be more wise- of America is a national or- "cooling off period" during which time
they would a white restaurant.
Church Women of the national ly spent in the direction of ad- ganization sponsored by the
attempt
to
reach
a
solution
through talks with the Demonstration by seven Necouncil of churches: and a vancing human freedom.
United Business Education Asgroes at Baton Rouge, La ,
city
commissioners
member of AKA sorority.
and Mayor Loeb. They did agree marked the first time the "sitIt is believed that other soci- sociation, a division of the NaIn an interview, the 12th al organizations in the city are tional Education Association. to use "whatever influence we have" with the students down" protests have occurred
rade English instructor at contemplating a similar ap- College Chapters are known as to
seek a temporary halt of the sit-ins. However, it in that state. Police arrested
Washington high school told the proach."
Phi Beta Lambda.
are willing to go along with
was
made clear that they could guarantee nothing in- the students from Southern NO SHORT-CUTS!
Defender, "I feel very grateful The Devoue club was organizUniversity, when they refused
the Negro movement for freeto the Woman's Missionary ed in 1950 with 13 members
sofar as student demonstrations are concerned. And to vacate seats at adime Well, this is it!
The "sit-in" actions launched dom to move as free citizens
Council of the C M E (.7hurch as a bride club. Since organizthe lawyers further pointed out that they would not. store lunch counter.
here in Memphis for the first of a free country. Such white
who nominated me, and to ing, they have devoted their
use "whatever influence we have" to halt the sit-ins Twenty-eight Negroes were time last week by a group of people will be remembering
resident Eisenhower for ac- time, talents and funds to numarrested in Marshall, Texas, young Memphis Negroes have something their own forebears
epting the nomination a n d erous civic projects including
unless a no-compromise solution was reached.
when they attempted to inte- brought the definite answer to did about a situation similar to
the invitation.
the G sodwill Homes, for childA no-compromise solution can only mean com- grate lunch counters at t h e a long mothered series of ques- that faced by American NeGRAND OPPORTUNMES
ren, Children's Bureau, Junior
groes.
city's bus station and stores. tions.
plete desegregation of all public facilities.
She stated farther, "T h e Chamber of Commerce and the
Their ancestors called being
and
more
land
A
second
the
Around
group
of
383
s
t
uMeeting will give me grand op- Crump Memorial hospital.
In our opinion, this was a masterful stroke on the
dents charged with breach of more folk have been wanting "left out of the citizenship piclouder and louder to know, ture" taxation without repreSee EDITORIAL, Page 2
See COPS, Page 2
"What's wrong with the Mem- senation .And it's interesting to
phis Negro? Why are so very note that the first real hot lick
The Tri-State Defender learnfew or none of the major moves to be struck against the British
ed last week that the charges
Negroes generally are making over-lordship was not on Bosof passing a bad check against
elsewhere for first-class citizen- ton commons, up North but
Ernest C. Withers, popular
ship made by the big-group down home here in the CarMemphis photographer, have
Memphis Negro? What's the lines when a little-known but
been dismissed by the state.
Negro looking for — great American document for
Memphis
On contacting Mr. Withers,
a short-cut to human dignity freedom, the Mecklenburg Defor verification he said. "Yes,1
and acceptance as an Ameri- claration of Independence was
that is true, the charges have
announced.
can citizen?"
been dropped."
FREEDOM'S DADDY
BIDS READY NOW!
Mr. Withers was represented
Memphis Negro kids are rea- It was the "daddy" of the
by Attorney S. A. Wilbun in
dy to answer right now. "No, Declaration of Independence —
the case.
the Memphis Negro is not look- also written by Southerners. It
ing for a short cut — he is will- may not be just and odd coing to take the same chances, incidence that the current Neto make the same sacrifices any gro "sit-in's" for freedom first
other Negro will make any- started in Carolians. It may not
where for racial self-respect." be so coincidental that the "sitThe younger Negroes echo the in" idea seems to breakout
the longest resistance
sentiments of many of their eld- and
ers. However, it would be in- most in hose very areas that
teresting to see how many oldies provided the toughest soldiers
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
will join the kids! Heh! Heh! against any form of treatMinneapolis mother suggested
The result will be the self ment the folk therein considered
Tuesday to the white house ,
identification
of a lot of local- bearable.
conference on children a n d
Negroes who are willing to go Maybe there's something in
youth a code of qualities for
to jail to register their resent- the air of America — North,
parents.
ment against Jim-Crowed eco- East, South or West — that
Mrs Wright W. Brooks, presinomic,
civic and political exist- just makes a body restless to
dent of the Minnesota United'
ence
result is liable to be run loose in it — to be free in
.The
Church Women and mother of
a cleavage in the Negro com- It — that makes a body willing
three, presented this six-point
munity those who are willing to take chances to live ana not
code:
to be identified and supporting just exist in it.
Love thy child with both thy
the "sit-in" actions and those There's no short cut around
heart and thy mind.
who are "for the action" but something else too. Some MemDo not demand respect and
have head qualms about what phis folk are going to try the
love of the child, but earn it.
might happen to them personal- ostrich act and hide their heads
Eeample is more eloquent
ly and the community general behind pretended acceptance of
than fault finding and moralizif they step up to be counted. olf-time traditions they know no
ing.
Still another little-thought-of longer exist. They are going to
A child is not a possession, OWEN COLLEGE PRIDES meet held in Nashville stu- public speaking. Mitchell was result of the Memphis "sit-in's" drop such jive as, "ain't no
but a person.
itself in the fact that it has dents, from left, Juanita Du- runnerup in the "Mr. Future is the likely reaction of the sense in trying to get things
Teach children to practice always placed well in the pree, Edward Mitchell, Me- Business Executice" contest white community. A lot of local done over-night — it takes time
kindnrss, love truth, a e e State Convention of the Future riam Cooper and A. D. Ad- and Miss Cooper went to the folk, Negro and white are go- Some will say, "ain't no sense
beatify.
Lenders of America ams did well. Adams won first finals in the vocabulary relay. ing.to be surprised — pleasantly In raising all this fuss for a
Have the home one of happi- eompetition and this year was place in the vocabulary play, Here they survey their it's hoped — to discover the hot dog and a carton of Milk."
6-8397
Call "Miss Results" — JA.
ness for the family and friends. no exception. At the recent Miss Dupree took second in awards,
number of Memphis folk who See SHADOWS, Page 2
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Miss 011k Jarrett
WLOKSecond Winner

DEFENDER
Sat., April 2, 1960

Calls Need For
Sit -Ins Tragic
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Lester Granger told the White
House youth conference Tuesday the lunch-counter sit-ins
carried on by Negroes "constitute a bitterly ironic, or a gragically absurd commentary on
current-day American life."
Lester B. Granger, executive
director of the National Urban
League, New York City, said
''This is not the first time. . .
when a youth generation, d i sjointed from its parents' past,
has seemed to thrash blindly in
trying to find its own future."
He contrasted the sit-ins with
the southern filibuster in Congress against a civil rights bill.
"Some would say it is absurd
that so much quiet heroism. . .
should be invested in merely
claming their right to sit on a
lunch-counter stool and be
served in a five-a n d-ten-cent

store," Granger said.
"Others were struck by t h e
tragedy being enacted by Negro young people who find this
thier only means, unaided, of
voiding their organized, n o nviolent protest against strangulation of their future by an indifferent, or ignorant, or brutally hostile surrounding society.
"And surely any absurdity in
the young people's choice of a
protest outlet is out-matched
by the spectacle of legislators
being lauded for 'heroism' when
they filibuster against an effort
to rescue the future of these
colored young people.
"Surely the tragedy of lunchcounter sit-ins is not one-half
as heartbreaking as that of a
great nation taking time out
from a struggle for world freedom and from leadership of the
still-free world, to haggle and
bicker over questions firmly
decided by a majority of the
American public and our highest ;udicial authority."

Little Rock
Cops
Schools Want
Back In Group

(Continued From Page 1)

There Little Rock, Ark. high
schools have applied for readmission to the North Central
Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools.
The three schools, Central,
Ball and Horace Mann high
schools, volutarily withdrew
from the association last year
when Little Rock residents voted to close the schools rather
than have them integrated.

THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
itentuclq Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs Old
110 'root • Cahnueot Ate plat. Ca, Frankfort, Kg.

WLOK Radio Station is proud
to announce this Miss 011ie Mae
Jarrett is the second winner of
the Teenager of the Week Contest. 011ie Mae is the daughter
of Teddy and Florence Jarrett of 1460 Davis. She is a
senior at Douglas High School
where she is president of the
Daughters of Douglas, Secretary Treasurer of the Senior
Class, and member of the
Spardsh Club.

Shadows

MINISTERS WIVES of the
Baptist Pastors Alliance held
their monthly meeting recently at the home of Rev.
and Mrs. J. L. Netters, at
258 Edsel. The business of
the month was discussed and
special consideration
was
given to our annual project
helping to support Owen col-

011ie Mae is active in Mt.
Zion Baptist Church, 1427 S.
Main, where she sings soprano
in the choir. Cooking and crocheting are 011ie Mae's recreational activities.
011ie Mae received many
wonderful gifts for being the
Teenager of the Week such as
as a futura transistor radio
from the makers of Royal
Crown Hairdressing, a portrait
courtesy of Bay's Portrait
Studios,
Bry's
Department
Store, a beautiful pearl necklace and a beauty kit from
Long Aid and Bleach & Glow,
and a wonderful selection of
albums from WLOK.
:1 011ie Mae should be named Teenager of the Year, she
will receive a generous scholarship, that will come from the
WLOK
Friendly
Neighbor
Scholarship Fund, which
Teenagers of the Week sponsors such as long Aid and Louis
Letter are supporting.
This scholarship will enable
011ie Mac to further her education at the college of her choice,
which is Tennessee A&I University. Each week a different
city of county school sends

•

(Continued From Page 1)
Others will opine, "It's best to
go along with the bad laws that
create the situation, and hope
for the day they'll be changed." And many will take the
short-cut of, "Well now race
relations have always been good
in Memphis, and it's a pity that
a few hot-heads among the Nelege financially. The Minis- J. B. Webb, who was ill. Mrs. C. Crivens, Mrs. E. W. Wu- groes are going to break up
ters Wives were delighted to L. S. Biles, vice president, liamson, Mrs. J. L. Netters, such a nice pattern of behavhave Mrs. Alice Oats San- presided at the meeting. Mrs. H. P. Sandridge, Mrs. ior between whites and Negroes
dridge become a member of Members present were: Left W. M Fields, jr., Mrs. Frank — after all there are a lot of
the organization. Mrs. San- to right - seated Mrs. J. L. Briscoe, Mrs. W. 0. Scott, hot-head whites who're just not
dridge will be hostess to this Gleese, Mr. W. M. Fields, Mrs. I. J. Peppers, Mrs. W. going to put up with Negroes
group of ladies April 22 at si., Mrs. M. Brunson, Mrs. T Grafton, Mrs. H. Robin- acting up."
1656 Hollywood at. The group L. S. Biles, Mrs. W. H. Mos- son. (Staff Pix by George E. ANSWER IS 'NO'
regretted very much the ab- by, Mrs. R. L. James. Stand- Hardin)
Those are "short cut" reacsence of its president, Mrs. ing - left to right: Mrs. 0.
tions the Negro elsewhere is
wondering about — wondering
whether the Memphis Negro
will be governed by them.
Well, as has been said, the
and none the less offensive this troubled world of today." Diggs of Michigan to limit the answer "No" last week seems
when applied to the peoples of O'llara censure of Forrester Georgian's debate. Forrester like that'll be the answer from
now on, regardless of hot headthe Far East and Africa, whose came after Forrester overrode used the word in saying:
good will we need so much in an objection by Rep. Charles "One more parting shot. I ed whites with jails, pistols,
am tired of this helpless Negro jobs and numbers to back
AN EDITORIAL
stuff I hear so much talk them up. However, it seems
about. They got after me one outlandish to muster all that'
I
day about the way I pronounc- force to handle a handful of
t
ed the word. I have never had kids who are so sold on the
any trouble with a nigger in idea of freedom till they beMISS JARRETT
my life, but oh, my God, that lieve all one has to do to get
(Continued from Page 1)
'Neegro.' I have had plenty it is "just walk up, walk in,
choose a seat and sit down." their ballots to WLOK Radio
part of Memphis' Negro attorneys who have perform- with him."
Senior
And that brings up the $64 Station nominating a
ed brilliantly from the beginning of this crisis. What The House civil rights bill question
from their school.
of
this
splurge
and
It did was dump the entire matter right were it be- was passed despite Forrester's that
This week's ballots are cornhat is "Where's the room
' for
rants
common sense in the mess here ing from Geeter and the weeks
longs — in the laps of our city fathers who are sworn
in Memphis and anywhere else to follow will be in this order:
to represent fairly all the citizens of Memphis. This
Hamilton, Harold High, Lester,
in this nation?"
matter of integration is no minor matter. This is the
Seems like the answer, for ; Manassas, Melrose, Washing.
anyone who wants it, lies right ton and Woodstock.
most important domestic issue of the day. And it is
there
where it's been all the
(Continued
from
Page 1)
right at the top of the list of critical problems with
time between the two extremes
pies
and their enforcement of of all or
which the City of Memphis will have to solve and solve
Don't Buy
nothing. Mean by that,
same contrary to clearly defin- every American,
honestly.
regardless of Furniture of Any Kind,i
ed constitutional
is race, creed or color, ought to
It is unfortunate that Negro college students have in fact and truthprinciples
Anywhere,
the injury have an equal chance to earn
Until You First Shop
had to interrupt their studies to make America and done to the image of our city a living and have a voice in
the world realize that the Negro today is no longer in the eyes of the nation and what's going on and particito the welfare of
country pate in the American way of
willing to sit idly by and permit the white man to among the peoples our
of the whole life in proportion to his ability
manipulate the colored American according to his own world.
to doso.sE
ii e exercise
SENSE
warped and disgusting whims. It is shameful that Citizens in
1359 Madison Ave.
of constitutionolly guranteed I Common sense quietly
sugyoung Negroes — responsible citizens of tomorrow — rights can
(at Crosstown)
never be consider- gests that that simple formula,
have had to face the humiliation and the physical and ed irresponsible demonstrators., could easily be attained within
BR. 5-8124
mental torture these students have known in recent There has been much talk; a framework of law and order
about potential possible vio- I —that Negroes have served
weeks.
hence because of this contro- end—when by their "sit-in"
On the other hand, it is inspiring to watch these versy. We state to you in all action they indicate their basic
well dressed, poised, mannerly and scholarly young sincerity that if there is vio- dissatisfaction with the status
people — armed with nothing but an overwhelming lence it will not come from a quo.
Negro community."
And when by taking approyearning for freedom — face up to suffering, un- The document goes on to say priate action the white majoriColon aped COG,
Coonblnotiena
afraid, in their quest for freedom.
that segregation of the races ty prove them basic American- ,
for Ushers wad
gent:ottani
We are convinced that the vast majority of white cannot now be justified on the ism by seeking fair ways to
ground of preservation of the correct a patently absurd
(NUICM FUINITUIE
Memphians were saddened to watch their brothers public peace.
wrong. After all, Negro and
Pailpits, Paws, Ca... Tab*
produce a freakish circus of desperation as the murky The last clause in the manu- white hands have been all over
Lip...last Prices Aysilishalai
and around all that cheap chow
CUTE FOt Fitt CATALOG
series of events of the past few days unfolded. No one script reads:
served at those big store lunch
cait make me believe that the majority of white Mem- "Therefore, we respectful- counters—whether the cats are SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
ly request that this honorably
St., N . E. 77 Alabama St., S.W.
phians do not have sympathy for this cause even body desegregate forthwith all standing or sitting. Now, What- 7S15
Wastiagtoa 2,0.1. Atlanta 3, atergla
though they are mortally afraid to express their own public facilities and permit Ne- chabet!
gro citizens of Memphis to enconvictions.
joy the existing public facilitigoes without saying that the Negro com- es without interference and on
munity of Memphis is deliriously proud of our new the same basis as now enjoyed
We Have The Plan For You!
Hospitalization — Life Insurance
"darlings of democracy." The dramatic manner in by all other citizens of our
city."
Low Premiums — Big Benefits
which Negroes rallied around those arrested in this CASES ATTACHED
This Is A New Plan You Can't
fight is proof positive of this. We hail the Negro com- Attached to the statement are
Afford To Be Without.
munity and pray that this new found unity will not case decisions against segreInterview — No Obligation
For
gation and the resolution is
disappear.
Send Postcard with your Name and Address
signed by attorneys for the deThe arrest of five Negro newsmen and the con- fendants, Estes, Hooks, Horton,
viction of one was so ridiculous it only gave further Jones, Lockard, Murphy, SuWilburn and Willis.
credence to the widespread belief that certain city garmon,
This meeting seemed to add
P. 0. Box 311
officials are SO determined to cling to outdated segre- even less than the commisMemphis, Tennessee
sion's session with the bi-racial
gation traditions, they will stop at nothing.
March 26. Only the
The eyes of the entire world are upon Memphis. committee
commission's "consideration"
So far the Negroes have acted with admirable re- of placing Negroes on city
straint and enviable dignity. The lawyers for these boards made the results of that
Negroes have tossed the ball to the team of city fath- get - together little more than
nothing.
ers. Our commission can now score a touchdown for
In the meantimeNegroes are
decency or fumble again. If they drop the ball this still holding mass meetings —
one last Tuesday night, joining
time, it is going to be most difficult to retrieve it.
the NAACP, and are still planning to skip shopping trips and
downtown movies on Mondays
and Thursdays, and cut their
Easter spending down to a
rninimun.
Elsewhere Negro students
are meeting also. They see now
that apparently city commissioners are stuck on a one way
road - segregation. Those students as well as Negro adults I
are planning a detour sign for
them this very minute.

O'Hara Hits Use Of Racial Term

WASHINGTON — Rep. BarO'Hara (D.-Ill.) has sharprett
the peace in recent anti-segregation demonstration in Orange- ly censured a Georgia congresburg, S. C., was convicted Mon- sman who used the word "nigday. Twenty of the 22 tried ger" when debating to curtail
were fined 950 or 30 days M
passage of a House civil rights
jail. Sentencing of the other
bill recently and asked that
two, who were not present, was
the statement be stricken from
postponed. Attorneys appealed
the Congressional Record.
and the students were released
C'Hara, chairman of t h e
on bond.
AfriThe Memphis City Commis- House subcommittee on
District
Second
and
Affairs
can
sion rejected a request by at-1
Illinois,
torneys for "sitdown" demon- representative from
strators that all public facili- called the use of the word by
ties in the Tennessee city be Rep. Forrester (D.-Ga.) "an
"desegregated forthwith." May- offensive term that is not used
or Henry Loeb said the com- by people of good hearts in the
mission "is pledged and com- locality that I come from."
He said "to many of us in
mitted to maintain segregathis body and to our constitution"
Councilman
City
E. G. ents the word in its application
Barnes of Palm Bay, Fla.. ad- to members of a group of our
mitted he allowed the burning fellow Americans is offensive
of a six-foot cross on his property last weekend, but "I wish apologize for his charge that
now I hadn't done it."
la CBS camera team instigated
Gov Ernest F. Hollings of renewal of Negro anti-segregaSouth Carolina warned that tion demonstrations at Nashdemonstration's which tend to ville last week.
The Miami, Fla., city c o mbreach the public peace or incite nots are matters for police 1 mission appointed a bi-racial
committee to study the probaction
Gov. Buford Ellington of Ten- lem of segregated eating fanessee refused to retract or cilities in the resort city.
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To: Dept. W - Tri-State Defender

$3,600
PER YEAR IN EARNINGS

Negro Men and Women

A PRESTIGE JOB

Apply in person only, application Time:
9 A.M,- 11 A.M.- 2 P.M. - 4 P.M,-6 PM.

(Available in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida)

naM phone!

There are so many reason' why this
lovely new extension phone fits gracehilly wherever you put it in your home.
One is that it's modern — styled for
the modern taste that likes beauty with
sirnplicity.
Another, it's small—to take leas room
on table or desk or kitchen counter.
So you can have a phone where one is
needed but space is limited.

And the dial lights up. It glows in the
dark so you can find it quickly and,
when you lift the receiver, lights up
brightly to make dialing easy.
Your choice of attractive colors helps
you decorate, too. You can order the
Princess phone in white, beige, pink,
blue or turquoise.
Just call or visit our business office or
ask any installer-repairman.

Southern Bev ye
-rh.k.

•

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

It

new

41

317 Beale Avenue

LIABILITY INSURANCE
°
IW %RINI, Japan (FHTNC)
. avia
Is,
electronics techiclan, second class, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard H. Farwell
I of 2219 Lyon ave. Memphis,
• , Tenn., takes the oath of al-

legiance upon reenlisting for
six years while serving with
Patrol Squadron 47 at the Marine Corps Air Facility, Iwa•
kuni, Japan. Navy Cdr. H.
Gorman, his commanding officer administered the oath.

C

AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER

0 Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance o

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652
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• John Chaney Wins
Newsboys Cutest

Students Say
Hospital Fired
Them Wrongly

KOBER

Differences of opinion dominate the issue in the firing of
two Negro students from St.
Joseph hospital last week. The
students think the hospital admist:at
in
ion fired the two young
ladie.; because they took part in
the sit-down movements against '
two Memphis institutions re-

The news is out; the contest 'culation man with the largest
Is over and newsboy John number of papers sold through
Chaney is just about the hap- his boys, Robert Neal. He wins
piest boy in the whole city of $100.
Memphis this week.
All the boys did a grand job
Tri - State Defender newsboy and are just itching to get
John Chaney was the grand started on the next big Triprize winner of $100 in the State Defender Newsboys congreat big contest just terminat- test coming up in the near
ed. Chaney racked up a formid- future
able increase of 68 papers over
his base of 50. He sold a total PRINCIPAL HONORED
of 1886 papers during the con- I Melvin N. Conlet, princina
test.
of Douglass high school has
In second pace came Kenneth
been elected to the Washing
NVilliams, 64 paper base, 61 in- ton
University chapter of PHI
crease. He wins $50. Third DELTA
KAPPA National honwas Robert Neal, 100 paper orary educatio
n fraternity.
base, 50 increase, $40.
Phi Delta Kappa requires
Others finished thusly: Ralph outstanding scholars
hip f o r
Confer, 55 base, 44 increase, membership and is
dedicated
$20; Ernest Jones, 23 base, 35 to research service and
lead
Increase, $20; Donald Douglas, ership in the field of educatio
n.
19 base, 26 increase, $20; Larry The induction cere-moni.s weep
Camper, 19 base, 24 increase, held at Ellenwood house,
the
$20; and the $10 winners were old chancellor's mansion,
Fri
Ronald Newman, John White day night March
18, on the
and Mrs M. Mason.
campus of Washington univer
The bonutt prize for the cir- sity, St. Louis, Mo.

Fired were Kate J. Robertson
eentl
and Jevith L. Edwards, sto
derts at LeMuyne college.
Sister Alfreda, hospital administrator said that the students were dismissed because
they did not inform the hospital
that they would be absent. It
was because we have sick people to feed," she said.

•
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Sot., April 2, 1960

catty Registration
rive Open April 5

The 1960 County-wide Registration campaign will hold its
push off meeting for workers
Tuesday, April 5, at 7:59 p.m.
at the Universal Life Insurance
company. Ward, Precinct and
Block leaders who worked in
previous campaigns and others
•

who wish to work in the 1960
campaign are urged to attend
the push off meeting for kits,
assignments and instructions.
Campaign Headquarters have
already been opened in the TriState Defender Building with
a full time secretary. Material
and information can be secured
at the Headquarters.
The Committee expects to'
have workers in every block
of every precinct in the County
to ring doorbells urging cid-rens to become first class. This
program is urgent in face of'
the pending elections for 1960..
The Campaign however will be
on a non-partisan basis.
The Finance Committee,
headed by Jesse Turner haat.
the last two elections. At the been reactivated and is now re*
Memphis Republican conven- ceiving donations. Organizetion some 500 delegates adopt- dons, churches and individualsed
resolution caning for "an wishing to contribute may conequal choice with respect to tact Mr. Turner at Tri-State
schools, equal opportunity for Bank.
jobs without discrimination,
Campaign will again be
and equal opportunity to vote coordinated by Frank Kitwithout regard to color or raci- ' patrick with W. C. Patton
as
al origin."
i consultant.
-

Lt. George Lee
Scores Tiro'

Jubilant over his selection as
the first delegate named to atNEWSBOYS, standing, from Newman have just finished with an increase
STARTS
of 68 over his tend the 1960 Republican Naleft Larry Camper, John working like little demons in base
of 50 papers. Master tional Convention in Chicago
SUNDAY!
Chaney, Ralph Confer, John the big Tri-State Defender Chaney
wins a huge $100 for in July is IA
4-Big Days-4!
White, and kneeling, from newsboys contest. Top man in his efforts.
Read story for George W.
Let'
left, Donald Douglas, Kenneth the field when the totals were winners.
(Staff photo by Geo. of Memphis
. 1.1.
Williams and (inset) Ronald counted was John Chaney E.
Hardin)
Lee a Nixon
— -- supporter is be.
rection of Mrs. Rosie L. Bates i n g congratuand Master James Crittenden„!lated by Miss
with Freddie Tappan at
the A n n Broman,
piano. Mrs. Corine Lee, chair- Secretary of the
man of program committee; Young RepubliRobert Edmondson, president cans -Memphis
and Rev. 0. D. White, pastor. State UniverCINEts.4.0.ScolmE
SCOUTS
og....ono<
sity, Frank
LT. LEE
The Altar Guild of Emmanuel' Miss Alma Hansen. Mrs. FredBrownie Troop No. 293 sur- son, President
Episcopal Church cordially in-' erick Rivers and
prised their' brownie leader, of the Young
Mrs. Hollis.
Republicans also I vites its
friencle to attend a Price.
Mrs. Horace Smith with a birth- of Memphis
State University Foreign Exhibit
1/. nten Tea feaday party Friday evening at and
Chairman for the tea include
Congressman Charles T. turing
—PLUS 2nd HIT!—
the collections of several Mrs Marjorie
the home of Linda Faye Cham- Cubser of
Ulen and Mrs.
California.
Niemphians who have travelled Lewis
berlin, 3561 Ashford rd. The
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
H. Twigg, chairman and
Named
along
with
'abroad
Lt.
.
Sunday,
Lee
April 3, at 1766 co - chairma
Honoree received a shower of
The young blood raoling...
n; Mrs. Phillip
gifts. Refreshments were s-rv- as a delegate to the convention South Parkway East, the home Booth,
The Mitchell Road junior Urban League.
decorations; Miss Get- .‘
The young loves raging...
was
the
former Federal Di- of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Twigg,
of
the
participants ed by the hostesses, Mrs. Turaldine
Diamond,
t high school held its career day Some
exhibits; strict Attorney Mr. Millsaps from 5 to 7 p. m.
And all the young land waiting.
ther
ne Chamberlin, Mrs. James C.
Mrs. John Parker, invitations;
Fitzhugh, the Republican patprogram recently in the audi- were Felton J. Earls of
Seuvenir
and
priceless col- Miss Helen Shelby,
and l
ronage referee for West Teo leetiens
program;'I4
torium. Devotion by the stu- Post Office department
CV WHITNEY
'Mrs. Rose
from Europe, North and Mrs. Andrew
Bowers.
Mrs. nessee.
Roberts re. '
dent coun,,i1 iirder the direc- president of the Walker Homes
presents
Mr.
Fitzhugh
accepted Africa, West Africa, the Holy
Smith
says
many
wanks
to
freshments. Hostesses will in. his nomination as delagate to
tion of Miss Joann Young. civic club; Mrs. Altura Stamms everyone
Land, the Hawaiian Islands,' chide Miss
. Members of the troop
Music rendered by the school Lee, Allura Beauty school; are Gayla
Alberta Gaines,
the
conventi
on
from
his
winter
Talley, Linda Faye
Asia and the Caribbean Is- Mrs.
Ethel Hooks, Mrs. Phillis '
chorus with Mrs. June Pen- Claiborne D. Davis, general Chamber
home in Arizona by telegram.
lin,
Glenda
lands
Smith,
will be exhibited as the Wi ight Mrs.
Mrs.
Isabelle
der in charge. Rev. J. A. Mc- contractor;
TI Republican leader will be
Charles Phillips,
A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE
courtesy of Mrs. Julian W. Mrs. Joseph
Bland, home economie di 'icing Cogeta Gray, Sharon Hewitt. seeking
Daniel
was
guest
speaker
Westbrooks, Miss
to
and
carry
Tenness
ee
and
TECHNICOLOR'
Regina
Hart,
Sylvia
'
HampKelso,
Mrs. A. M. Walker, Isabelle Greenlee
was introduced by Mrs. Daisk of E. H. Crump; Dr. 0. H. ton,
Shelby County for Vice Presiand Mrs.
Helen
Raye
Person,
Mrs. G. W. Stanley, kb, Jr., Jake
Scott. Rev. McDaniel is execu- Yette, DDS, Dentistry: N. J. Dianne
Barber,
dert
Nixon.
The
state
of
Tenand Victoria Silt:lent:litmortuar
science;
Ford,
Mrs.
y
tive director of the Memphis
nessee has voted Republican in
F. Woodson, family service; er, Beverly Lewis, Angela R.
-- - - - Bowers,
Donna
R. Strong, Lois
— • Atty. S. A. Wilburn, law.
Theme, "I Have But One J. Goodwin, Linda Faye Berry.
Lamp By Which My Feet Are Nancy and Sylvia Brown and
Guided, And That Is The Lamp Barbara Jean FarnIs.
PTA
of Experience."
Walker School PTA held its
Final remarks were given
by Principal Alonzo Weaver. regular monthly meeting la.,.
Tuesday night, 7:30 p. m. BusiCHURCH
Annual Men's Day will be ness concerned planning for a
held April 24, 2:30 p. in., at panel discussion to be held
the Riverside MB. church, 248 April 26. You will be reading
more about this in this column
W. Mitchell rd.
Rev. Charles Williams, grand Two films were shown at the
A musical recital has been
master of F&M Lodge of Ten- meeting about good • citizenship
by
the
Advisory
nessee will be the guest speak- and our Living Constitution. planned
Board of Crivens Playtime
er. Goal is $15.00. They are Mrs. W. A. Crawford, presPTA Kindergarten, Sunday, April 3,
soliciting the cooperation
of ident of Mitchell Road
at the St.
Stephen
Baptist
every interested person
in was present. Mrs. Katherine
Memphis and Shelby County to Tappan is president of Walker church.
Alva Arnetta Crivens, 14-yearhelp. Walter Blunt is chairman; PTA; Mrs. Charlene Dand- old
daughter of
James Bates, cochairmap; E. ridge, in charge of publicity Pev.
and Mrs.
•
and
Prof.
Charles
W.
Horner
Moss, chairman of program;
0. C. Crivens
nrincinal
is
.
Rev. 0. D. White, pastor; Mrs.
will be feat,,rCharlene Dandridge, church CIVIC CLUB
ed at the piThe
V:11kcr
s
Civic
reporter.
ano. Alva is a
No. One choir of the River- Club will hold its monthly
freshman
at
side MB church sponsored a meeting Tuesday, April 5, 7:30
Douglass high
musical
program
Sunday, In Ford Road school cafetor- school.
March 20 at 7 p. in. The oc- ium.
Her hobby is
•
casion was a very enjoyable The building committee will
reading a n d
one. Mrs. Charlene Dandridge make its ronort. Plans are now
cooking. At the
was mistress of ceremony. being made to start erecting St.
Stephens Alva
Mrs. Juelethrea Turner, Green- the much needed community Baptist
Crivens
church
Available in all sizes. Including ½ gallons.
hill MB church member; Mrs. center in the Walker Homes she sings
in
the
r'
100 or 80 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
Rosie Bates, Mrs. Louise Ma- area. The president is asking
and is a member of the interPRODUCT OF U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILUNG CO., DIVISION OF JAMES
all members and residents of
son, A. J. Conway.
B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
mediate Sunday scnool class.
Mrs. Ida Lary introduced the Walker Homes to please
be She also
serves as a commitmistress of ceremonies. Mrs. present. Mrs. Riat Jones. sectee member of the music de•
Katherine Tappan was the in- retary; F. J. Earls, president.
partment of the Youth Fellowspirational speaker of t h e The Mitchell Road School
WINNER
•
OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS evening, being introduced by PTA will hold their regular ship of the City Congress.
This is the fifth annual pro1959 MERIT AWARD FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
Mrs. Johnnie M. Peters,
meeting
Tuesday, gram
a monthly
AKEVIEW
of presentation of young
member of Oak Grove MBC April 12, 3 p. m. Mrs. N. A. people
who show
promising
Crawford, president; Mrs. J. talent
church.
in Memphis presented by
Other participants on
the M. Peters, in charge of publici- the Advisory
Board.
program were Mrs. Minnie ty; and Prof. Alonzo Weaver
Lavender, James Bates, Mrs. principal.
I would never read a book if
L. E. Brown, J. H. Denton,
it were possible for me to talk
• 3 Bedrooms
Isaac Stevierson. Some of the No man would listen to you
half an hour with the man who
• 2 Baths
Restore Healthful Sheen And Vitality
visitors were Mrs. Emma J. talk if he didn't know it was
wrote it — Woodrow Wilson.
• Carport
Sponsoring "The Teenager Of The Week" On WLOK.
Butler and Mrs. Jerline Nesles. his turn next. — Edgar W.
The choir was under the di- Howe
• Concrete Drive

It Happened In

HMO G ROBINSON POO

Emmanuel Church Sets
Foreign Exhibit Tea

WALKER
HOMES

MAN GOWNS RI WAR*

1
I

•

•

•••••

uot(

Alva Crivens
featured In
Music Revue

DARK EYES

Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

Memphis' largest selling

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
GIRL
BOB
tio

YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M.-- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•

I....

DON'T MISS
„
HUNKY DICK "Cane"
COLE CANE"
DORY
3:30 P.M.-6:00 P.M. COLE

GARDENS ‘-e
'
.1 1 ::

• Storage
• Aluminum
Windows
• Separate
1.11111010"...-Dining Area
• Select Oak
Floors
• Central Heating
• Dishwasher Disposal

•

BUY LONG-AID SULPHUR

BUICK'S ALL TIME BEST

THE TURBINE DRIVE

the HILLTOP
$12,800
only $400 down
I

BUICK '60*

IT'S TIME FOR THE JET SMOOTH RIDE
OF YOUR LIFE--TURN TO TURBINE DRIVE

Plus Closing

LeSABRE

WE'LL.TAKE YOUR TRADE-IN

FREE MEMBERSHIP IN LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
TO THE FAMILIES BUYING THIS HOME!

.the thriftiest Buick

INVICTA .....the most spirited Buick
ELECTRA ....the most luxurious Buick

Directions: Drive south on Highway 61 to Horn
Lake
Road, south on Horn Lake Rd., to one block south
of
Geeter School.

ELECTRA 225

HOMES, INC.
P. 0. BOX 5313 • MEMPHIS •
EX 7-9343

See
CHARLES FIELD
Salesman
Re.s Ph. WH. 6-1193
RHODA HORNE is a member of the Booker T. Washington STRING
ORCHESTRA of Atlanta, Georgia, that
will be appearing at Bruce
Hall on Friday, April 8, at
8 p. m. This presentation
i marks the annual scholarship

project of Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority — "TURMANIA." Tickets for the affair
can be purchased from any
member of the Sorority. Mrs.
Mary Brooks and Mrs. Magnolia Bass are cochairmen
of tickets.

1960 BUICK LeSABRE
Four Door, Radio, Heater.
Turbine Drive Transmission
White Wall Tires $299500

SOUTH'S LARGEST BUICK DEALER

JOE SCHAEFFER'S

BLUFF CITY BUICK
739 Union Avenue

JA 5-5371

•

Discuss Africa
In Boston Talks

DEFENDER
Se., Apra 2, 1960

BOSTON, Mass. — George
Shepperson, lecturer in Imperial and American History at
Edinburgh university, delivered
two lectures at Boston university under the auspices of the
university's Meican Research
and Studies program.
He discussed "Problems of
African History" March 28, and
"Problems of Nationalism in
East and Central Africa" on MRS. EMMA LOWE, left, was Baptist church recently. Mrs
March 29. Both were held at the the lucky lady to be crown- Ruby Marble was her at
University's Faculty Club Li- ed Queen of the Lake Grove tendant.
brary, 147 Bay State rd., Boston.
Shepperson, well-known as an
historian, lecturer and author,
served as an officer in the Ny- BALTIMORE — Mrs. Vashti She was active in social, civasaland Battalions of the King's Murphy, wife of Carl Murphy,i ic, educational and religious orAfrican Rifles during World
ganizations, and served on a
president of the Afro-American
War II.
number of boards.
Newspapers, died last Thursday The socially prominent maafternoon in Johns Hopkins hos- tron lived at 2406 Overland ave.
pital after a long illness.
in Morgan Park.
Funeral services were held Yrs Murphy is survived by
MLeday at St. James Episcopal her husband, five daughters,
church with Father Cedric Mills,1 Mrs. Bettye Phillips, aide to
minister, delivering the eulogy. 1 the president of the Afro-AmeriMrs. Murphy, a native of can; Mrs. Ida Smith, an adverWashington, D. C., and a for- tising executive; Mrs. Frances
one of the orig- Woods, a teacher; Mrs. Vashti
On Jan. 30, at Governor Col- mer teacher was
of Delta Sigma Matthews, and Mrs. Carlita
founders
inal
lins' insistence, the Bureau of
Theta Sorority. She was the for- Jones of Buffalo, N. Y., and 16
Indian Affairs proposed at Mic•
grandchildren.
mer Vashti Turley.
cosukee economic development
•
plan to match the state's pro
posed gift of land.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"The bureau's plan is mini-Everybody Likes 'Err .'
mal and full of escape clauses
for the federal government," the
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 1S to 30 Pounds
executive director charged. "It
98c per Lb
Tee Year Old Country Hams
110c per Lb
is difficult to see it as more
Six Month Old Country Horns
90c per Lb.
than a cynical gesture on the
One Year Old Country Hams
$1 10 per Lb.
Three Year Old Country Hams
part of a Bureau which hopes
Sic per Lb.
.013)
Lb.
4
to
(3
Sausage
Smoked
Hickory
Country
Real
to appear as Santa Claus to the
115c per Lb.
Lean Hickory Smoked Bacon (4 hi 10 Lb. Slab)
Miccosukees and Jack Benny
$1 35 and $1.15 per Lb.
Sliced Country Ham
to the Bureau of the Budget."
!PLUS POSTAGE)
•
WE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
A world museum of printing
will be built in Mainz, Germany birthplace of Johannes
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152 Business Phone, VI 2-5141
Green, Ky.
Gutenberg, inventor of moveOn Bypass 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling
2-0152
VI
Phones,
Razid•oc•
able type. The museum is expeeted to open in 1962.

Other members present were
WARNER TEMPLE AME
Warner AME Zion Mrs. A. L. Turner, Mrs. E. L.
The
church of 917 Mississippi Blvd. Strong, Mrs. J. L. Tolbert,
will hold its Pre-Women's Day Mrs. D. W. Browning, Mrs. H.
program April 3-8. Guest pas- L. Olakee, Mrs. M. Massey,
tors and their respective con- Mrs. Atkins, Mrs. Moses Johngregations and choirs will wor- son, Mrs. J. C. Martin, Mrs. J.
ship nightly with the member. D. Boyd and Mrs. C. D. Coleman.
ship.
Sunday, April 3, the Pen- A tasty menu was served.
tecostal Temple church will BEULAH BAPTIST
LUNCHEON — Mother L. Pillow at. Left to right sitting Cora Whitfield, Mary Gaston,
join in the Pre-Women's Day .'.nnual Men's Day was held Faulkner entertained t h e are Mothers Savana Mitchell, Mrs. Lizzie Banks, Mothers
program. Bishop J. 0. Patter- at the Beulah Baptist church Mother Board of the Tree of Minnie Washington, Sweetie Elizabeth Plunketbe, Destine
son, the minister, will deliver the past Sunday. The guest Life Baptist church, 38 W. Shields, Susie Thomas, Eve- Sims and hostess Mrs. Thelthe principal address at 3 p.m. speaker was Rev. Fred Lofton Colorado, recently, in a lunch- lena Freeman and Leutheria ma Malone. Rev. W. P.
Sponsors of this service are the of Owen college. A beautiful eon at the home of Mr. and Faulkner. Standing left to Scott is pastor. (Piz by HenTrustee Board, Stewards, Stew. program supplemented the dy- Mrs. Walter Malone, 1645 right, Mothers Alma Henley, ry Ford)
ardesses, Ushers, Pastor's Aid namic address. Its theme was
Club, Violet Golden Seal and "The Christian Faith . . . The
the senior choir.
Bulwark of Man's Freedom."
with
Warner Appearing on the program
Celebrating
Temple on Monday, April 4, were Charles Graham, Clyde,
will be Mt. Carmel Pentecostal Battles, Atty. Russell SugarTempie church. Bishop H. tnon and Eddie Davis.
Butts, the pastor, will officiate. The chairman and co-chairThe Violet Golden Seal club man of the Annual Day were
and the, senior choir are the Aaron Jefferies and Ulysses
NEW YORK — The Associasponsors of this visit.
Truitt. Other chairmen were
on American Indian Aftion
Tuesday, April 5, will bring C. W. Westbrook, J. E. Bailey,
fairs has warned that, as a reto the house of worship, the Dave Collins, M. J. Edwards.
sult of shilly shallying by adProvidence AME church. The Phil White, E. H. Ford, Robert
ministrative officials of the U.
sermon will be delivered by Love, Evett Young, and Major
A few days ago a minister to ourselves is no reason for us S. Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the pastor, Rev. J. C. Miller. Frazier.
the
The Pastor's Aid Club and the The Annual Fellowship walked into a place of business. ;to constantly live in hope that the government of Florida,
itewardesses are the sponsors. Breakfast at the house of wor- In the rear of the business was our ability to hide gives us rea- state may be about to scrap its
The New Friendship Baptist ship, recently, was very enjoy- one of his members enjoying a son to continue to hid ourselves commitment to place 200,000
round of beer. When she looked in lieu of doing right. Doing acres of Everglade land under
ehureh will visit the congregaable. Forceful Sam Peace add
tion on Wednesday, April 6. ed an extra serving of inspire--,up and saw her pastor she right is the paramount thing in the administration of the MicThe main address will be de- tion to the affair. His speech jumped under the table. A man the lives of all of us. In propor- cosukee Seminoles.
livered by the pastor of that was very received warmly by sitting at the table told her that tion that we do this life will be Final action on the Florida
the man from whom she should meaningful to all of us and to tribe was expected March 29
sanctuary, Rev. W. M. Brown. the members and friends.
at a Cabinet meeting in Talbe hiding had been watching the world.
This service is sponsored by
Seen enjoying the meal were
lahassee
the usher board, Missionary Mrs. Louise Bense, Mrs. Mary all the time.
who
There are those of us
Society. Young Women and the Jones, Rev. Percy F. Jones and I wonder if this woman is not feel that we can hide. A hus- "If the Cabinet abandons the
of many people through- band hides from his wife, a Miccosukees, both Florida and
Buds of Promise.
Scott• I typical
Mr• nd Mrs• M lvi
Coming to the church on I Phil White, Mrs. Shaw, Mrs.: out the world. They hid from wife hides from her husband, the U. S. will have written as
Thursday, April 7, will be the Albert Boyles, Mrs. Mildred those who are insignificant but a member hides from her pas- sickening chapter of Indian hisMt. Pisgah CME church. Rev. Hodges, Mrs. and Mrs. William those who are significant are tor and on and on it goes but tory as was ever written in the
D. Warner Browning, the pas- Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Scott, watching them all the time. the realistic thing about all of past," La Verne Madigan, exector, will deliver the message. M. R. Davis, Eddie Crawford, There is something about man it is that none of us hide from utive director of the AssociaThe sponsors are the Steward Rev. Fred Lofton, M. T. Smith, that gives him a certain amount God. The ever wachful eye of tion, stated.
3uard and Sunday School.
Emmett of pleasure in feeling that he God seem and holds all of us
Jackson,
Andrew
A Musical Panorama by the Grant, Mrs. Johnnie Harrison, is getting away with something., responsible. There must be a
Memphis Rust Club will climax Lonnie Sanders, Miss Dorothy Never once do they realize that realization on the part of all
the progra mon Friday, April M. Ewell, Mrs. Sarah Collins, there is an all-seeing eye watch- of us that what has been en1. Mrs. Melzonia Killebrew is Mrs. Florine Rossen. Mrs. Ida ing them all the time.
thrusted in our care must be
he sponsor. Dewey Carruthers Bell Alexander, Mrs. Armetha
We live in a day of marol re- used for the glorification of God
a the president.
Gaston, Mrs. Subina Day, Mrs. sponsibility.. Many of us act as and this is imperative.
All of the services with the Lathe M. Young, Mrs. Susie M. if such were not true, but all
exception of Sunday will begin Crawford, Mrs. C. W. West- about us we see evidences of
at 8 p.m.
responsibilities that call upon
brooks and many others.
W. Raspberry is the, The master of ceremonies our moral interpretations of life
Rev.
pastor.
was Charles Westbrook. Mrs to manifest itself. This woman
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
Zenobia Pierce and Mrs. Pea- could hide herself under the
Annual Booker Washington chola Grant were in charge of table from her pastor but she
Day will be observed at the the food. Tyler Glover was the could not hide herself from the
Collins Chapel CME church, chairman.
presence of God. ,
Sunday, April 3. The program
Rev. W. C. Holmes is the The very fact that there is
which begins at 3:30 p.m. will minister.
something that makes an appeal
feature a symposium, "Booker
to the better part of each of
CENTENARY
Washington's Contributions, A
This Friday, April 1, the Le- us. The teacher in the class RALEIGH, N. C. — Curtis S.
Challenge to Negro Leadership
Moyne College Choir will pre- room, minister in the pulpit.
Means, senior at St. Augusof Today " The discussion will
a musical at the Centenary the doctor in the office and peosent
be centered around opportunitine's
college has received a
begin
will
It
church.
Methodist
ple in all areas of responsibility
ties, profession and business.
under the direction must realize that over and U. S. Atomic Energy Commism.
p.
8
at
Speekers will be Governor
sion Special Fellowship in
Prof. J. W. Whittaker.
above their immediate responJohnson of Owen Junior Col- of
I
endeavor
Proceeds from the
sibilities are moral obligations Health Physics.
lege, Miss Bertha Bradford of
of! that must be discharged and for Means, a chemistry and
Women
the
benefit
will
LeMovne college and Booker
Christian Service organization which we are responsible. The Mathematics major at St. AuT. Waie of Booker Washington
the Methodist Youth Fel- responsibility expresses itself in gustine's will study at the Uniand
High school. Music will be
lowship The admission price is the fact that one must walk the'versity of California at Berke!urnished by Owen Junior Col50c.
second mile. This demands that ley for one year, then a summer
Yes Madame,
ege Choir.
is the each of us live life at its very at the Lawrence Radiation LabBooker Washington Day will Rev. D. M. Grisham
Jack Sprat is a dependoratory at Berkeley. He will
best at all times.
of. under the auspices of Co- minister
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a
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$2.300
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president.
meal can be made so apAnniversary force
that makes us do good but, An honor student and star
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petizing with the addition of
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rather we should do good forl football player at St. Augusthe pastor.
reJack Sprat's hot butter bistheir
and
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tine's college, Means
I good's sake.
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w h o
congregations
spective
record.
academic
cuits or Jack Sprat's cone
high
a
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AME
Zion
Mt.
The
Rev. J. W. , The very fact that in making He is the son of Mrs. Sarah
pones and they can be made
held its First Quarterly Con- will participate are
this
world
better
we should not
MagnoMeans of Belmont, N. C.
fereti-e, recently. The Presid- Wyms of First Baptist
quickly.
so
I
with
concern
ourselves
doing
of Greating Elder, Rev. W. L. Powell, lia, Rev G. H. Bluitt
all with which we can get away
a hot delicate Jack
Take
L.
E.
Rev.
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Mt.
0
Thee,
er
thank
We
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3elivered a stirring message
but
rather
with
doing
because
butter It add
biscuit,
Sprat
Baptist,
God, for Thy Son Jesus Christ,
on "Ye Have Compassed this Slay of Hill Chapel
'it is right to do good. What a
fresh sliced sweetened strawof
Hughes
Scott
P.
W
Rev.
gave
He
that
us
loved
so
who
Meuntain Long Enough."
great world this would be if
berries and whipped creamDue to illness, the pastor, Chapel and Rev. W. C. Holmes all of us would dedicate. our- His life that we may be cleansBaptist.
Beulah
of
in
live
and
sins
our
from
ed
unable
was
Rev. M. L. Young,
JANA PORTER
Mrs Susie Thomas is the gen- selves with doing that which is newness of life. Forgive us our
ti attend the business session
chairman. Assisting her is right because it is really cor- sins of thought, word, and deed.
eral
of
sum
A
Conference.
of the
rect to do right.
Help us to walk uprightly by
$.3.341 was realised from the Mrs. Mary Gaston.
P. Scott is the pas- This woman hid under the Thy spirit today. In our SayW.
Rev
session.
table because she
saw her jour's name. Amen.
Mrs. Eula L Fisher is the tor.
s ••
minister. This man speaking
reporter.
the
under
better
his
impulse
of
your books and
Don't
sell
WIVES
MINISTERS'
CME
self said. "The man from whom keep your diplomas. Sell your
Mrs. W. H. Taylor and her
you should be hiding is watch- diplomas, if you can get anydaughter, Mrs. L. A. Slaughter,
you all the time—in fact he one to buy them, and keep your
ing
when
hostesses
were gracious
,is right under the table with books. — Walter B. Pitkin
they entertained the CME Min!you!"
isters' Wives, recently.
What a great thing it would
Discussion of the group's
lbe when each of us are inclined'
Easter project was primary.
;hrinks
The matrons will give Easter
Ito do wrong we realize that God
,-,•gs to the children at Keel
e,
is watching us all the time.
Avenue School. Mrs. A. R.
Many of us are given special
Flowers gave an interesting
, abilities and must realize that
talk on health. Mrs. E. E. Dunalong with these special abili- For the first time science has found
Latest thing in aprons is the penwith the t5
lean held the worship service
cfso style. Its trash mode by bindties go special responsibilities. s new healing substance
ability to shrink hemoring the chosen fabric, attacking
In stead of Mrs. D. S. CunningThese abilities should express tenistens
out
rhoids and to relieve pain —
ham who was out of town. some of Me bias tope at the sides
withhue
w
in terms of doing a surgery. In ease after easel,
fOf
bet.
bow
reducactual
StoA.
Presiding was Mrs. L.
better job. In proportion that gently relieving pain,
(shrinkage) took place. Most
rey.
we do a better job we will gain tion
amazing of all —results were so thor'greater respect among all of ough that sufferers made astonishins
have ceased ti
those with whom we come in statements like "Piles
problem!" The secret is a nay
a
ire
contact
sealing substance (Bio-DynA)—dis
We must not or can not con- ...Dyerr of a world-famous eeeeeeel
AND A GRAND TIME was had by all. Yes, the audience
.:4
aisf
obstsneList new
sole ourselves with the idea Ir!!titets.Teis:te
over a million listeners to the popular 50,000 watt WT/IA
of
Or
are
always assured of a grand time when the Big Star
that we are able to hide and caa
H.
drui
all
At
tier!
PPe%
l tr g•e
Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South brings their
therefore he able to bring a counters—money back guarantaa.
talent show to them every Saturday morning. The parcertain amount of consolation
ticipants Wye a grand opportunity to air their talents
and the audience has a grand entertainment treat. Big
Star is always happy and proud of the youthful talent
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Bury Wife Of Afro Publisher

Blasts Florida
In Indian Deal

REV. C THOMAS PAIGE

•

JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL

SAVE VALUABLE
QUALITY STAMPS

L.

Shop where you see
the sign

"We Give Quality Stamps"

•

You'll find it really pays
there you have a dessert fit gredients stick together.
for a king. Today we will
Turn dough on lightly
use Jack Sprat self-rising floured board or wax paper
flour for our "hot biscuits."
and kneed gently. Roll out
2 cup sifted Jack Sprat and cut in desired shape.
self-rising flour
Place on ungreased baking
sheet; bake 10 to 12 minutes
is cup milk.
until biscuits are golden
shortening
cup
1-4
Heat oven 475 degrees F. brown.
Believe it or not, Jack
Measure flour into bowl. Sprat's self rising flour
Cut in shortening until mosi- makes real good biscuits.
ture looks like small grains. Try 'em.
Add milk into center of dry
Bye for now, Jana Porter.
ingredients — mix until in-
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Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

;tops Itch—Relieves Pain
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displayed each and every Saturday. This is another way
appreciates
of showing you, the consumer, that Big Star
the
and honors the business you hive given them overGary
John
were,
show
recent
a
on
Appearing
years.
Williams, Walter Perino, Cager Banks, Ethel Vann,
Martha Jones, Lula Quinn and Percy Wiggins. Standing
Edwards.
in front are Christine Edwards and Ernestine
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• Fast
• Safe
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Sat., April 2, 1960

Expect Orer 2,000
AtA&I Ed. Confab

NASHVILLE — Approximate- I dance and the area of special
ly 2,000 educators will explore'education.
the theme "Quality Education
A feature of the Friday genand a United Profession Ener..I
session will be the first
hance Democracy" April 1-11
By MARGARET SIMMS
charming visitor.
when the Tennessee Education appearance of a 65-piece string
Mrs. William H. Martin, wife
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — With
Congress meets at Tennessee ensemble made of Nashville
City school children, directed
A & I State university.
the advent of some much need- of acting President of Hampton
Dr. Archibald J. Carey. jr., by Andrew Goodrich of t h •
ed sunshine, NashvWe is begin- Instute is house guest of Mrs.
of Chicago, will be keynote music department of the Nashning to GO-GO-GO again. They S. P. Massie and was entertainspeaker, G. W. Brooks of ville schools.
have been going everywhere but ed at a bridge party given In
Clarksvele, TEC
An attorney and minister,
downtown. Few of our people her honor by her hostess at
Executive
Secret. ry said last week.
Dr. Carey is chairman of the
felt they were welcome and so which time she received many
This annual convention will President's Committee on Govthey stayed away from the big tokens from Nashvillians inattract leachers, supervisors, ernment Employment Policy
bait casting sales of the past cluding flowers Ind a corsage COMMITTEE from the Nash- Council to discuss current Rev. J. Mete Rawlings,
Rev. Mitchell, Willard
Bowder, principals, and other education- and the pastor of Chicago
week end. Maybe we were miss- from Mrs. S. J. Wright, who is ville Chapter of the Frontiers problems of the Nashville Kelly Miller Smith, presipresident; Dickerson Donnel• al workers from all sections of Quinn Chapel AIME
traveling
with
distinguish
her
- of America met with some community Members
church. He
ed. ON The GO reporter was
.
of N. C. dent; Rev. Alex M. Anderson. ly, Dr. Thomas E. Poag, Dr. the state In
addition to attend- will sneak at 10:00 a. m. Friguest of Mrs. Eloise Hayes at ed husband this week and could members of the Executive L. C. are seated, from left to Standing are members of the
Hebert Crouch, chairman of
ing general sessions, they will day, April 8, at which time
The 1Gth Annual Musical Tea not be here. Tasty menu was Board of the Nashville Chap- right Rev. James Lawson, jr., F. of A. M. W. Day, Lamar the Frontiers
committee. hold
departmental meetings TEC President William H. Fort
sponsored by The Music De- served by hostess and numer- ter of Christian Leadership
(Photo by Gunter's studio.)
with eonsultant speakers, and of Nashville will make his repartment of Spruce Street Bap- ous prizes given.
1111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111
specialists in various subject port to the Congress as he retist church on Sunday. It was Eighteen Volunteer Red Cross
March
forms
,1960.
18
There
matter fields as well as gui- tires from office.
Marcincla
Patterson
and
Annie
Grey
Ladies
were
capped in a
very successful affair, as uswere dances, comedy skits, Ruth Thomas.
very impressive ceremony at
1.
bands, and vocal groups. The RECORD REVIEW: Robert
The music I enjoyed most Meharry Medical college and
extravagan
za was a complete Turner is asking Ruth A. Wright
was the accompaniments by Hubbard hospital this week. IIIIIIi111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
to Give him some money while
,
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111111 success.
They
are
Mrs.
Bernice
Thomas,
William Cawthon who presid•
Annie R. Thomas is telling lienBy MMANE L. YOUNG
spelling tournament, bu she has The NIIA reporter Emma J.
ed at the piano for all the par- i unit chairman; Mrs. Naomi
White sounds on the happening ry Lewis Your love don't pay
*
ticipants, the selections by ne,Crockett, Mrs. Louise Fletcher, The spring weather will be been eliminated this year bewith
the N. H.A.ers. They are my bill Betty Crawford is tellMrs.
Velma
Goodwin, Mrs. on its way, when winter finds cause she is a freshman.
Church Choir under direction oU
planning a program of work ing Johnny Ivy its too late,
Mrs. Sarah Phillips and the;Pauline Hayden, Mrs. Etha Hen- out it's time for it to leave. A member of the Burdett
while the four stooges know
derson,
Mrs.
SPOTLIGH
Virginia
Johnson,
T
Chapel M. E. church, pastored with an activity each month,
lovely blended voices of
but at present the trip to Nash- they have what it takes. The
Mrs
Florentine
Jones,
Erma
Mrs.
Faulkner:
Witan
exceptionby
Rev.
L.
Princella Bolin and Mrs. Leroy
W. Redmond, she
Mrs.i'
lie M. Kimmons, Mrs. Marie al young lady on our scene and sings in the choir and is an ville holds their interest. The big question with Lonnie Batts
Bonner.
trip will consist of two girls and Shirley Fleming is Will you
SOCIAL AND CIVIC — Mrs. Manlove, Mrs. Bertha Moore, abroad. She is a very talented assistant Sunday school teacher.'
and
the advisor, Mrs. Viola J. ever he Mine? While Velma
Mrs.
Fannie
Pullen,
with
girl
Mrs.
Bergreat
speaking
ability You are kindhearted, sweet,
Elizabeth Reed was hostess to
Dandridge is wishing.
Stovall.
the Nashville Chapter of Chums tha Randolph, Mrs. Rhea Tar- and a love for music. She and loveable. Remain that way,
TOP TEN
l
eton,
LIGHTER
Mrs.
plays
Frances
SIDE
Taylor,
a
jazzy
clarinet
in the dear.
Inc., at her lovely home on
Margaret Holloway, Corrine
Instead of three stooges we
NEWS
G ardners Lane. This is the Mrs. Willie Ward, Mrs. Mary school band.
Washington, Mettle Tayston,
By CARLOTTA STEWART I well. But it seems that always
Webb
and
Mrs.
She
Ethel
has
White.
represente
d
the
schoo:
group who sponsored FASHAn Extravaganza was given have four. They are: Earnes• Lena M.
Musing:
Bell,
BEING A FATHER,it is the mother that a child
Emma
White,
These
ladies
two
are to be conconservative years in the to raise funds for the band uni- tine
ION FAIR in the fall and gee..e
Buford, Peggy Jackson, Mary A. Hill, Delores Rich- TODAY —Fathers today are
gratulated
the
as
first
of
color
clings to. What can I do to imso generously to The School
mond, Luvenia Maxwell, Rosie on the way to regaining a lost
Lunch Program. Mrs. Berna- to be so honored. They honor
Echols, Catherine Faulkner. , world, the world of family liv- press my son . . . my daugh'"Abett
dine Pinkney was co-hostess an themselves in the service they
Boys: Robert Savage, Lonnie Arm. They are giving more of ter? Worried Father.
•
the ladies gave attractive nnd will render to our commun,ty.
Steward, Sammy Young, James themselves to fatherhood and
Dear Father Maybe sonic of
useful bridge prizes after the CONGRATULATIONS are in
McBride, Huston Suggs. B e n drawing richer emotional re- this is imagination. "Father" is
usiness of the evening was order for Miss Marjorie Crump,
Key, jr., Atris Niter, William i wards from it. Today fathers the male to whom his son looks
inpleted. Mrs. Ann Welch daughter of Dr. and Mrs. E.
Faulkner, Willie L. Echols, Will are actually giving more of for a model. Without a strong
Perry Crump for the splendid
on the first prize.
themseelvees to their children "father image" a boy does not
A. Bailey.
Entertaining for the charm- record she is making at The
and their home life than ever know what it is to be a man.
WEEK'S QUOTATION
ing visitors from Montgomery University of Minnesota. She
He who knows and knows he before. They are doing so in a As he sees how you behave towho were guest of Mrs. Fred- has recently been named Queen
knows is wise — follow him. different way than ever before, ward his mother, his sister, and
die Maxwell on last week end, of the Year Book. This is the
He who knows and knows not and in a way that has more other women he learns how a
were Mrs. Charles S. Johnson, first such an honor has come
that
he knows is asleep—awake meaning and Is more gratif- man behaves toward A WOMMrs. Mable Love, Mrs. J. B. to a Negro student at Minnehim. He who knows not and in gboth to themselves and to AN.
Singleton, Mrs. Alice Archer, sota.
knows not that he knows not their children.
From you he learns how
Mrs. Margaret Simms, Mrs. A Beautiful Luncheon at The
Is a fool — shun him.
Dear Carlotta: T am a young man and woman in marriage
Ruth Redd, Mrs. Marion Fuson, Blue Triangle YWCA sponsored
father. My wife and I are very work togother to make a good
See you next week.
Mrs. Dennis Cowan, Mrs. S. J. by the Volunteer Leadership
anxious that our children grow life for themselves and their
Wright and Mrs. Gloria Massie. Committee with Mrs. Carrie
up loving both of us equally children
Mrs. Ruth McAlpin and Mrs. Hull, Mrs. Alta Turpin, Mrs.
W. A. Dooley as well as Miss John Roberts, Mrs. A. D. KelJulia Johnson all contributed, ly, Mrs. M. G. Simm, Miss Lois
their services as hostesses and Daniels and Mrs. Joe Forrestor.
the ever faithful Mrs. Edith The tables were decorated in
Work, who does so much for The St. Patrick's Day Motif and
all visitors who come to our each lady was given a Sham(air city. Mrs. John Patton of rock pin.
Paul, Minn., is still with us BEAUTIFULLY
DRESSED
I Nashville is enjoying this WOMEN I SAW THIS WEEK
WERE SO MANY but please let
Five more stars have been
emmention a few: Mrs. Cecil
named
to the cast of the 32nd
TOOTH SQVUZII from
Ryan in a lovely Green and
Annual ''Oscar" Show on April
Mauve print, Mrs. John Hope
Rein
ACHE tube.
When you are goes in sec4, Arthur Freed, producer of,
in classic black silk suit and
Used by
desperate with onds.
the show for the Academy of
the most attractive needle point
pain, you can VIOUlandg3ite
rely on (ARAL
Motion Picture Arts and Scienand black faille french pumps,
far fest, Wee.
;ire relief. Just ORA-JELa Mrs. Joseph Thomas in a loveces, has announced.
ly Navy Blue Suit and Ruth
Gary Cooper, Arlene Dahl,
McAlpin in Red.
Rock Hudson, Fernando Lamas
Links of Nashville were the
and Hope Lange will
present
guests of Mrs .George Redd on
statuettes to winners on the 90Monday night of this week. She
minute presentation program'
Ancient Age Distillers Company, Frankfort, Kentucky
had Link Coreile Warfield, of
which will be carried over
the' Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey — 6 Years Old — 90 Proof
Blue Field, W. Va., as her speccombined radio and television
ial guest and her caterist servnetworks of NBC and the CaFor faster, more complete relief of ed an elaborate
and tasty menu.
nadian Broadcasting Company
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
starting at, 10:30 p.m.(EST).
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders. Links are planning to leave in
liTANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action) large numbers to attend the re— the combined action of severe' gional meeting at Wilberforce
medically-approved ingredients in in April. Link Mildred Freeone easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety man, chairman of the National
and tension, starts bringing relief
project for the Gifted Student'
aight away. Deep areA
wia
PALL MALL, Tenn.—(UPI)—
is making a fine contribution
Test
•
Alvin C. York, the tall mounTANBACK
through her work with students
The famous singer :who is happily married
against any
and the information she pass- TENNESSEE STATE univer- tel Muelebaeh's grand ball- tournament. Since becoming tain man whose deadly aim
has two wonderful daughters aged 10 and
preparation
sity's starting forward, Ros- room. A junior, Johnson, a starter in the
you've ever
es on to her sister Links.
15. Why did he adopt Nat Kelly Cole? What
past six games with a Springfield rifle made
used
sie Johnson, picked up the Coach Harold Hunter's sixth- scholar Johnson has
did he think the little boy could bring to his
sccred 20 him the nation's top hero of
eol
Then said Jesus, Father, for- NAIA's Emil Elston scholar- man until recently, was pre- points pen game. Left to World War I, will get a $32
home that he did not already have? Read
Guaranteed by
Geed &seeker,
give them; for they know not ship award at the seventh an- sented the Emil Liston award right, Al Wheeler, NAIA past monthly social security pay-i
the delightful story of love and family life,
nual
NAIA AWARDS LUNCH- given to the junior haying the president; Coach Harold
rt ....en 4.
what they do. (Luke 23:34)
Hunt- ment as long as he lives.
"Why We AdoptEON recently held in the Ho- highest cumulative average er; and Emil
Liston
award
— Now 72 years old, broke'
ed Kelly" in the
e
of those participating in the winner Rossie Johnson.
and a semi-invalid.
big, exciting April
!Mt of EBONY
magazine.

Capleville Caper,,,

•

ii

Name Five
More Stars
For Oscars
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IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!

HEADACHE

York Wins SS
Rate For Life

Illir

Why NAT KING COLE
Adopted A Son

STANBACK
4=0

"RULE OTHERS"!
WEAR

Magic Lure Perfume
Imported Glamorous French Perfume Designed To Maki
You Mora Irresistible. Try it And See What Magnetic Charm
It Brings You. POWERFUL EFFECTIVE. 1 Dram Bottle $2.00.

What was he . .. a dedicated spiritual
father with nearly 400.000 followers
or a brown-skinned P. T. Barnum?
How did he get those nickels and
dimes and build up a 12-state real
estate and church empire said to
be worth $25 million? Read the
fantastic story of Bishop Charles
M. (Sweet Daddy) Grace by
Alex Poinsett in the exciting
new April issue of EBONY
magazine.

ANN JONES, BOX 7762, CHICAGO 80, ILL.

Plus these exciting picture -features:
• White Priestess
• How To Tell When You Are In Love
• New Search For Lost Gold
• Germany Apologizes To Jesse Owens
• A Shot At $25,000
IN THE RIO NEW
APRIL EBONY
NOW ON SALE:

MAIL COUPON • GET 5 ISSUES FOR $1 00
Vet, bleol• teoef me the next 5 blg ireuet ef
EgoNy iii•oisciliri• for $1, ,.vine to• 754 olks
it. regular newisland price. Ericlesocf is $I •
NAPAE

ADDRESS..
1

TFT,VGRAMS and letters of- strations fill huge bulletin
fering support and congratu- board at Fish university.
lations to i.tiirterts involved Messages poured in from all
hi lunch counter sit-In emon- over the country. Viewing

them are, left to right. Dean Donald and Miss Angeline
of Students %nna Cheatham, Butler. (Pix by Gunter's
Paul LaPrad. Miss Maxine Studio)
Walker, Miss Audrey Mc-
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Our Opinion
rNew Approach To Public Housing
The White House Conference on Chiland Youth will face an issue just as
horny as the intricate problems of adolescence when it convenes in Washington. The
(Denver subcommittee of the Conference is
oming to the meeting with a resolution on
public housing.
It is the sense of that committee that
public housing should be scattered through'out a community rather than, as now, conrritrated in large, identifiable public dwelaing units.
The subcommittee chairman, Mrs. Al.
Saunders of Denver, expects to make
a strong minority report recommending a
!MIR orientation in the thinking of housing
authorities. It is her contention that living
in large housing projects "carries an &parent social stigma for occupants and enourages a breakdown in initiative and selfrespect."
i
Mrs. Saunders, who is a Democratic
!state senator, states that "although the
vagram has taken thousands of families
r ,t of slum areas, many weeds have found
fertile soil in the so-called 'garden communities' of project housing in America."
I
She feels that dispersed and unidentifi;able homes would give low-income families
'eater incentive toward rehabilitation, and
,that the stigma of "project living" would
not be on these families.
She snys that 13,0' persons Jive in
penver's 13 projects, of10whom
8,000 are

i

children. Nearly 40 percent are without a
"male head of family." More than one-fourth
are receiving public aid.
In her report to the national Conference, she points to centralized housing projects as tending to stratify too many people
.a close quarters, with the same social problems: low income, public assistance of many
kinds, large families, fatherless families, etc.
Low-cast public housing gives rise to
class prejudice based on economic status of
the occupants. The tenants are virtually isolated from the rest of the community. They
are forced into a social category by the
sheer weight of antagonistic public opinion.
The children of such families are unable to
escape the stigma of collective ostracism
which may produce Untoward psychological
effects on the eoming generations of project
dwellers.
If the high rate of vacancies, in these
projects, is not local but national in scope,
it would be additional indictment against
continuing the erection of massive projects
with their prison-like architecture.
Though a trend toward single-family
dwellings is being evolved, it would scarcely
remove present social objections if the principle of diversification and planned dispersal is not observed. There is no question
but that public housing needs a new approach and a fresh concept boni PI to ".1
physical and !Axial content.

Abort Pewitelta, Plane
Anti Probloass
By FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILE — The occasion The beacon light is bright now
of an anniversary always pro- and even though our course is
vides new opportunities to still rugged, it is more clearly
glance backward preparatory to defined.
looking ahead. At the Louisville The Defender operate, today
Defender, we observe two anni- in a more enlightened atmosversaries simultaneously — that phere. More people are forging
of the Negro Press generally to this civil rights front and
and the Louisville Defender.
they come better prepared eduBy lucky coincidence, o u r cationally, financially,
with
newspaper had the good fortune more determination to achieve
to be born a few days after their full measure of freedom.
the celebrated March 16 which However, this does not make
is the day in 1827 that John the role of the Negro newspaper
Russwurm launched his "Free- any easier. On the contrary it
dom's Journal."
is more difficult because every
Although we gain from t h e gain inspires new confidence in
International spotlight beamed the ability to achieve and new
on Negro Newspapers as a mountain tops to climb.
whole at this time, yet we are Some years ago, Arnold
Rose
accordingly dwarfed by it.
described the Negro press as an
Hence, we have a double chal- "educational agency
and a
lenge — to justify our existence power agency. As such
it deterin the future by endeavoring to mines the direction
of the pro'contribute more magnificently cess through which Negroes
are
to our readers' total progress becoming more
a part of Amerand to add professionally to ican culture. . .and it
causes an
journalism.
intense realization of American
Reflectively, we have much ideals."
good to remember and many This is indeed a challenge
desires to yet realize. Such goals particularly for those of us at
as human dignity, Christian the Defender on this 27th annibrotherhood, and complete first- versary.
class citizenship still loom be- We only pray that we can
fore us.
measure up to it.

Religions Unite
In Relief Drive

1

LANGSTON HUGHES

By LOUIS CASSELS
families who receive food,
To feed the hungry, clothe the clothing, warm bedding, medical
naked, shelter the homeless, supplies and other help through
heal the sick, provide for the U. S.-based religious relief agenneeds of widows and orphans... cies.
Such works of mercy, ace rd- Few Americans realize the exing to Judeo - Christian teach- tent to which their churches
ing, are the classic ways in and synagogues have become
which men can fulfill the com- the primary channels for vol- "One night when I were
a great.'
pie have bigger rooms, a n
mandment to "love thy neigh- untary aid to the unfortunate very young man," said Simple,
" 'How?' I says.
they loves books about great dS
bor as thyself."
of other lands .Last year, more "and I were in Baltimore I met
JO they keeps them. Does
" 'Join up with the CommuThe ancient catalogue of char- than 80 percent of all private another man in a beer parlor
nist,' he says, 'and work to it bother you?' I said.
itable deeds may sound obsolete American aid was sent over- and he said, "Where you from?'
make a new world. I will send " 'Not really," said the lady.
to a modern American, who sees seas through religious agencies. "I said, 'Virginia. And you?'
'If they read them.'
you, a application.'
his next-door neighbor with no GOALS ARE SAME
" 'I'm from the Eastern
"Maybe_ he did send me one. "I loved that library lady beeconomic wrong is a continuous pressure! greater financial problem
Although each of the major Shore,' he said, 'which is the
But I moved the next day— cause I could tell she loved
and leadership requites only obstinate -1 meeting the payments on a than faiths conducts
them books I loved. Eeven if
secits own over- other side of the Bay which
ond car. Where, he may ask, seas relief program, their goals is were Frederick Douglass being two weeks behind in my she was white, she cared about
or resolution in hatred.
rent
so I never vot it. a''- d
am I going to find a neighbor are the same and there is a were from.'
One such strike could develop
I never joined up with the Com- these great Negroes I cared
who needs to be fed, clothed great deal of mutual coopera- "At that time
I had not heard munists, and I never saw that about. So I asked her one day
series of strikes, each more violent and bit- or sheltered?
tion. In recent years, they have of Frederick Douglass and
1 (lid young man again. But it was a if she was a Communist.
ter, until all the native associations, indusunderscored their unity of pur- not know he were a great
AID 60,000,000
Ne- long time later, way after I 'She said, 'Why do you ask
trial, religious, tribal, united on the one
Christian churches and Jew- pose by sponsoring simultane- gro hero who struck his master had been married and busted me that?'
ground of white domination, make cause ish synagogues across the land ous fund appeals in late March. down and run away from slav- up and left and gone to 11% e in "1 said, 'Because it were a
together. Religious fanaticism is not likelyi will unite this weekend in an- The protestant appeal is call- ery and escaped to the North New York that I went to the Communist introduced me to
to lead, but it is very ready to support' swering that question. They will ed "one great hour of shar- and become a famous leader library one day and got out a books about great Negroes.'
offer their members a chance ing." Special offerings will be long before the Civil War.
book writ by Frederick Doug- "She said, 'I am glad.' But
such a general strike.
to give, not to some vaguely taken Sunday morning in thous- "So I said, 'Who were he?" lass and read it, and got anoth- she never did answer my quesIn South Africa where strikes are for- "worthy" cause, but to the di- ands of participating churches. That young man told me. He er book writ by Booker T. Wash- tion about were she a Commubidden, they have always tended to violence rect relief of the most elemen- The money goes to an inter- also told me about Harriet Tub. ington and read it, and got an- nist. I reckon she were not ao
denominational relief agency, manwho was from somewhere other book writ by a colored Communist because I did not
and bloodshed. Labor organization has been! tal kind of human need.
see her picture in the paper for
in Maryland and v ho
made difficult for the natives, but this does, The "neighbors" for whom Church World Service.
doctor with a French name.
help
from
will
slavery,
be
sought
too, then went 'The white library lady in being put in jail when McCarare scatter- Catholics are asked to give to
not alter the fundamental solidarity of
back
through
ed
down
80
South
countries
around
more times that colored library in the mid- thy were high sheriff in Washthe
Bishops'
Relief
Fund,
which
color, or the fact that the idea of the
the
than
globe.
They
enough
are
members
to
rescue
of
others dle of Harlem just kept feed- ington.
is the principal financial sup•
strikes, as an effective weapon, is r-w
"But I did see a picture of a
some 60,000,000 impoverished port of Catholic relief services. from slavery. That night I won- ing me books
about my great black man who looked like he
fixed in all native heads.
dered how I had lived so long colored people
When I would might have been that man who
and did not know any of these bring
A general strike of native labor in
a book back, she would first introduced me to Frederick
things. I asked this young man, say, 'Did you
South Africa would instantly take the shape
read it?'
Douglass years ago. This man
`:low do you know so much "I would
of race war. It would range whites on one
say, 'Yes.'
were being put in jail because
black history?'
side, blacks on the other. The essentials of
"Then she would say,
would not answer no queshe
am
"He
said, "I am a Commu- glad you read it, and I am glad
war would also be present, for unlike gentions
about being a Communist.
nist, and Communist teach peo- you brought it back — because
eral strikes in Europe or in the United
"He would not open his black
ple these things."
so many people do not bring a
States, an industrial battle between the
not know if he was
" 'Nobody taught me. I am book back, so I wonder if they mouth. I do
colors would represent a true difference of
NEW YORK — "Suspect" is Long cites an article in the black and need to know,' I said. read it? You, Mr. Semple, bring the same man who started me
reading books when I were
interest.
the word applied by Dr. Perrin same issue, written by three 'I need to know I got some hooks back.'
young. But if I had knowed what
Such a danger is already the secret H. Long. editor of Medical pharmacologists at the
great pc, o!e ;n my
" 'My little old room is so jail he was in, I would have
fear of the South African whites. For even Times Magazine, to a large part College of Virginia, inMedical
"You
great
got
people
in your small,' I said, 'I have no place sent him a post card anyways
which
those who do not acknowledge it, feel the of the material in scientific they discuss a nurnber of scien- present, too,' said the young to keep nothing, let alone books. n sh name of Frederick Dougwhich have identified to- tific investigations
uncertainty of their position, outnumbered studies
of the tobac- man, And you also can be I reckon maybe them other peo- lass
bacx) smoking
a direct fac- co-causation theory and question
three to one by a subject race which has tor in causing as
lung cancer. some of the methods used.
every re..son to hate them.
In an editorial apearing in Dr. Long's editorial
in particFear or no fear, the Union of South the April issue, he speaks of a
challenges
ular
statements
Africa stands before the world as guilty tendency "to gloss over, or play
of inhuman atrocities, atrocities for which down," facts which do not fit made by Dr. L. E. Burney, surgeon general of the U.S. Public
there can only be one atonement: Deliver. the "chosen hypothesis" of those Health Service,
accepting t h e
ance of the native population from oppres- offering evidence of the alleg- theory of a direct relationship
ed link,
sive subjugation.
between smoking and lung canIn support of his stand, Dr. cer.
M11811111111110111111111111111181111111811111181mmalite11111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111
LAGOS, Nigeria—John White, among so-called courting cou- their wives to dictate to
them
the Detroit hotel owner who has pies are rarely witnessed.
and the confidence in his leadership that
and to make important decisions
rubber
a
plantation
in
Oddly
enough,
Liberia,
it is a common such as how much money
a tragedy of major proportion was preexpressed some concern over sight to see two young men- should be spent or saved,
etc.
vented and mob violence terminated.
the position of women in West walking down the street togeth- While we think some of the AfAfrican society on his recent er holding hands and obviously rican customs are effeminate,
It was a case of quick and good police
trip to Nigeria.
enjoying each other's company. they think tile doit
_ s
pa)
action, the kind that all law-abiding
This is not a homosexual mani- to women is also effeminate.
Despite
some
very
brilliant
communities pray for, but seldom see
exceptions, the West African festation either, just a sign of The Nigerian wife seems
to
their prayers answered. Left to Chief
woman does not enjoy the hon- very good fellowship. It does know how to protect herself,
however,
look
us
odd to
ored place in this socity that
Smith the whole tragic drama at Little
The Africans seem to have no however. One of the newsmen
women
take
for
granted
in
ours
here told me that his Wife was
Rock might never have been unfolded.
Here there is no question about patience with the rituals of ro- very upset because she found
He Was assistant police chief when
the supremacy of the male ani- mance as we do and when they (kilt that he was prowling around
start out to chase a dame, they
mal.
violence flared in September, 1957, over
with another lady. I asked him
mean business.
the admission of the nine Negro stuIn Northern Nigeria, one of The more westernized and ed- what course he intended to purthe three regions of the federa- ucated Africans, of course, are sue in this dilemma.
dents to the Central High School. He
tion, which has a population disposed to adopt our romantic He said he was thinking that
commanded 100 patrolmen who repulsed
close to 18 million, the women ways and they do more so-called the only peaceful way out was
are not allowed to vote. This courting than is generally t h e to marry the second lady also.
segregationist mob at the school on
region is dominated by the Mos- custom. The movies in the big According to him, his wife
Sept. 23, 1957.
lems and plural wives, four to cities which feature American would be satisfied with such arHad not Gov. Faubus, the arch segreany man who can afford them, films have done a great deal to rangement because she would
are customary. Many of the teach the art of western wooing. know where she stood as the
gationist, unduly interposed his will in
women wear purdah, the veils Some Africans seem to hold first wife. Each wife, it appears,
the matter, Little Rock would have been
which conceal most of the face. the view that any man who is knows her own place and here,
spared the evil days that fell upon it.
as in the labor union, seniority
Even in the Western and East- led to worship a lady has a
important.
is
character
not
weak
if
a
weak
But the Arkansas Governor, who is
ern region where women do vote
has fallen victim to In discussing some of these
mind.
He
and
are
conspicuou
s ,in petty
now seeking a fourth term, seized upon
trading, the Nigerian women the wiles of a woman and he matters with Nigerian intellecthe occasion to advance his political
are not esteemed in the manner cannot be counted upon to up- tuals 1 was reminded that, as
strange as some of the local
fortunes by challenging the courts and
of women in our culture. Some hold the code of manliness,
of the market women have A Nigerian journalist told me custom seem, the women in
the U. S. Constitution.
amassed fortunes and are finan- that he was criticized by his many countries of Europe have
An amiable-looking big man — 6 feet
cially .ndependent of the men. mother for being too helpful and only ,yegun to be emancipateu.
2 inches tall and 200 pounds in weight —
Nevertheless, they seem to have attentive to his wife, that is car- The mistress was accepted in
a
secondary role in the general rying the groceries and the French society and the women
Chief Smith, apparently lost his mental
society compared with thier sis- baby and doing menial chores still do not have the right to
balance under the pressure of mass peraround the house. His sisters vote in highly enlightened Switters in America.
upbraided him for permit- zerland. Further, the way the
also
secution. After shooting his wife to
Here one seldom sees any pub- ting his wife to victimize him divorce laws work in America
death, he then put a pistol bullet
lic
of affection between in this menner.
many men make the Moselm.
"When it comes to showiye the stuff you're made of malesigns
and female. Kissing and liaLy African Males laugh at with only four wives, look like a
through his own head.
nothin' can beat that outfit."
holding hands in public even the British here for allowing very contisest creature.

Week By Week

In The Name Of Douglass

•
r
South Afrec
a s Answer. Bullets
The mass slaughter of the peaceful
'demonstrators in South Africa is a most
cpnvulsive act of barbarism in modern Afrigan history. Their plea for modification of
;harsh segregation laws was answered with
bullets. Men, women and children were mowed down like locusts by local police firing
sub-machine guns.
Segregation in the Union of South
!Africa has been defended on the ground of
.a superior white race, with a superior culture. They say Negro unskilled labor undersells the white; Negro standards of living
pull down the general level.
Consequently the government has set
;up a wholly Negro area from which whites
are excluded. It is nothing more than a
black ghetto from which the natives are
not allowed to emerge without a special peas.
'
It is admitted that a great many supporters of the Union segregation policy have
no intention of allowing the native standard
of living to rise. They see in any improveirnent a threat to their cheap labor supply
land they mean to keep the African in poverty and want.
They would like to gain control of the
whole continent up to the Equator, of the
rhodesias, Bechuanaland, Tanganyik a,
Venya, in order to secure white supremacy.
:This would merely extend the area of conVet rather than consolidate the power of
'the segregationists.
,
A civil war in Africa between black and
white would be ferocious and destructive
beyond any modern conflict. This notion is
itning fed by two basic facts: the permanent
t'iallenge of race discrimination, and the
wave of nationalism which is sweeping
1131-tck Africa. Serious revolutionary action
is
=ore likely to begin with a strike, where

i

Editorial Raps
Cancer Claims

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

Chief Smith Of Little Rock
The death of Chief Eugene Smith of
the Little Rock's police force is one of
the tragic sequels to the bitter struggle
waged against school integration in Arkansas' state capital.
Chief Smith died apparently at his
own hand. It seems he was driven to
despair by an organized campaign of
vilification, of disparagement, with insulting letters, telephone calls and telegrams to sustain the die-hard segregationists' evil design.
Smith was the center of controversy
In Little Rock's integration disputes.
Twice he led club-swinging police in
breaking up enraged racists who were
demonstrating against the admission of
Negro students to the Central High
School.
He was accused of being a tool of the
advocates of race mixing. Nine suits
totaling $500,000 were filed against him
by perqons who charged they were mistreated in a clash between police and
segregationists last Aug. 12.
Under Chief Smith's command, 110licemen and firemen held the jeering
mobs at bay with nightsticks and waterhoses as a Negro boy and girl entered
the white high school. It was largely
through his efforts, his personal courage
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Nationalism,Apartheid
Dashing In South Africa

Dear Mme. Chante: I was in- been reading your column for
formed of your wonderful work a long time and see where you
and would be very much oblig- have helped so many people. I
ed if I could become a mem- am a lonely man. I am lookber of your pen pal club. I am ing for a lady between the ages
a Jamaican fellow and would of 37 and 48, weighing between
like to correspond with Amen- 130 and 145 lbs. I am a single
can girls. I am 20 years old. man, 41 years of age, have a
Neville O'Sullivan, 6 Signum steady job and looking for someLane, Kingston 13, Jamaica, B. one who understands life. I am
W. I.
medium brownskin, 5 feet 111
/
2
•••
inches tall, 183 lbs., brown eyes,
Dear Mme, Chante: I have black hair mixed with grey.
read your column for months Cleo Fields, 5425 S. Michigan,
and somehow I really didn't be- Chicago, Ill.
•• •
lieve that such meetings were
possible through any lovelorn Dear Mme. Chante: I have
column. My reason for writing been a reader of your lovelorn
this letter is this: I have just corner for many years and
received a phone call from a know you have helped so many
gentleman who was a bachelor lonely people. I am very lonely
and now he is happily married and would be pleased if you put
to a beautiful lady whom he this letter in your corner. I
met through your column. So I would like to meet a lonely
have decided to take a chance man who is looking for a good
on finding a wife. I am in my wife. I am 37, 5 feet, 4 inches
40's, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, or- tall, 200 lbs., brown complexion.
ange complexion, black curly Would like the man to be behair. I would like to meet a tween 30 and 50 years of age.
lady of light complexion, 5 feet Miss E. Horne, 1433 N. Halsted
tall, weighing between 110 and St., Chicago 22,
120 lbs., 35 to 40 years of age.
I don't gamble or like to go
out alone. I have a rumpus
room to entertain guests. If a
lady is interested in a good husband, I shall be waiting to hear
from her — anytime. Alphonso
E. Sampson, 1543 E. 67th P1 .
Apt. 1, Chicago, Ill.
•

•
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Politics Feels Impact
Of Negroes' Migration

Dear Mme. Chante: I have
been so lonely for the past five
years. Thought that I would NEW YORK, N. Y. — The Negroes enter their bailiwicks, a Negro to win an elective ofwrite to you. Would like to cor- great migration of Negroes to often take firm and vigorous fice.
the North, one of the most sig- stands on civil rights and simiBy United Press International custom and regulations make it surface. The tension snapped in necessary in a country where respond with a nice gentleman
nificant events of the past 20 lar matter. When Negroes be- As many of the older ethnic
between
the
ages
of
45
and
60.
Nationalism and Apartheid, part of life in other nations not South Africa on Monday, when
there are 9,500,000 Africans and I am a nurse by trade;
groups have risen in economic
a re years. has had its most pro- come the dominant group in the
Africa's two most powerful yet independent.
police fired machine guns on
300,000 whites, and point to ligious woman of the Baptist nounced impact in the area of district, however, the liberal and educational status, politicmovements, are in violent con- CONSTANT CONFLICT
nationalist rioters, killing 80.
politics, James Q. Wilson said performance of the white of- al patronage has
lost its attractflict in South Africa.
The two movements are in They were protesting one of the fact that living and working faith. Gertrude Bayer, 1033 Lib- last
week in THE REPORTER. ficial has been of little value in ivmess. -Because the Negro
African nationalism seeks in- constant conflict in South Afri- the provisions of apartheid, the conditions for the Africans are erty Cts,, Louisville 3, Ky.
is
In a copyrighted
article, ensuring his continuance in of- typically in an underprivileged
0 ••
dependence and native govern- ca. but much of it is under the requirement that all Africans better in the Union than in
economic position and because
ments for the states and terriDear Mme. Chante: I have "How the Northern Negro Uses fice," Wilson writes.
carry passes. Africans cannot many other countries.
His Vote," Wilson points out The nature of the party or- discrimination or his lack of
tories ruled as colonies fur cenchange jobs of move without
that in certain political quarters, ganization and the electoral sys- training often excludes him from
turies. Its current runs through
having the passes endorsed.
when the 19G0 Department of tem in the city influence the other job opportunities, he tends
th eentire continent.
Under apartheid, Negroes
Commerce decennial census is candidates chances. "Negroes as valuable."
South Africa's apartheid is
cannot vote, strike, attend for
published. "the first page to, rise more quickly to public of- The growing
aimed at white supremacy and
merly integrated universities, go
concern among
which many will turn will be fice where the city chooses its whites
strict segregation. The word itto churches with whites or
about the long-range imthat
showing the size of the officials on the basis of a large plications of the
self means "apartness" in the
Negro in NorthMONTEVIDEO — Several share public transportation with
Negro population of Northern number of relatively small dis- ern city
Afrikaans language spoken in
them.
politics has led to the
surgical instruments were
cities."
tricts, such as wards, council- proposal • of,
much of South Africa. Apartheor actual rhanges
found in the body of a man KEPT SEGREGATED
id is official policy only in the
In this new census, according manic districts, and assembly in, the political system of some
No African may live in an
who died as a consequence
districts,"
Wilson
writes. When cities in order to curtail
Union of South Africa, but old
to Wilson, some cities may find
urban area without proof that
Negro
of an accident.
the city chooses its officials at political power
and reduce the
—A friendship and understanding on their Negro population amount- large, rather
The Argentine Tourtis Dem- he is employed there. He is kept WASHINGTON, D. C.
than
from
districts
ing to more than half the total.
in a segregated area which no total of 4,500 books — donated
number of Negro office-holdmiro Villalba Abalos, was
a personal rather than governHe cites Washington, D. C., as of any kind, it is harder for ers, Wilson says.
rolled over by an automobile. member of another race may from the people of America to mental basis
an example adding that "this
the people of Rhodesia, Africa VOLUNTEERS DELIVERY
When surgeons were under- enter without a permit.
Prime
Minister
H.
VerwoF.
under President Eisenhower's Upon learning from Ameri- will increase resistance from
taking his operation he sufferWILBERFORCE, Ohio — The
National party fol- People-to-People Program
ed a collapse, immediately his erd and his
— can Trucking Associations that Southern Congressional leaders
Division of Education at Cenlowers
plan
divide
to
counthe
to 'home rule' for Washington."
transported
was
chest cavity was opened and
from Washingtral State college held an intry eventually into separate ton. D. C. to a Brooklyn pier the U. S. Information Agency This new census will
hi.; heart was subject to maspresent
needed transportation to the
stitute March 26 and a panel
areas for whites, Africans, and for shipment recently by
a Ne- Brooklyn docks for these books, hard facts with which the Nesages,
after
reaction
slight
a
of four members of The Ohio
coloreds. Coloreds are persons gro trucking firm.
groes can demonstrate their nuhe died hours later.
Paul V. Mullens, owner of MulBookmen's club discussed "The
of mixed blood. Asians would
merical strength, giving sound
When
his
autopsy
was
perEvaluation and Selection of
be grouped with the coloreds in The books represent part of lens Transfer and Storage com- basis for
formed
"renewed efforts by
forensic
the
surgeon
approximate
the
1,000
which
pany, Washington, dispatched
Textbooks."
these areas.
Negroes to assert their claims NEW YORK, N. Y. — The assurance
found in his abdominal cavithat effect on health
L. L. Hofmann from the L.
Verwoerd's party gained pow- have been arriving at the one of his large vans and two to
political representation," government of Ghana has often and well
being will be negligiW. Singer company was chair- ty two pliers, a compress and er in 1948 and has been in- Washington Post Office each drivers to pick up and deliv- Wilson
reiterated its welcome for in- ble. In
writes.
the imperfect state of
man. Dr. Ruth T. Hargrave_ the point of the aspirator used creasing the measures toward week from individuals through- er them as a public service.
vestment from overseas. It realaspiration.
At
responding
present,
country,
the
out
to
Negroes
from
four
knowledge of the effects of
segregation
head, Department of Educa- for blood
then.
since
complete
regularly called upon
is
ATA
izes
that the full economic
President Eisenhower's plea for
Northern cities have gone to
harmful radiation, it cannot be
tion, presided.
by USIA to locate truckers will111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Its leaders defend apartheid as
the promotion of international
Congress—William L. Dawson growth of Ghana is not possible assumed that there
will be
ing to donate transportation for from
without
such
investment a n d none.
Chicago; Adam Clayton
such shipments.
Powell, Jr., from New York; many measures have been inUSIA officials believe that
Charles C. Diggs, jr., from De- troduced to encourage overseas The government of Ghana
this is the first time a Negro troit,
therefore regards itself as perand Robert N. C. Nix from businessmen to participate in
trucking firm has transported
fectly justified in taking steps
Ghana's
economic
expansion.
Philadelphia, he reports. "Nepeople-to-people books.
groes sit in the councils of doz- It has been alleged that the to ensure that if there is any
STORED AT HOWARD
ens of cities and in many state Ghana government's recent de- damage to health or property
cision to freeze French assets caused by the French tests,
Mullens' drivers picked up the legislatures. Negro leaders
are
hooks from Howard university's expecting to capture addition- in Ghana is an indication that there should he French assets
either the policy of encouraging available in Ghana from which
Cook Hall where all books un- al Congressional districts in
the overseas
investment has been compensation can be paid to
der the President's program are near future."
sent for inspection, sorting and Although Negroes and whites changed or that the policy it- victims.
packaging. This processing is both forsee the problems aris- self is not being sincerely fol- The reason for the freezing of
French assets is the desire to
done by 15 student residents of ing from the relatively high lowed.
the men's dormitory, each of voting strength of the Northern Fears have been expressed have money available in Ghana
whom volunteer 10 hours every Negroes, "many Negroes view that the recent action' means from which claims can be
week.
this development with satisfac- the Ghana government may at made on behalf of any victims
any time interfere in some way of harmful radiation. The issue
The books range from chil- tion," Wilson writes.
dren's literature to those of sci- The future of Northern Liber- or another with the assets of is not one of retaliation but of
ence, with fiction comprising als is one of the problems, ac- any nationals of a country when proper concern for the well bethe dominant category.
cording to Wilson. "In the past, the Ghana government does not ing of all Ghanaians.
congressmen and other elected agree with the policies of the It is wrong therefore to link
RECORD OF SERVICE
government of the country! The the Ghana Government's acMullens, like many other own- officials from large Northern allegations are untrue and
the tion with its policy with recities
have
been
sensitive to the
of truck fleets, has a long
gard to investment from overrecord of donating his firm's presumed demands of Negroes The government
Ghana seas. The two are separate and
of
and
other
minority
groups. But
service to various public underhas made no secret of its ab- distinct and Ghana continues
takings, including hauling for as Negroes move into formerly horrence
of the proposal to ex- to welcome, with assurances of
all-whit
e
political
districts
at
numerous civic and welfare asplode
a
nuclear
device on Afri- its protection, investment which
an
ever
increasing rate, an efsociations.
can soil and is unable to accept will assist economic progress.
He has aided many destitute fort is almost invariably made
Families, mainly widows with to replace the white elected ofchildren, left homeless and with ficials with Negroes."
facilities for storing meager "Many white politicians, when
family furnishings.
Without charge, he has stored
TRANSPORTING BOOKS for formation Agency's Washing- the people of Rhodesia, Afri- owner of the trucking firm,
Africa — Employees of t ii e ton warehouse to a Brooklyn ca. Upon learning that USIA voluntarily donated his servic• many such belongings in his
Mullens Transfer and Storage pier some 4,500 books donated needed transportation f o r ec, becoming the first Negro two spacious warehouses, delivering them after the famico.. Washington, D. C., are from the people of America to these books, Paul V. Mullens, to haul such a shipment.
lies located housing.
transporting from the U.S. In-
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Central State

Ghana Explains
Anti-French Act
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61 On Honor
List At State

WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Cen
tral State College's Registrar,
Miss Gladys Powell, has announced that 67 students have
been named to the Dean's List
for the first semester of the
1959-60 school year.
Eligibility for the Dean's lisi
is based upon a semester av
erage of 3.20 or above with no
grade less than "C" and a
study load of not less than 15
semester hours. Highest aver
age obtainable is 4.
Walter Jeffers, a junior from
Chicago, was among those who
made the list. His mother is
Mrs. Waterloo Walker of 4122
S. Ellis Walter scored a 3.40.

DEDICATION CEREMONIES
were held recently for Houston • Tillotson college's new
$350,000 library, Mrs. Olive D.
Brown, librarian, says the
one-story building is modern
in all respects and is corn -

pletely weather conditioned.
It is located near the Chicon
street entrance and midway
between the classroom and
living areas. The library is a
step in the Austin. Texas college's long-range development
plan.

of

NEWS
He Works With A Saw -- She Uses Brushes

•

•

Initiate 'Sacrifice For Rights'
PROMINENT FIGURES in the American Council on Human Rights
who are contributing their personal checks to the "Student Emergency Fund of ACHR"(seated, from left to,right) are: Dr. Deborah
Partridge Wolfe, president Zeta Phi Beta sorority, Dr. Jeanne Noble,
president Delta Sigma Theta sorority, Mrs. Barrington D. Parker,
president Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. Standing, from left to right
are Dr. Lorraine Williams, president Sigma Gamma Rho sorority;
Mrs. Emma Manning Carter, president American Council on Human
Rights and Mrs. Aretha B. McKinley, director American Council on
Human Rights.

Pert And Pretty Painter
MADEMOISELLE MARIE Florence Roy, a pert and pretty 18, is
elated at the honor of being chosen 'Miss Haiti Sweepstakes'. Mademoiselle Roy, a talented painter who has been exhibited with great
success in Italy, was educated in Switzerland, Italy and the United
States.

Man With Many Heads
WITH HIS ONLY tool a chain saw, weighing 10
pounds, Con Hanson of Grand Rapids, Minn., puts finishing touches on his wood sculpture of an Indian
chief. Hanson started strange hobby over a year ago,
and now has several multi-colored totem poles, and
various shaped heads on hand. He never spends more
than 2 hours on any one project. Critics say he will
never become another Michelangelo, but then Michelangelo never used a chain saw either.(UPI Telephoto)

Former Egyptian Queen, Doctor Reconcile
CAIRO — (UPI) — Dr. Adham El-Nakib, who married
former Queen Harriman of Egypt, said Monday he was trying
to patch up his marriage after five years of estrangement
from his wife.
Narriman, now 26, married El-Nakib shortly after she divorced King Farouk in 1954, but the marriage did not last long.
For several years she had been seeking a divorce from the
33-year-old Alexandria surgeon.
But recently she visited her husband in Alexandria and
said she would like to try a reconciliation.

134 Injured In Japanese Union Clashes
OMUDA, Japan — (UPI) — Club wielding rival union
groups clashed at the strike-torn Miike coal mine in this town
of
Vie
late
—
(UPI)
—
Two
daughters
LOS ANGELES
in the southern-most Japanese island of Kyushu Monday.
Errol Flynn will receive a monthly allowance of $200 from
Police reported that 134 miners were injured, 34 of them
one of his insurance policies.
seriously.
Eddington
Haymes,
second
of
the
actors
three
Mrs. Nory
wives, said in her petition that the children Deirdre, 14, and
The battle started when members of a new union, formed
Rory, 12, have received nothing from Flynn's estate since his only 13 days ago to counter the miners union led by the giant
death last year. Distribation of the estate of undisclosed value leftist Sohyo (the Japan council of trade unions), tried to cross
has not yet been •• cided. The court approved the allowance over picket lines and return to the mine.
from the insurance Monday.

Flynn's Daughters Get $200 Monthly Sum

Name Dr. Shuster Outstanding Catholic

GENEVA — (UPI) — The Russians said Wednesday the
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — (UPI) — Dr. George N. Shuster, were willing
il
to let international inspectors verify Soviet redu
former Hunter College president, was named as the 1960 winner lions in troops and arms —
providing they did not try to deof the University of Notre Dame's annual Laetare medal for termine what Russian
forces still exist.
the outstanding American Catholic layman.
Soviet delegate Valerian Zorin told the 10-nation disarmThe Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of Notre Dame, ament conference that any international effort to determine
announced a ceremony will be held later to honor Shuster, who the strength of Soviet forces in being would amount to "esrecently retired after 20 years as president of Hunter College pionage."
Zorin agreed that reductions in arms and armed forces
in New York City.
should be subject to controls, which he said should be applied
Shuster is former managing editor of "The Common- at
each stage of east-west disarmament.
wealth," Catholic weekly publication edited by laymen. He once
was the head of Notre Dame's English department.

Cold Eases In South, But Not Midwest

4 Children Die In Tenement Home Fire

PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Fire swept a tenement home In
the steel-mill town of Rankin Saturday taking the lives of four
children.
The flames ripped through the home of John White, which
was in an area scheduled for rebuilding in a slum-clearance
project.
The flames, of undetermined origin, raged through the
house and spread to the roof of an adjoining dwelling despite
efforts of firemen from Rankin, Swissvalegn, Braddock and
CARACAS, Venezuela — (UPI) — Pro-Cuban teen-agers
BALTIMORE, Maryland — (UPI) — Milton S. Eisendenounced President Romulo Betancourt as a "traitor" in a hower, president of Johns Hopkins University and brother of North Braddock.
street demonstration here Monday night.
the president, delayed a scheduled weekend departure f o r
The demonstration, though noisy, was orderly. No casual- Rome because of illness.
ties were reported.
The student demonstrators were inflamed by press reports
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Vice President Richard M. Nixon
Dr. Eisenhower, 60, was confined to bed Monday at his
that Betancourt had declined Cuban foreign minister Raul home here. He was due to leave Sunday night to dedicate a Sunday was named one of the 10 best dressed men in America
Roa's invitation to Venezuela to take part in the Cuban-sponsor- building at the Bologna center of Johns Hopkins' school of ad- by the Custom Tailors Guild of America.
ed "conference of under-developed nations" scheduled in Ha- vanced international studies.
James Scali, chairman of the guild, said Nixon, who is
vana later this year.
seeking Republican presidential nomination, had come a long
way sartorially since he arrived in Washington.
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — United Arab Republic President
"Mr. Nixon, who didn't know how to dress at all when he
MARSEILLES, France — (UPI) — A crowd of communist
Gamal Abdel Nasser arrived here Tuesday for talks with Prime youths surged through police lines to Soviet Premier
Nikita S. first arrived in Washington, is now a fashion plate," Seali said.
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and a 12-day tour of India.
Khrushchev's car Monday and tussled with a mass of security
Nasser was assured a huge and happy welcoming crowd guards before they were pushed
back.
for two reasons. His personal popularity as a neutralist leader
The
incident
occurred
Soviet leader was riding beas
the
and the fact 'hat his arrival coincided with the final day of
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. Daniel J. Food said Suntween visits to the ultra-modern Chave kindergarten in downthe Moslem holy it.ith, a national holiday.
day that Congress ought to delete every penny for buying
town
Nfarseiles
and
the
new
medical school.
Observers expected the crowd to exceed the turnout for
The youths, waving red flags, apparently just wanted to bomarc anti-aircraft missiles from President Eisenhower's
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev last month but not the milbudget.
lion-plus who welcomed President Eisenhower last December. get closer to Khrushchev than the ever-present police would
allow.
The Pennsylvania Democrat, a member of the House Defense Appropriations subcommittee, said the 50 million dollars
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The head of the civilian space
which remains in the President's military appropriation request
agency has mapped out the broad objectives of a program to
pass Russia in the space race the next 10 years at a cost of
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — Pope Jonn XXIII named three for next fiscal year to buy the bomarc should be knocked out.
"There are too many other places where we can use this
more cardinals of the Roman Catholic church Monday but kept
at least 12 to 15 billion dollars.
money," Flood told a reporter.
Methbers of the Senate Space Committee, normally budget their identities secret from the public.
minded, didn't waver when Dr. T. Keith Glenman presented
Vatican sources said the Pope told the college of Cardinals
the program Monday. They asked only whether he was sure he
of the appointments at a secret consistory called to approve
bad all the money he needed for next year.
ATLANTA — (UPI) — A 21-year-old youth who said he
Glenman, head of the National Aeronautics and Space Ad- the designation of seven previously-announced Cardinals, inministration, conceded Russia now leads the U. S. in rocket cluding two Asians and a Negro.
wanted "to see how it felt to kill a man" Saturday night conThe sources said the three new names would be announced fessed the murder of a telephone
thrust. But he said this probably won't be true after 1964.
company official, police reat a future consistory.
ported.

ProCuban Teens Denounce Venezuela Leader Dr. Eisenhower Delays Trip To Rome

Cite Nixon As America's 10 Best Dressed

Nasser Arrives For India Talks, Tour

Youths Surge Through Cops To Khrushchev

Asks Congress To Knock Out Bomarc Funds

Maps $15 Billion Plan To Pass Russia

Name 3 More Cardinals, Unidentified

Confesses Killing 'To See How It Feels'

Says Red China Party Elects Officers

TOKYO — (UPI) — The Communist radio reported Tuesday that red China's "national people's congress" elected Officers in preparation for the opening of 2 regular session today.
The names of the newly-elected officers were not mentioned in the Peiping broadcast.
It said the rubber-stamp legislature will.be asked to approve the 1960 budget and reports by vice premier Tan ChenLin and state planning chairman Li Fu-Chun.

Iraq Tense After Week Of Outbreaks

BAGHDAD, Iraq — (UPI) — A week of bloody battling between nationalists and Communists brought tension in Iraq
Monday to its highest pitch since the attempted assassination
of Premier Abdel Karim Kassem five months ago.
Reports of the clashes came from as far north as Mosul,
where nationalists tried to start a revolution a year ago, and
from as far south as the port city of Bases.
Baghdad itself was quiet but its garrison was put on the
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — A petition raising a new arguand leaves were canceled.
alert
Caryl
Chessman
ment in the attempt to keep convict-author
from the gas chamber will be heard Monday.
Attorney George T. Davis filed the petition Mond
'n San
,sman
Rafael, Calif. The petition raises the argument that
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Swollen rivers fed by fast melting
was sentenced to death 12 years ago for a crime whic carries
snow flooded wide areas of the nation's midsection Monday,
a maximum penalty of life imprisonment, Davis said.
The petition to be heard by Superior Court Judge Jordan driving hundreds of persons from their homes and isolating
Martinelli, argues that two counts of which Chessman was several communities.
sentenced were simple kidnaping and robbery which carry
Two days of warm spring weather melted mountains of
life imprisonment as maximum penalties. Kidnaping and rob- snow piled Up by record breaking winter storms and sent normbery with intent to do harm carry the death sentences, Davis ally quiet streams surging over their banks.
said.
Roads were blocked by the marauding streams in parts
of the Dakotas, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and Missouri. Low
LONDON — (UPI) — Britain has proposed that NATO lying areas were turned into lakes as the floodwaters covered
drastically revise its defense strategy and plan for only 30 rich farmland.
days' fighting if war breaks out, authoritative sources said
National guardsmen helped police rescue stranded famTuesday.
The sources said the British plan has been put to NATO ilies. However, some old folk refused to leave their homes even
for discussion by the allied defense ministers at a special Paris though water was lapping at the front door.
conference Thursday.
NATO's present secret defense plan is based on a five-year
war.
BUENOS Aires — (UPI) — Celebration of a heavy protest
vote against Argentine President Arturo Frondizi in CongresRHEIMS, France — (UPI) — The sacred host and wine sional elections erupted into violence in downtown Buenos
were absent from the altars of the Rheims Cathedral which Aires Monday.
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev visited Tuesday.
Police used tear gas against demonstrators shouting
The altar lights, which usually burn day and night, were
defiance of Frondizi and hailing returns that gave opposition
out.
Authorities of the Roman Catholic church had the ciborium parties more than half of the 102 seats contested in the 187which holds the host removed from the altar and placed in member chamber of deputies.
Frondisi retained controled of parliament, but at reduced
underground vaults beneath the cathedral to be left there until
IChre:Aichev departs.
strength.

Make New Bid For Convict Chessman's Lire

Melting Snow Swells Mid-Nation Rivers

Britain Says Plan For Only '30 Days War'

Celebrate Argentine Vote Against Fronzidi

Remove Lights For Khrushchev Visit

•

Reds Agree To Inspections, Providing . . .

A cold wave retreated from the south Wednesday but kept
its grip on the midwest.
The thermometer bounced up to the fifties in the gulf
states during the night, compared to freezing temperatures the
night before.
,
Michigan, hard-hit by at blizzard Tuesday, shivered under
temperatures as low as 8 below zero at Pellston this morning.

U. S. Attempts To Orbit Satellite Failed•
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — (UPI) — An attempt to fire
a satellite into an orbit around earth Wednesday apparently
failed.
The 35.3-pound satelite was sent up aboad a four-stage
Juno II rocket in what had been planned as the broadest-study
yet on the deadly radiation belt around earth and what perils
they hold for manned space flight.
The launching had appeared to be perfect but Dr. Wernher
Von Braun told newsmen 2.5 minutes later that no indication
had been received that the third stage had fired.

Sentence Moslems To Death In Absentia
COLOMB-BECHAR, Sahara — (UIP) — Death sentence in
Absentia were handed down Tuesday against 55 Moslems who
killed eight of their French army comrades and deserted two
and a half years ago.
The deserters, part of a Sahara camel corps, took three
French officers and five enlisted men by surprise during a
desert march. Several attempts to hunt them down failed. The
army believes most of them died in the waterless desert of
Mauretania and southern Morocco.

Czech, Irishman To Run For U. N. Post
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — The Czech missior.
to the U. N. has reaffirmed that Czechoslovakia's deputy minister of foreign affairs Jiri Nosek will be a candidate for president of the U. N. General Assembly.
Frederick Boland, an Irish representative, is also an avowed candidate for the office.

Says Government Will Aid Export Business

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Commerce Secretary Frederick
H. Mueller promised that in coming months the administration
Detectives said Jack Fortune, formerly of Brighton,
sell
Pa., will "get in there and pitch" to help American producers
was arrested on charges of suspicion of murder in
abroad.
their
goods
the knife
slaying of Wylie 0. Gresham, jr.
Mueller told the 43rd annual convention of the International
Gresham's partially clad body was found in his
Association that "Our new national export drive is
Executives
fashionable
Atlanta apartment last Monday. He had been
gimmick. It is a new teamwork between
government
not
a
stabbed
twice
in
the chest.
government and business."

Yul Brynner, Wife Divorced In Mexico
JUAREZ, Mexico — (UPI) — Actor Yul Brynner
and his
wife, the former actress Virginia Gilmore,
were divorced here
Saturday after 15 years of marriage.
The magistrate who granted the divorce said
the grounds
were "incompatibility."
Custody of the children was awarded to Miss Gilmore,
who
was present with her attorneys when the divorce
was granted.
Brynner was represented by counsel.

Electra 'Speed Limit' To Slow Schedules
MIAMI — (UPI) — T. L. Boyd, director of flight operations
for National Airlines, said new FAA speed
restrictions on
Electras obviously will slow down air schedules.
Boyd said he does not expect the new FAA inspection requirements to to affect national service.
"We have been making very thorough inspections all along
and will continue to. The inspections ordered by the FAA are
for the most part already being done by National."

Paris Tightly Secure For Khrushchev

PARIS — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev,
bearing warm words of friendship for President Charles De
Gaulle and France, arrived Wednesday in a Paris that was
guarded like an armed 'camp.
De Gaulle, towering over the stocky Soviet leader, gave
him a hearty personal greeting at the airport and said France
was "ready to listen to you and to make you listen to us. • .
French
The most stringent security measures in modern
Nearhistory turned the city into a near fortress for the arrival.
up
took
guards
security
plus
force
ly the whole Paris police
along
stations on rooftops, at the airport and every 30 yards
city.
the route Khrushchev and De Gaulle took into the

Nationalists Drop Mainland Blockade

TAIPEI, Formosa — (UPI) — Nationalist China has virtually abandoned its never-very-effective efforts to blockade the
Red-held Chinese mainland, reliable sources said Wednesday.
Nationalist officials insisted from the Communist-conquered
mainland in mid-1949, still is in force. But sources in the Matsu
outpost islands said Nationalist naval patrols have been ordered to let foreign ships alone.
There have been sporadic clashes in the past between NaHOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Negotiators have reported def- tionalist warships and foreign — usually British — freighters
inite progress in efforts to end the three-week strike against headed for China ports. In 1954, the nationalists eased two
major movie studios.
Iron-curtain tankers, one Russian and one Polish.
Following a three-hour negotiation session Saturday for the
Screen Actors Guild and Association of Motion Picture Producers said a special sub-committee would take certain key
CAIRO —'(UPI) — An office to register volunteers who
issues at a meeting Monday afternoon.
want to fight the French in Algeria will be opened in two or
A full meeting of the negotiating teams will follow in a three days, an authoritative source has said.
"day or two," according to Charles Boren, vice president of
Earlier this month the Arab league council asked Arab
the producers group, and John Dales, chief spokesman for the countries to accept volunteer applications to supply extr
guild negotiators.
troops to the Algerian nationalists.

Report Progress In Movie Strike Talks

Ask Volunteers To Fight Algerian French
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Memphis Students Join Others In Segregation Fight
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LATEST WAVE
Downers" included
looking group of
Left to right seated

of "Sitthis fine
students.
are Miss

es Jo Iris Smith, Virginia
Owen, Carol Hooks, Carnell
Thomas and Rosa Lee Ingram. Standing are Misses

••

•

Jean Bonds, Bernice High- from left, Frank Cole, Willie Miss Dorothy Truitt, Harold Curtis Williams and
Jesse
tower, Claree Avant, Ronald lawerson, James Cleaves, G. Ransom, Miss S'innie Jones. These
23 students
Anderson and Miss Katie Miss Johnnie Naylor, Steve Johnson, Charles Gregory, were arrested last Tuesday
Robertson. Photo right are, Taylor, Miss Mettle Daniels, Miss Jean Frances Brown, week when they staged a

•

(01N6 IN—Miss !Waffle Art Gallery. Jesse Jones, went to the Gallery on TuesDaniels leaves the patrol (center) and Miss Darnell day, rather than Thursday,
Wagon going into the Central Thomas, (coming out of the the so-called Negro day at
station after having been wagon at extreme left) were the Gallery.
picked up at the Memphis also arrested because they

COMING OUT—Jesse Jones their trials. Others are Mis•
walks beside Miss Daniels in set Johnnie Naylor, Jo Iris
front of a portion of the Smith, Jean Frances Brown
students Wednesday morn- and Ronald Anderson. Some
ing, March 23, just after were arrested on disorderly
their lawyers had been charges, loitering and breach
granted a two-week stay of of the public peace.

`TWARN'T
NOTHIN G'
si ems to be what Miss Dorothy Truitt, right, is saying
to (from left) Miss Darnell
Thomas, Harold G. Ransom

peaceful sitdown in Cossitt
library and the Memphis Art
Gallery. They were later released on a plea from law-

yers for a two-week contin.
uance of their cases. Trial
was set for April S.

and Willie Jamerson as they tense lawvers. Students
leave court Wednesday, staged a non-violent stt•down
March 23. Their trial was In Cocsitt library and the
reset for April 5, after City A r t Gallery on Tuesday,
Judge Beverly Bolshe gr-nt- March 22.
ed a two-week stay to de-

•

49B-iii•?.;;11.v.i.: -

ftif$30161136
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FOR THE PROSECUTION., trial of 36 students and five
Assistant City Attorney Negro newspapermen for disArthur N. Shea, right, mak- orderly conduct and loiteres a point as he questions ing. Students and one of the
prosecution's witness in the newsmen were fined. Lookperson of one of the Mem. ing on attentively is Defense
phis Library employes. Oc- Attorney A. W. Willis, left,
currence was inc ef the te"ce One of a battery of nine Nemoments at the March 21, gro lawyers handling the
cases.

FOR THE DEFENSE, Attorneys, from left, C. 0.
Horton, J. Estes, A. W. Willis and II. T. Lockard, four
of the nine Negro lawyers
on duty, listen as Atty. for-

•

ton makes a point. All day,
March 21, these nine Negro
lawyers, including A. A. Letting, (inset) argued eloquently against prosecution's
charges. Cases were ss )und
lip with the 36 students fin-

cd VA for disorderly conduct
and Editor and General
Manager L. F. Palmer of
the Tel • State Defender being fined S51 on the same
charge. Four other newsmen
were dismissed.

ALL STAFF PHOTOS
By
GEORGE E. HARDIN

WHAT'S NEXT? — Defence
Lawyers, from left, B e n
Jones, R. B. Sugarmon, Jr.
A. W. Willis, Shepperson A.
Wilbun, Ben Hooks and C. 0.
Horton look over law books
to check a point of I a w.
These six lawyers, plus four

others were kept busy much
of the tense periods just after news broke that 36 stu•
dents and fise newsmen were
arrested. Appeals were made
after the trials of all concerned on the fines assessed
against the students and Edii

tor L. F. Palmer, Jr. No
sooner had they settled back
when 23 more sit - downers
pushed them to their tasks
again. Tired but restless,
they shifted into high gear
and went again to work to
get them freed.
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SOCIETY

Merry
Go-Round

Socially in Jackson the wed- along with hot tea.
ding of Miss Lurline Savage RELIGIOUSLY
was the place for the
and L. C. Riley certainly topped Jackson
First Episcopal District ChM
the news and there wasn't church
Workers'
Christian
squeezing room in the church. Council with St. Paul with Rev.
I was more than happy to be J. D. Atwater and Lana college
a columnist at this point. Other- with President C. A. Eirkendoll
wise I would have had to get as the hosts. The council was
an outside view as the church held at the college church on
crowded when I arrived. A Thursday and Friday using the
MIIIM•1111M11111•111••_1111.1111111111111116
beautiful affair it was indeed. theme: "The Mission of the
Check elsewhere in this issue Christian Church and Officers
entertained
she
when
Moblen,
FOUR SEASONS TEA
for full details.
of Local Churches" Several layThe St. Monica, St. Theresa, the club at her home, 1511 Harmen participated in the meetSt. Ann, St. Elizabeth and The lem st • recently. Each mem- THE 12 LINKS social club at lyn Cash, Mrs. Hattie Hollo- arms; and Mrs. Opel& L.. president; Mrs. Norma Ford, PRE-NUPTIAL PARTIES
The bride was certainly kept ing which proved to be quite
Faith Guilds of the Women's ber was presented with a gift their recent dance at Currie's way, treasurer; Mrs. Lula Brookins. Standing are Mrs. Mrs. Ann Brewer, Mrs. MarAuxiliary of Emmanuel Episco- when greeted by hostess; and club Tropic anna take time out Wilson secretary; Mr. Doro- Bernice Harris, vice presi- guerite Alexander and Mrs. on the go before theb ig date informational. Bishop B. Julian
arrived. Friday evening she was Smith is the presiding Bishop
pal church sponsored a beauti- the business of the evening for a photograph Left to thy Mae Harris, sergeant-at,- dent; Mrs. Willie M. Ross, Emma Coe, chaplain. Staff
complimented with a shower of this district.
ful Four Seasons Tea, Sunday centered around their annual right, seated, are: Mrs. E‘ephoto by George Pardin.
party in the home of Mrs. F. J. A. Cooke is away this
...eyening, March 13, at thel Spring ball, to be held at Curries Club Tropicana.
M. Johnson on First st., when week as one of the Tennessee
chUrch's Parish Hall.
many gifts were added to her delegates attending the White
Spearheaded by Mrs. Virgiel Part of the fun of the evearray of gifts which were simp- House Conference on Children
M.
when
Mrs.
unsued
ning
president,
auxiliary
Bynum,
I.
georgeous. Everyone was and Youth in Washington, D. C.
ly
picmoving
took
Ezelle
slid Guild chairmen, Mrs. Ed- Helen
At five O'clock on Sunday "One Alone" by A. D. Hardy a single string of pearls, ed punch, cake, nuts and happy to see Mrs. Olivia Combs Cooke who is chairman of the
AtIrd Stewart, Mrs. H. T. tures of Mrs. Vivian M. Brown
March 2.0, Miss Lur- and during the cereomony, The matching pumps and carried mints.
formerly of Jackson who came Department of Health and Phy'Thornton, Mrs. John Parker, and Mrs. Bernice R. Cole, who afternoon,
line
Savage
became the bride Lord's Prayer w a s sweetly pink hand bouquets.
Special guests included her'for the wedding. It was also en- sical Education at Lane College
Mrs. Willie Anderson and Mrs. were showered with birthday
porris Bodden, and gen. pro- gifts from each member. Cock- of L. C. Riley of Newark, N. J. sung by Mrs. Ozielle Drain.
Attending the groom as best aunts, Mrs. W. D. Holder and chanting to have the pleasure and acting chairman of the Diof meeting Mrs. William Flow- vision of Education, expects to
gram chairman, Mrs. Thomas tails, a delicious menu and a In a beautiful ceremony at DRESSED IN WHITE
was Albert Poter of Jack- Miss Lula Savage. Among out
man
ers, of Chicago, Ill., who serv- have much information as well
_Watkins, the decorations and round of bridge, with Mr. A. Berean Baptist Church in Jack- The bride, given away by her
'son, T R. White, G. L. Thack- of town guests were Mrs. Oli- ed as the wedding consultant.
a
of
lovepicture
Tennessee.
son,
was
brother,
roundplayer
guest
as
B.
Bland
de
tables
appointed
beautifully
as make a greater contribution
,
The church was decorated liness in her gown of white er, V. J. Gilmore. W. P. New- via Combs of Minneapolis
rehearsal party honor- to the development of our youth
-.picting the four seasons were ed out the party.
W. The
I.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Minn.,
A.
of
Moore
•
•
Berry,
•
N.
C.
bern,
will: groups of white candela- chantilly lace over white satin,
ing the bride to be, her fiance, when he returns. His appointscenes of beauty, each bearing
F. Estes of Howell and family of Paris, the wedding party, and a few
handsome silver service, ex- ROSARY LUNCHEON CLUB bra, gladioli, and palms. The. decorated with rhinstones and Jackson and J.
ment came from the governor
and
Tenn Mrs. J. E. Estes
served as ushers.
friends was given in the lovely of Tennessee, a lthough there
quisite table cloths, and floral The Rosary Luncheon Club Res. A. L. Campbell pastor pearls. Her veil of illusion fell Memphis
CunNathaniel
and
Mrs.
Mr.
home of Mr. and • rs. Otis,
decorations in keeping with the entertained at a birthday din- of Berean, officiated at the from a half pill box of rhin- RECEPTION
of Memphis, Tenn. Price on Institute st., Saturday ar etwo other delegates from
stones and pearls. She carried The brides mother, Mrs. Jes- nineham
theme of each of the seasons. ner party Sunday, March 20, wedding
Mrs. Hugh
and Rev. E. L. Curry of evening following the rehearsal. Madison County,
Mainard and Judge Leroy Pope
Palms and glittered wall dec- honoring Mrs. Hyxie Greene, Nuptial music was presented the traditionol bridal bouquet. sie Savage, chose beige lace Brownville, Tenn.
Receiving the guests were Miss
orations lent a air of formality formerly of this city and now by Mrs. A. H. Robinson at the Attending the bride as mat- for the wedding, wearing an
Following the reception Mr. Elizabeth Taylor, daughter of TALENT HUNT WINNERS
the
at
Calif.,
C.
Ramey
Angeles,
E.
Mrs.
with
organ
Los
of
ather
was
Fannie
Mrs.
ron
of
to
honor
compliment
orchid
venture
which
to the successful
Jones, MISS
Mrs. Riley left by train Mrs. Price, Mrs. Rosetta Mc- Miss Leeatha
supports the local and mission- home of Mrs. Green's sister, at thP piano with gaits, Mr. M. Johnson of Jackson. Brides- tire. She received the guests and
BRONZE WEST TENNESSEE,
for
unknown
to
destination
and
Brooks
The
party and Mrs. Thomas Howard sing- maids included Mesdams Mar- at the recption which followed
Kissack, Mrs. Vera
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Promise Me" by A. D. Hardy, the bride; Myrian White of Isiah Savage on S. Church
scores of friends and well- Life
Hunt staged last Friinstructor at attended the table where guests Talent
'wishers were seen chatting and hers and friends participating. "Oh, Sweet Slstery of Life" Cleveland, Ohio; Helen Harris Street. The tiered bride's cake year where she is
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day
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Dr. Durham, well-known dietitian, tells why

"Carnation is the brand of my choice
for cooking and for coffee"
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MEMPHIS LINKS and guests
—Seen are some of the members of the Memphis chapter
of Links, Inc., who sponsored
"College Night tor Parents"
as part of the Links' national
project and program—"Education F o r Democracy."
Reid at Pentecostal Temple
last Friday night, an a99redative crowd of parents

Leroy Young, Mrs. C. S.
Jones, co-chairman of program and Manassas High
school guidance counselor;
Mrs. Philip S. Booth, program chairman and principal of Keel school; Mrs.
Hollis F. Price, president.
who gave the purpose of the
program; and Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew. Seen standing

thrilled to the dynamic address of Rev. Benjamin 0.
Hooks, and. the informative
panel discussions given by
guest speakers. Seen seated
are: Mrs. Rose Wrench, who
discossed "How Itou Can
Still Choose Your College"—
a member of the Jackson,
Miss. chapter of Links; Mrs.

left to right are; Mrs. Robert M. Ratcliffe, co-chairman
of publicity; Mrs. Robert S.
Lewis, jr., Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Leland F. Atkins,
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr., Mrs.
James S. Byas, Mrs. W. H.
Young, Miss Jewel Gentry,
publicity chairman; and Mrs.
Frederick A. Rivers. (Photo
by George E. Hardin)

LINKS CHAIRMEN and consultants being served at an
attractive refreshment table,
following the program of
guidance for parents of potential college students, are

Mrs. Rose Branch, who appeared on the panel symposium and Mrs. Callie L. Stevens, Booker T. Washington
High school guidance counselor. who with chairman,
Mrs. Alma Booth and co__
-

Gamma Chi Plans .
•Treat For Memphis
The Alpha Beta and Alpha
Gamma chapters of Alpha
Gamma Chi sorority will soon
present to the Memphis audience something new and different. One of the major attractions so popular with
American tourists is the amazing steel bands of the Virgin
Islands. The Memphis Chapters are presenting the winner
of the 'Icicles of Rhythm
wllich originated in Trinidad.
on Thursday night, April 28 ati
Bruce Hall on LeMoyne Colle7.e campus. Every music fan
in the Mid South will want to
see the famous Raiders Steel

chairman, Mrs. Addle Jones,
being served by Mrs. Elisabeth Young. Other guidance
counselors who participated
or the program were Mrs.
Lullian Campbell and Mrs.
Ruth Beauchamp of Hamil-

Tr -City
NEWS

Mesdames
Lydia Robinson,
Thelma Davidso n, Lena
Reams, Frankelle Wand, Jimmie Smith, Ann Parker, Janie
Arnold. Dorothy Small, Minnie
L. Allen, Hattie Kanady, Brie
Winbush, Lucille Price, Lula
White, Margaret Clay, Willa
Montoe, Elizabeth and Miss
Maggie Newsom. Mrs. N. S.
Johnson is field secretary,

ton High school; and Mits.
Georgia V. Harvey of Maniasas High school. Seen left to
right are Mrs. Branch, Mrs.
Booth, Mrs. Jones, Mrm
Stevens and Mrs. Young.
(Photo by George E. Hardie)
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RUTHERFORD
TRENTON

News of Religious activities parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
cla m our
iirsi t os Young. Mrs. Fannie Linsey
week for it 'a on Sunday pa
s.
night last that the Stewardess Cruce of Indianapolis, and
"s Mrs.
Board ,iumoer Two ot tne Dyer lie Word of Trenton visited Mr.
CME church, with Mrs. Erma and 'airs. B. B. Russell last
moniumniniumnimminimuntimmummil
Wynn as president, presented week and Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
the Tri County Chorus. These Overall.
Singers are from Ilaywood, Mrs. Antis Wilson of NashTipton and Lauderdale Coun- ville is ill in the home of use
ties and they are under the sister and brother-in-law, Mr.
direction of Mrs. Jennie Vance and Mrs. Gentry Wright. Mrs.
By
The accompanist is Mrs. Wrigh. is ill also. Mrs. Onnie
Willie Bell Rawls and the an- Word of Chicago paid a recent
GRACE WILLIAMS
nouncer, Walter Hill.
visit to her mother, Mrs. Kiss
This will be the first presell- 4.111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111.
zie
Smith who is very ill.
At
7:30
p.m. the crowd betation of this type of music
RAIDERS STEEL BAND ed left to right: Co-chairman Arnold, Malgie Newsom, Kanady, Doi othv Small,
gan assz.hibin !: and thougn the Mr. and Mrs. (nester fisch
e'er held in Memphis. In a There are many ways to make
pprogram wasn't scheduled until are the proud parents of a 40
tropical setting of enchanting the budget allowance for food from Virgin Islands will be Thelmas Davidson, publ;c re- Minnie L. Allen and Lucile Margaret Clay and Elizabeth
8 p. m., by that time a seat new girl. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
go farther. But every good presented by. Alpha Gamma lationists, Frankelle Wand Price. Others sorors not Virse. The band will be nremusic, fans will thrill to the -was hard to find. An officer of Baile. :ire the parents of a
dancing of the natives. The manager knows that shopping and Alpha Beta chapters of and Willa Monroe. Standing shown in the picture are: sented at Bruce Hall April 28,
the
"specials"
church remarked that the bouncing boy. Mrs. Clara Witfor
is
one
good
way
left
to
right are Sorors Bree Lydis Robinson.
Alpha Gamma Chi sorority.
at 8 p. m. a' p%rt i Leitnt,
culture of the, natives will be
church
to
make
meet.
looked like Annual Conends
28.
cf
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April
chaptWinbush,
Lula
White,
Janie
Smith,
Ann
l'arker, Hattie !Ws musical festival week
seer. through various interpreference. Special guests were the were hospitalized by a. 'car
This is the season for "spe- ers making plans are: seat°
tations as they tell their story
observance.
ciais" in canned fruit. The alert
members of the Gloxinia Club accident, are convalescing nicer
In the dances. Various percusof Humboldt, along with sever- lyt
homemaker will take advaniage
sion and wind instruments will
cry rhymes. (Clear colr in il- al of their husbands. Several Mrs. Mattie Rodgers Is,,
of these specials and stock-up
give sway to the exotic rhythm
her pantry shelf. The alert and
lustrations and large clear persons from the surrounding the hospital recuperating front
of native and modern music, informed
shopper will know
print are especially worth con- communities were present as Toe surgery.
Alpha Beta and Alpha Gam- her cans too, because every
well as those who came with
Mrs. Maggie Easley, mothsidering.)
ma chapters of the Alpha Gam- low priced can of fruit isn't
the group that sang.
er of Mrs. Basil Sinclair, was
After that the child may be
ma Chi sorority are proud to necessarily a bargain.
We can never get it said well burird recently.
present this thrilling Raides
ready
for collections of famous enough just how the members t;LUBS
The home maser can learn
$teel Band as part of the Mu- something of the nature of the
Tile Neighborhood club met
stories — fairy tales, legends, of the Board, the pastor, and
sical Festival Week at Le- contents of a can of fruit by
A book, suited to the child's myths, nature or animal stories. all the members of the church with Mrs. Lavern Radford WO
age and interest, is one of the
oyne.
reading the label. It is manappreciate the persons that pre- nesday night. An atmosphere
best choices for a birthday gift RECOMMENDED BOOKS
of gaiety was in evidence durFor further information call datory that packers 'abel subor for some other special occa- The librarian at the nearest suns that attended and those ing the entire evening. A deMrs. Wand at JA 5-5406. Mem. standard packs; describe the
OC WEEK'
es of business; and Fridaybers of the two chapters are: pack as whole, halves, slices, The princloa1. faculty and Evaluation of the week's acti- sion, suggests Virginia Smith, school or public library may who helped make it a financial licious plate of Southern baited
chunks, grated, peeled and so student body were in a recent sitieF, This program was spon- district home economics agent well be consulted for tists of, success even though you did not ham with tomato salad was
with the Kansas Extension Serv- recommended books
served to the eight membnrS
on; state the .type and variety observance of
for children attend.
"Voc Week". ; sored by the Memphis Urban ice.
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at different ages.
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for
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Tnis marked the first at- they need toys and games
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cessed without sugar.
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After 35, irregularity often bevidual g u i dchild's home library stiould be
The Brownsville District will members of the club.
bulletin hoard decoration con. a good book often lasts long aftcomes a problem. What you need is substandard the homemaker
ance topics:
custom - built — che co ar--,,•'- present
something that aids nature and helps knows that the fruit is suitable
the Lane College Minis- Radford received an anninii
test. I can truthfully say that er the toys are discarded and
ing to the growing interests of
establish regularity. Such an aid to for cooking purposes only. If
Tuesday — Dr.
ters
in
training in a program gift that goes to the member
forgotten.
the
decorating
committees
regularity is the daily use of saatrro4.
youth as well as tile special in- of
C. L. Dinkins
hymns on Thursday night, witN the highest number
Here's medical evidence: A group of she buys it she should plan to
from different homerooms have FIRST BOOK
terests of each child as an in- March
of S. A. Owen
men and women took SERt/TAN daily use it in pies, cakes, puddings
31 at Rosenwald High Chicago with her parents, Mri
done a wonderful job of dee- In shopping for children's dividual.
under medical supervision. In case and some congealed salads.
college; Wedschool, 8 p. m.
after spending the winter In
!orating However, we are tak- books, Miss Smith urges considafter case SEAUTAN, taken daily,
nesday - EduPERSONAL FEELING
VISITORS
helped establish regularity. So, for Can labeled, standard, fancy,
First prizes.
ing under consideration that we ering the interests, abilities, age
Living with books allows the Mrs. Margie Gardner and nie
cational films all can't
real relief from constipation after and extra fancy may be used
Mrs Bobbie Harris is hope
win. The winners of and grade of the boy or girl
35, try SERLITAN, powder or granular. any way desired.
child to have a close, personal Teresa and nephew, Larry Gard- after spending the winter in chi
Miss Rainey and film strios; , the contest were: Miss Jack- who is to receive it.
Thursday - Confeeling about his reading. Even ner, all of Chicago, are visiting cal.7,0 with her parents. Mr.
Brant'. name is another guide
son, first place' 'qrs. Westly, The first book often is nursthe smallest home library, if her parents, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs Robert McDearm011.
in buying, canned fruit because sultants from different branch- secor:d olace and 'qrs. F. John"It•aal it Seawards"
well chosen, can build lifelong Clarence Jenkins. Miss Dorothy
packs of the same brand name
see it. did you
?
,iiai
t inclan't
son and Mr. Lathan were two
frierAships with books,
out looking for him.
young
of
Chicago
are, in general, consistently 1 cup sugar
is
visiting
her
send
third place winners. Congrat1 tbps baking powder
the same in quality.
ulations, to each of you and TOP TUNES
The style of a pack in no 1 cup flour
your committee responsible for 1. Jack Ballard to Jean
way affects the flavor or nu- 1-4 tsp. salt
'Lewis, "Doggin Around"
your homeroom.
tritive value, only the price. 3-4 cup milk
Mazzaree Elbert to Rob2.
To Mrs. Tarpley and Mrs.
And here, let us point out that 1 No.
can peach slices
Flowers, "Never Let
ert
E.
Johnson.
this
o
year's
"V
Melt butter in 8 inch square
fruit need not be removed from
Me Go"
the
has
best
Week"
been
ever.
opened cans, but open cans baking dish. Make a batter of
3 Erma Banks to Sherman
should be refrigerated to pre- the sugar, flour, baking powder, I sin sure that the students are
King. "Will You Ever Be
vent spoilage and covered to salt and milk; pour batter over more mindful of the many opMine"
portunities
and
resmonsibilities
prevent kiss of nutritive value. butter Then add fruit (may use
4 Aubrey Braswell to PaApril 3:
The Altar Guild of Emmanuel Episcopal Church, Foreign
A pantry shelf well stocked blackberries, cherries, etc.) await them in the future.
tricia Nickson, "I Love The
Exhibit Lenten Tea, residence of Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg,
MOTTO FOR THE WEEK:
with fruit is an emergency shelf Bake in 350 degree oven until
Way You LOVE"
for family desert and quickie dough is browned and baked Think. Plan, and Work!
1766 South Parkway East, 5-7 P. M.
As I enter the school build.' 5. Jo Ann Hooper to Tyrone
refreshments when guests drop through fruit.
Patterson, "Work Out"
in. A carton of ice cream and
Serve it warm with a good ing in the morning, I see 011ie'
April 5:
Manassas High School's "Annual Show," Ellis Auditorium's
a can of fruit combines to make rich cream or a la mode with Mae in the hall, wonder why SUPER STUDENTS
Music
Hall, 8:00 P. M.
Bolden,
Katie
Barber,
Edith
sundaes to thrill the family a scoop of vanilla ice cream. (looking for Weed)? Next I see'
..members and guests .
"A Guide to Good Eating" is the Four Aces and the Three, Bobbie M. Robinson, Patricia
April 8:
Want to serve a hot dessert? a service provided to readers Untouchables gossiping about Standard, Carolyn Wilson,
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Presents, The Booker T. WashTake a can of peaches, butter of the Tri State Defender what happened the night before. Daisy Parrish. Marilyn Brownington High School of Atlanta, Ga., String Orchestra, Bruce
and a few staples — presto, a through the cooperation of the As I look farther down the hall lee, Minnie Hall, Mae Carolyn
Hall, 8 P. M.
Lazy Man's Pie. It's quick, Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. I see Mose Crawford looking McCain and Gracie Hardy.
simple, very good, also.
Williams is a teacher of Home for Carey Sanders, Odell King WEEK'S THOUGHT
April 17-18: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, South Central Regional Conference,
LAZY MAN'S PIE
Economics at Manassas High looking for Freddie Rooks, and. "Knowledge is a treasure,
LeMoyne College, Memphis, Tenn.
school.
2-3 to 1 stick butter
t all of Willie Young's admirers practice is the key to it".'

A Guide To Good

EATING

•

Are
DOUGLASS HIGH Books
Ideal Gifts
SCHOOL ROUNDUP For Children
By

ARNETTA RAINEY

• *CONSTIPA
TED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

To.
of

SERUT

Confident!
• Olise

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS

April 17-18: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Southeastern Regional Con-

Home-style douches can't do

ference, Jackson, Tenn.

the job that "Lysol" can—can't
•
keep you sure of your daintiness
the way you want to be!

But "Lysol" does! "Lysol"
kills the very germs that cause
embarrassing odor!

April 22:

We Moderns Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo Room 10 P. M.

April 22:

V. I. P. Bridge Club, Annual Spring Dance, Currie's Club
Tropiciana, 10 P. M.

April 29:

Three C's Club, "Jewel Ball" formal, Currie's Club Tropiciana, '10 p. m.

May 6:

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante Presentation, Amphitheatre, Ellis Auditorium, 10 P. M.

Every time you douche with
"Lysol" you can be confident!
Try it and see. "Lysol" brand
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt
May 6:

you!

For free booklet
on how to douche.
writs: "Lysol,"
Bloomfield, New
Jersey, Dept. D259.

•

1111tAMO OISINFICTANT
al LAD A! Awe hellos

The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo

Room, 10 P. M.

ROWLAND,
MRS. LOLA
left, long-time consultant
with the Carnation Milk
Company of Memphis, demonstrates to the future mothers of the Carver school
home nursing class the Ter-

minal Heat Formula for makin/ baby's food. Mrs. Lillian
ThorPoson (white can), registered nurse with the Red
Cross lent a hand as Mrs.
Rowland pointed out the fine

art of making a baby's formula. Mrs. Rowland spends
considerable time visiting
doctors, care clinics and new
mothers, teaching them and
advising them on the latest

methods of child care. She is
also a hostess available for
affairs where she serves,
free of charge by benefit of
h e r company, Carnation
products.

May 7:

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Breakfast For Milady, Currie's
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.

May 9-13:

Cotton Makers Jubilee
Tropicana, 10 P. M.

May 13:

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Annual Dance, Currie's Club
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1 so tiley say

•IMMI

Disc Stars Cut
Capers On Hits
For Juke Boxes

NAT KING COLE will eV- little boy with no indication of
pear in Monte Carlo at Sport- "the walkout" that was to foling Club Casino starting May low within a few weeks.—RE5.—NAT, WITH HIS luck may RUNS WE'D LIKE to see (with
break the bank, who knows.— "deleted" part of tape left in)
PROVING JUST HOW hot the are those when Paar walked
production "Lock Up Your off show and night he returned
Daughters" is the extravagan- and began brow-beating WinchNumbers recorded especially, Seldom has the Regal presentza that was thrown out of the ell and Kilgallan.
for jukeboxes, the largest out- ed such an array of talent as
— DOROTHY PHILIntimate Theatre in Johanneslet for popular music are on is found in its tenant. Nor for
burg, South Africa.—MAYBE POT, now Mrs. Billy Williams,
display at the Regal theatre that matter has any theatre of
IT SHOULD invade America has a stable of performers uncurrently as Al Benson presentsifered more in the way of top
via Las Vegas. — DIAHANN der the management including
another of Jazz Spectaculars recording talent. Yes, there is
CARROLL is expecting visit "Skip" Cunningham whom she
that have rated over past sev- quite a stage show at the Refrom Sir Stork and is very picked up as result of youngeral years.
gal currently If it is music you
happy indeed. GAL IS AS ster's life story in Daily DeFeatured in the show are like, rock'n roll, jazz and blues
much on the "mother" kick fender.—NEEDLESS TO SAY,'
such greats as the "Spaniels," the current Regal production
as the entertainment roalto. Billy's shows are produced with
socksational singing group; Jer- has plenty of each to offer.
talent from Dorothy's agency.
Is.
•••
ry Butler, Harold Burrage, Big On screen as part of the proDON'T BE SURPRISED if
Maybelle, Wade Flemmons, and gram is the sensational picture,
LET'S
CALL
THIS
"murone
Sammy Davis and Joan Stuart,
many others. And emceeing the "Edge of Eternity" starring
the Canadian beauty are mar- der serpect for thirty-seconds.
show is Al Benson, Chicago Corbel Wilde, Victoria Shaw
ried right here in Chicago —HERE IS WHAT HAPPENDisc Jockey.
and Mickey Shaughnessy.
when "Mr. Wonderful" will be ED: As we left the office
%other afternoon to get into
around Apr. 17.—LITTLE BIRD
our ear that had been parked
appearing at Che z Paree
on a deserted street because
and not Davis or Miss Stuart
of snow and parking - traffic,
told us this.—THE AL BENw.- noted one of cruising squad
SON rock 'n roll show opens cars nearby. — NATURA
LLY
on stage at Regal tomorrow.-1 THE DISTRICT near office
was
BILLY DANIELS AND Arthur jammed with such
squad cars
Lee Simpkins will again head- hoping to find killers
FEMALE PERCUSSIONIST fellow • percussionist Jules
of the
line the Larry Steele "Smart poste, inspector
s. AS WE GOT Elayne Jones Kaufman tends Greenberg has a few bars
Affairs" show during produc- INTO the car
and finding it I 'the tympani at the recent rest. Elayne, a regular memtion's season run in Atlantic rather cold we
sat there for RCA Victor original cast re- ber of the Greenwillow pit
City, N.J.
few seconds while motor warm- cording of the new Broadway band is one of the few le•• •
ed up IN A FEW SECONDS musical Greenwillow w bile male percussionists in music.
HAZEL SCOTT'S appearance the squad car
pulled along side
on the Saturday night television
its occupants peeked inside and
program, "At Random" past pulled
away.- — THIS OF
week gave her fans chance to
COURSE meant we had been
learn just how talented the
NEW YORK — Jimmy Jones,'He also joined various vocal
one of murder suspects for
famed pianist is.—SHE SPEAKS
the young singing sensation who groups and composed songs
thirtv-seconds. — WERE WE
adorably and commands atten-I
hit the country with first
FRIGHTENED9 Oh, no, how
between his studies. After he
lion because she convinces all
'smash' Cub record "Handy
can one become just "frighten completed
school, Jimmy conthat she knows things other
Man," is one of the fine taltinued to sing and compose unthan music, as many may have ed" when he's scared to
ents
of
the
day.
death
questioned. — CURRENT TOPHe has a singing style which til one day he was asked to
•••
ICS are among the things La
is unique and a voice all rec- make a demonstration record as
Hazel can discuss and intelli- SARAH VAUGHAN will be
ord fans know immediately. a solo. He saw, at this time,
main attraction when "The NEW YORK — Women have my second instrument:sr-like to
gently.
Jimmy, unlike his contemporar- that his lifelong dream perhaps
Jazz Society" presents all-star always played an important, if tell people I studied drums beies,
can perform 'live' on either would come true — to have his
"THIS REBEL BREED", the show
at Roberts Sun., April 3 somewhat minor, part in music, cause it keeps me in practice
theatre
or smaller club stages, own composition recorded—and
teenage gang film at Roosevelt
•• *
but very rarely in the field of to knock my friends on the'
JOSH WHITE, right, current- and Cara Croninger, for ben- in each instance, adapting his at one demo session, he asked
is a controversial article that
MANAGEMENT OF CAFE 1 percussion.
head.
ly starring st Gate Of Horn, efit of cameraman of course. singing personality to the audi- if he could sing one of his own
has film goers rushing to see it
i "Toast Of The Town" is about! A pretty young tympanist "I played drums in a girl 753 N. Deal
sngs, and after a brief discusborn poses be- Gate of Horn k the hotbed of ence.
unfolded—THE TONGUE "RE- set
to beautify front withi working with the pit orchestra'scout troop and studied them tween performances with
sion, he was granted his request
folk
singing
Jimmy,
socksatio
and
his
who
nal
6'1"
is
VIEWS" are pro and con anent
and
well
flashy liehting covering entire of the new Frank Loesser mu- at the Music and Arts High manager, Martin Erlichma
built, is a young man who likes and ''Handy Man" was put on
value of the picture as entern jazz.
front of building. The sign will sical, Greenwillow, is doing school. Later, I began to specialto improve himself each day. tape.
tainment but they seem to find
much
to
turn that situation,ize at Julliard, and here I am."
He is constantly perfecting his This song proved more sucit something not to pass up see- be largest on the southside of around. Elayne
Jones Kaufman Elayne was a percussionist at
the city HERMAN ROBERTS
singing style and stage presen- cessful than he had hoped, for
ing.—ONE THING TO BE said
doubles
between
her musical the New York City Center for
tation. When he steps out on the engineers and agents befor the picture is fact that it is : WILL HA V E surprise an- chores as percussio
nist with 11 years. There she played for
the stage, he gives the audience came extremely enthusiastic
most democratic telling a lurid nouncement to make within Greenwillow at the Alvin
Thea- a variety of musical presentahis best performance and his about the tune. They played
story but absolutely without wee} about who will be seen tre, New York City,
and her tions, including Loesser's earlinext as attraction at his
many fans know immediately "Handy Man" over and over. ..
bias.
home chores, where she is a er show, "Most Happy Fellow;"
FITZHUGH is
that this performer is projecting and at one of the record seswife and mother. In between. and such other top-flight musi—THOSE RERUNS of Jack qualified to
boast of having
his all.
sions an executive from Cu b
Pear Show called "Best Of maintaine
d "live" entertain- In between, she is in demand cals as "Carousel" and "WonJosh White, the world fa- al well as his unusual vocal's- Jones was born in Birming- Records sat in and immediatepaar" Friday nights present ment
for
recording
sessions,
derful Town."
in his Disc Jockey Lounge
mous folk singer appearing at ing combine into one of the ham. Ala., June 2, 1937. He at- ly became interested in Jimmy
Jack as "Mrs. Pear's" bright
STARS WITH BAND
She noted that her three chil- Gate Of
nightly since spot opened.
Horn, a hot spot lo- most appealing performa
At a recent session, when RCA dren — Stephen, 51
singeret
nces tended grade and Junior High as a record artist.
/
2; Harriet, cated at 753 N. Dearborn
,
is
a
Victor recorded the original cast 3/
to be witnessed here this sea- in Birmingham and then moved In a matter of a few days,
1
2; and Cheryl, 10 months old
to New York where he graduat- Jimmy was signed to a record
album of Greenwillow, Elayne's —were born in May, June, and most unique artist.
son. There are many
His manipulations on guitar featuring folk tunes but Josh ed from George Washington contract and the master record
percussion work was a highlight July. "That," she
groaned,
high school. During this time, of "Handy Man" was cut and
of the fine orchestral perform- "happened to be the middle
White majors in smooth toning
of
Jimmy became one of the distributed around the country.
ance done by the pit band on the City Center season "
' that is rarely found in conmost popular boys in the school. The rest is history.
Loesser's demanding
score. She lives in New York C;ty
certs by other exponents of
"Originally, I studied piano," with her husband, George,
style.
the
He is unique in
a docshe disclosed, "and drums were tor, and their family.
many, many ways.
Josh White, while a world atOnce in a great while a true September
when Art Farmer
traction for lovers of folk sing.
blend Jf instruments find each forme'
the Jazztets, currently
other. Such was the case last appearing
mug stands out as an artist's
at the Blue Note
artist. Nightly one finds the
Cafe in the loop.
aces of music and song stopThe combo includes Art FarRenewal of NBC-TV's "T h e ping by the Gate Of Horn beby OLE NOSEY
mer, Benny Golson and Curtis!
Deputy" for next season means tween their own performances
SPEAKING OF parties, the one I CAN YOU IMAGINE Ole
Fuller each a star in his own!
NosGarry Moore must find a new to listen to the Josh White pro- scheduled
for Lake Park at ??? ey as a
"murder suspect"
right. The trio has won major,
star tor the country music show grams
stree will not come off DUES WELL IT HAPPENED for
polls the nation over and each
30
that will replace his CBS-TV
His appearance at the club TO "SWITCH IN plans" by own- seconds
the other evening. —
memner boasts individual poll
Variety Hour in the summer., has meant jam packed houses er of apartment where it was
THIS WAS WHEN squad car
victories.
Moore wanted Allen Case, who at every performance. He is to be staged who screamed
pulled along side Nosey, peekIt is said of Art Farmer that
is featured in the "Deputy" se- well entitled to the labeling of "no, no, no."
ed into his parked car and then
he plays his trumpet more with
ries.
RADNOR, Pa. — Does televi•
•
•
By ROB ROY
"Mr. Folk Singer."
drove off. PERHAPS THE cops
his heart than his lips. The desion have bad effects on chilCAN THAT certain very relig- figured Nosey was too frightenscription
isn't
over
• poetic to
Chicago has given amusedren? Comedian Danny Kaye
bout church member (between ed to be a suspect which is
those who have heard him.
has some really definite ideas
35 and 31 streets ride to very much true.—COPS WERE
There is more depth in his ment circles the greatest numabout the subject.
church with her sister and the ON LOOKOUT for trio involytrumpet work than in that of ber of dance stars to hit the
"There was no television ! most contempo
wife of her former boy friend? ed in the murder of those
score
rary horn men. scene over past two postwhen I was a boy," Kaye The listener
OF COURSE the ex-boy friend al inspectors at the time.
seems to grasp years.
—
writes in TV GUIDE magazine, r what his instrumen
understands all evidently since AND GAYING UP new Defend.
t is trying to
must
he
York
Certainly
New
"but I know I must have say, which is refreshin
he quite often dines with per- er building: Audrey Hinton
g tn this rated tops for single contribudollbeen affected by vaudeville, the day of windy,
son we are writing about. — rd down (or up) in green
on
inarticulate trum- tion since the long destroyed
theater, movies, books, comic peting.
"DEAR NOSEY," says mail combination business
and sightSavoy Ballroom in New York
strips and ablve all by people ' Farmer's passion
bag: "In as much as you are seeing trip through plant AND
for music gave the world the latest sock:'
and situations and circumstanc- started as a child.
going to tend to other people's WHAT ABOUT Theresa RobinThe Farmer and
trend, The "Jitterbug
NEW YORK — Me ss a ges from a local hotel.
es. Life, they call it. Children householo in Phoenix,
lected by the Crusade for Free- business why not move closer son, the New Yorker who spent
Ariz., was I Dance" When the dance was
written
are, I think, a good deal more rootec: in music and
by Americans , for Entrants in the Truth Mes- dom are used by Radio Free to identifying the principals so almost an hour looking over
it encour- Introduce it was known as the
d
Intelligent, sensible, analytical aged 'he young talent.
broadcast
over Radio Free Eur- sage program are encouraged Europe in sending undistorted your many readers can get'building and plant Tuesday afArt stud
"Lindy Hop" danced by the ope to the captive people behind to send a contribution with their news and information to t h e not only the point but the point ternoon? — GUESTS
and understanding than we give ied piano and violin
ARE talkwhen he
famous "Whitey's Lindy Hop- the Iron Curtain must be post- entries. However, it is not nec- Communist - dominated people makers. — LAST WEEK I am ing about the near raid of
them credit for being," Kaye first entered high school.
a parWhen
pers" of the early thirties. It marked by April 30 and receiv- essary to contribute in order to of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hun- sure we missed some juicy gos- ty on Wabash, near 57
continued "If there is violence he heard the school band
street
one
w
in
sip
on television, there is also vio- day at rehearsal, he itched
world acclaim and ed by May 10, according to Crudue to fact that we couldn't Saturday night and how shortthe contest. All funds col- gary, Romania and Bulgaria.
to grew to
quit, identify the persons in- age of wet goods saved the
lence ia life. It is my growing'become a part of it. There a!- with the arrival of the word sade for Freedom, sponsor of
ship,
suspicion that most children not ready were enough violin play. 'jitterbug" name of the dance the Tsuth Message program.
volved."
so to speak. — THE LIQUOR
only understand this but ap- era, but a tuba chair was emp- was changed to fit Vosi trend of
SEND "GET WELL CARD" RAN out about an hour beA "Truth Message" is t h e
preciate the subtle difference ay. Before long, Farmer h a d hop and skip dancers and singto Ephtiam A. Berry, Room 452 fore the raid and the host
and
completion of the following
between storytelling and real- ,learned to play the tuba and ers
Michael Reese hospital who is hostess were thoughtful enough
phase in 25 words or less: "II
ity."
hospitalized with a broken hip to discard the empties hurried!asked to join.
However, Chicago had al- believe the most important;
suffered in a fall in the snow. ly — THIS WHEN BLUECO
ready given the nation and the thing people behind the Iron
ATS
— BERRY, A POSTAL worker arrive on scene there was nothworld the previous king of Curtain should know is. . ."
ans: ardent bridge player would ing wetter than water on the
steps, "The Charleston" with Truth Messages, along with:
appreciate hearing from his premises.
the team of Thomas and Chil- the author's name and address,
many friends. — SPEAKING THERE IS A PERSONALLY
ton
as spotlighters. Evert should be sent to: Crusade for
OF HEARING rom friends are revealed rumor that may well
though Maceo Thomas hailed Freedom, Box 10-C, Mt. Versaying Mrs. "E. J." of 74??? be a confession of fear on part
from Cleveland where h i a non 10, N.Y.
Michi,,an avenue doesn't apprec- of lady involved, that divorce
father was a prominent physi- Writers of the six best Truth
Vie Jewel Box Revue open- show as entertainment.
late what her lawyer says hub- court will get, and soon, affairs
id at the Tivoli Theater Fri- Featured also in this talent- rian he actually started clan- Messages will be awarded an
will charge when divorce of a certain well known husiWho's Who In America has that entertainers sometimes by
proceedings are on docket next nessnian's domestic affairs.
day, April 1, will be bringing laden - show is Mr. Jan Brit- cing here as partner with Car- all -expense paid trip to Europe become hep to the jive
Pro- appear shy at answering their month. — She's very much dig- FRIENDS
for two persons. Winners will
ARE BASING theft
it -completely new type of show ton a ballet artist who is the rol Chilton.
questionnaires.) Born Dec. 24, turbed at learning charges acceptanc
broadcast their messages to; duced by Cab Calloway.
only male toe-dancer in thej Another battle for first
e of the tumor on
be- the
for theater audiences.
captive countries of East! The name of the efferscent 1907 in Rochester, N.Y. Callo- WILL NOT accuse her of at- fact that the b. m. has not been
country; Billy Daye whose im- tween Chicago and
New York
Heretofore, the famous group pressions of the immortal
toward ANOTHER home on several weeks but is
Billie were claims of greatest chorus Europe from RFE headquar- band leader and singer is way was leading his band by tentions
among the new biographical' 1928, and his still popular re- MAN BUT ??? which is even seen out regularly. — AND LOW
ers in Munich. Germany.
hes appeared strictly in night Holida stop the show; crooner,
line. The Cotton Club of New
c„iubs except for a highly suc•'and m c. Storme De Larvarie; York had the
complete set of the Encyclo- sketches listed in the just-pub- cording of "Minnie the Mooch- wors.: in minds of decent living AND BEHOLD his outside apgreatest first hut
people. — WONDER IF THAT pearances have found him with
cessful run at New York's Ap- Kim August who recently ap- Chicago soon moved into the paedia Britannica and a Cru- lished new edition of this fa- er" was made in 1931.
mous reference book. Lena
peared on Playhouse 90, James picturt
cade
for
Freedom
Scroll
Merof
Among
other
newly
- listed very popular sportsman-bust- the same cute one. known rival
pall() theater.
. .
with the Grand TerHorne is also among the latest jazzmen are Joe Bushkin, pi- nessman involved in "affair" to the wife. P. S. IN THE
This Broadway variety show
race, Sunset, Lincoln Gardens, it will be awarded the best endance, but the high spot of the
names to be listed in "Who's anist; Billy Eckstine, singer; with girl who was to graduate EVENT there la a divorce the
presented by Danny Brown and
Plantation and Club DeLisa try from each state. Two-hunevening, the most glittering gem
In June knows just how much husband will file, not the wife,
Who." Cab joins a number of Stan Getz, James Giuffre
dred
other
message
will
writers
Doc Benner stars fabulous Lynn
and
entered the scene with sparktrouble he really is in? — HE who admits openly she Isn't
of the evening is the star, Lynn
receive Hallicrafters shortwavet other jazz musicians in the Coleman Hawkins
Carter and a glittering cast of
saxophonCarter His convulsive humor,
radios.
book. including Duke Ellington,I ists; Chico Hamilton, pianist; MIGHT LIRE TO know the exactly for it. — LOOK FOB
talents featuring 25 Men and
Incidentally it was the n•
his sense of timing, his converContestants may enter as; Benny Goodman and Louis' Gerry Mulligan, baritone sax- err, uncle has already seen a certain widow who gave up Ch!
one Girt.
sations with the audience are Lisa that broadened the pic- many Truth Messages as they Armstrong.
lawyer who will be writing or cats° to make her home in Los
ophonist; Turk Murphy, tromThe over all gaiety of the all top show business
calling him sooner than he Angeles to reconsider and reAnd his ture with introduction of rho• wish, provided each message is The editors did not reveal
bonist; Oscar Peterson, pian- thinks.
show i. matched by the gorge- impression o f Pearl Bailey rmer turned specialty
— P. S. BUSINESSMAN turn to the city for keeps. —
artists
mailed
separatel
y.
piece
A
plain
wlis
Calloway
canelt
has not bat, singer; Buddy Rich, drumous costumes and gowns and by alone are worth the price
is a bachelor so ,maybe what REASON DISAPPOINTMENT
of ad- including the sensational dance , of paper may be used or an' been included before this.
(In met and Leonard Feather, jazz should happen will
the superb -good taste of the mission.
before ease in love. LOVE THAT WOULD
team of "The Dierettes."
entry blank may be obtained i the past% they have reported, writer.
comes up.
have meant security tor life. '

Jimmy Jones, Latest
Disc Find, Triumphs

Elayne Kaufmen Ace
Percussionist With
Recording Orchestra

•

Josh White Scores
At 'Gate Of Horn'

Jazztets Triumph
At Blue Note Cafe

Does TV Put
Kids On Bad
Way Of Life?

Sammy Davis
Helps Bring
Presley Back

Chicago's Claim To
Hot Bed Of Dance'
Well Merited Roy

'Truth Message'Contest
Offer Free Trip Abroad

Cab Calloway And
Lena Home Listed
in New Who's Who

'Jewel Box Revue'
Tivoli Theatre April 1

•

g

•

•

•
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• Young
Memphis

Teenagers Form
Cultural Group

More than 80 teenagers from I lected as a temporary name
various high schools were pres- "The Teenage Club" will be •
ent for the organizational meet- to sponsor skating parties at
ing of a group interested in the Hippodrome Roll-a-Rink,
improving the decorum and the profits of which will b.character of local high school used to start a scholarship fund
students. The group is founded to help high school seniors who
Will we ever learn? Despitel Coy .
on the belief that members can wish to attend college. Sugges. . Helen King . • . Cuba
the many pleas of our lead- Johnson
Improve the decorum of teen- tions were made to improve
. . . Carolyn Williams
ers to stay away from down- . .
agers by exhibiting good con- the Roll-a-Rink to have a betFred Coffey . . . Sherre
town stores.on the two biget st, Ann Rayner .
duct themselves and encourag- ter atmosphere for the skating
. . Chester Ledays, how many went anywayljSure ... Gloria
ing others to do likewise.
parties.
Nightingale. . .
Althoug hit's true here weren't;James Sellers . .
One of the first projects of
. Gloria DunClub activities are not conmany it should have been even l can
the organization which has se- fined to the skating rink as the
Don Warren .. • James
less, meaning deserted by all; Lott . . . Walter Grady
...
members have planned a meet,
us.
Percy Chap;ain . . . Joevelyn
ing with recreation department
High school students feel lefti Grayson ... Paul Hawkins . • .
officials of the Memphis park
out since we aren't able to join Dorothy Talley . . . Cecil Boone
commission to !earn more about
in the sit-down strikes, but there!. . . Grover Cleveland . . .
the recreational facilities availis always somehing that cant Billy Parker . . . Gloria Shilable and if possible get more
be done. About one of the best kens . . . Harold Lewis .
facilities.
and most important things Willie Flynn . . . Mary Stiles
Mrs. Virginia Eggson and A.
would be to develop an almost, . Rudolph Williams ... LawB. Bradshaw of the Bluff City •
faultless behavior, especially in rence Garrett . . . Rachael
Council of Civic Clubs have!
public. Let's prove we are just Rainey (hosts' sister) Clevebeen chosen as advisors. Ofas good as any other race.
land Littleton . . . Ralph Anficers of the club are: William
derson . . . Simone McAnulty
SYNDICATE
The Central ,Regional Meet- Higgins, president; Miss Elsie
The Teen-Age Syndicate is a . . . Leo Kolheim . . . Howard SOME OF the members of inson, Lorene Davis, Brenda son and Victor Elton. The planned for the very near
Lewis: vice president; Miss Jo
ing
of the National Association
new organization with the pur- Sattersfield . . . Charles Hooks the "Teenage Club" at their Harrell, Merlice Hughey and club seeks to inspire good future. The club is open for
Terrell LaMondue, secretary;
pose of making teen-agers act . . . Doris Ingram . .. Charles recent meeting at the Hippod- Willie Ann Hughey. Standing conduct in other teenagers by the acceptance of new mem- of Negro Musicians, Inc., Ken- Bernard Bates, assistant secbetter in public places. Officers Whitsy . . . Vernon Robinson. rome Roll-a-Rink are seated are William Higgins, Herbert giving an example of good bers from any local high neth Brown Billups, president. retary; Robert Walls, treasu(left to right). Misses Hazel Marshall, Misses Carolyn conduct themselves. The new- school. (S taff Photo by with Harriet Hines of Cham- rer; Miss Carolyn Mason, busiare: President-William Higgins WEEK-END VISITORS
.. Vice President-Elsie Lewis This week-end (or rather last) Nathaniel, Mildred Richards, Mason, Jo Terrell LaMondue, ly organized group has sev- George E. Hardin)
paign, Ill., in charge will be ness manager; Miss Willie
Ruth Norfleet; chaplain, and
. . . Secretary-Jo Terrell La- I had three very popular young Ruth Plunkett, Carolyn Rob- Anette Ingram, Doris John. eral worthwhile projects
held in Columbus, Ohio, Satur- 1 Victor Elton, parliamentarian.
Mondue . . Treasurer • Rob- ladies around the mid-south
day, April 23.
ert Walls . . . Business Man- staying with me. Miss Joanne
! Membership is open to teenWorkshops business sessions, agers throeghout
ager-Carolyn Mason . . Par- Merry, daughter of Mr. and
the city and
departmental conferences, a n d cards will be issued to all who
liamentarian-Victor Ellison • . . Mrs. Joseph Merry, Jackson,
the regional concert will be fea- join. More information can be '
chaplain-Willie Ruth Norfleet. Tenn.; Evelyn Phipps, daughBy ELTON GATEWOOD
group on the campus organiz- tured during the one-day ses- obtained from William Higginc.11./
It has been operating almost ter of Dr. and Mrs. Harold
Well now, the March winds ed to promote culture among sion.
Phipps, Pine Bluff, Ark.; and
WH 8-4834.
Shree months and is now workare
blowing first in one direc- the young ladies at Melrose. Various music clubs in IlliGloria
Pierce,
whose
parents
ing on the conduct of students
tion and then another and the This group of gracious young nois, Michigan and Ohio
will
at the Hippodrome Skating are Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce
events around Melrose have ladies celebrated their annual be represented at the meeting
of
Little
Rock,
Ark.
Gloria
is
Rink. All High-school pupils
been blowing in whatever di- post Saint Patrick's affair with and contestants aspiring to enWords of the Wise
are urged to join. Meetings are also a former student of Father
rections demanded.
The world will never have
a very interesting Irish Play ter the national scholarship will
Bertrand.
usually on Thursday evening at
CAREER DAY
concerning the court room.
REMEMBER:
compete in the regional con- lasting peace so long as men
the Hippodrome.
Each year the Melrose fam- They also presented their test.
reserve for war the finest
Melrose's Senior Dance this
SOCIAL GATHERING
ily looks forward to Career new members and their sweethuman qualities. Peace, no
Thursday night in the school
Roy and June Rainey enter- Branch
Day, a day set aside annually heart, Authur Hull, who waltz- The winners will enter the leu than war, requires idealand the I.argoes .T he
tained their many friends and price is
for the purpose of allowing the ed with each of the old mem- national contest in August at ism and self-sacrifice and
$1, and the time is ENCYCLOPEDIAS
Dover State college, in Dover, righteous and dynamic faith.
1"The Library and your Edu- student a chance to acquaint
classmates with a casual get- 8-12.
bers. Hats off to the Jacqu- Del, William Robinson, of Chi—(John roster Dulles)
!cation."
PRESENTED
together at their home last Mon- Last
himself
with
the
field
in which letts .ind may their endeavorchance to purchase tickcago is the promotional chairday evening .Among the many ets for
assembly program Wed- SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
he chooses to make his career, ments ever be heeded.
the Model Teens' Splash In an
man of the meeting.
guests present were: Carole Party this
nesday morning Robert "Honey- Five Washington seniors have Counselors come from t h e
Friday at Bruce Hall.
Yates . . Harry Johnson . . . Contact
boy" Thomas of radio station been offered scholarships to fields of Journalism, Music, CHARM WEEK:
me or other members
The Charmettes celebrated
WDIA presented the Washing- the following colleges:
Bonnie Little . . . Charles Mc- if you're
Cosmetology, Education, Civil
interested in going.
Mona Brooks, Fisk; Floyd Service, Air Force, Navy, Lib- their annual charm week last
ton Quiz 'em on the Air team
anetileral Sciences, Architecture, week highlighted by an assemd Tali
icukklaens,
with a set of Collier's Encyclo- dBaagsas:anNdorCmaarolysntrD
bly program presenting their
pedias .
Medicine and, various others.
sweetheart, Lawrence Taylor.
Spelman;
Brooks,
Mona
a
n
d
I am sure that this asset
The encyclopedias came as a
The
Charmettes is an organizserved as an inspiration to
result of the team winning first Verna Greene, Knoxville.
By BEN LANIER
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Smith
ed group of young ladies comeach
individual
TEAM
HI-Y
and
our sin- posed of juniors and seniors- FASHION SHOW
place on Quiz'em On the Air
of 2244 Brown ave. He is
William Higgins captain of cere thanks go, to those per- whose aim is to promote charm
which was aired over station
On Thursday March 24, a member of the Friendship Bap.
the Washington Ili-Y basket- sons who accepted our invita- and poise among
WDIA.
the young la- fashion show was presented for list church where he serves as
Afterg
t.
Along with th ebooks he pre- ball team, presented assistant tion to alert us on the require- dies on our campus. May this the young ladies here at Ma-1 the junior coir director.
sented a plaque with the in- principal Joseph W. Westbrook ments of all fields.
poise and charm possessed by nassas. The Theme for this oc-1
radu
a 3rd place trophy last week. The Jacquletts is an all girl each of these ladies be exhibit- cession was,
Miss I
Modgrn
scription
tion, he plath,
Washington
finished
third
in
the
MABLE YOUNG Champlin'
ed by each girl on our campus. Posture Pinup. Miss Mary Ann
to further his
Hi-Y Basketball tournament.
Herlod, from the Simplicity
Quiztern On The Air
nia Clayton, Arnette Johnson, JIVE LINE:
• education at the
Members of the team are: Lois Mitchell, Peggy Thompson, Chatter, Platter and Flatter Pattern Company of New York
1959
University
W
Walter Hall, Jimmy Anderson, and Rita Kilgore.
Negro Series
a r e three things everyone City, was the speaker for this
Michigan when
John Tenort, Dorsey Patterson, HOSTS
were
Co-sponsored by
shows interest in. As I make occasion. All dresses
he will major
Walter Hooks, Frederick Hooks, The hosts were; William my way around this way-out made by this company, which I
The Commercial Appeal
in music, for
James Reed, William Wilks, ems, William Higgins, Percy campus I catch a bit of chatter were fashions for this spring.!
and
he plans to
David Porter, Roy Cheatham, Wiggins, Charles Cannon,
Radio Station WDIA
come a j a z-e •
Lo- going on between Louise Rey- Miss Ramelle Eddins, a home!
Brown
George
and
William Rig- well Winston, Bobby Collins nolds and Frank Norman. Will economic teacher, was chairBooker T. Washington
artist. Around gins.
High School
William Woods and Barbara man. The models were students.
and Eddie Jones.
school he ip
McKissack spin to their favor- from the economic classes, and
Members of the team includ- TYPING CONTEST
majorin
COMMITTEES
REBECCA DAVIS
H. SMITH
Booker '1'. Wade Jr., column- The Career Day program was ite platter and Elbert Griffin the fellows were from the Naed; Willie Chapman, Carolyn
in music an
Dukes, Leuvenia Clayton, Hat- 1st and 1,1111 s
• I '• sponsored by the Guidance give Grace Jones a flattering tional Honor Society, namely his minor Is science.
Hello, glad you could find chell, president.
They'll see you tie Williams, Marian Evans, porter made the third highest Committee in cooperation with word?
Williams.
Albert
Napoleon
time to read a line. With Spring there!
Herbert is an outstanding' l
Mona Brooks, Bertha Morison, score in the Typing contest held the Memphis Urban League.
Oh! Modena Thomas, a little Thompson, and Algibus Taber. member of the Manassas High
here and Easter near all seem TEEN-AGE LAND
Clarence Cleaves, Ulysess Har- recently at Hamilton high Chairmen and co-chairman watch dog schooled me on Wil- The ushers were members of
to be quite busy.
Concert Band. In the electiox
With Spring here the wise old vey and Norma Nooks.
school,
of various committees were; liam Hudson eyeing Rita Kil- the NDCC, who were members of the Who's Who, Herbert won
CIVIC CLUB
Owl has been able to see and The team was
coached by; Wade is the 17-year-old son of Aria Distribution, Mrs. A. E. gore, better check, there's of the NBA. The Home EcoThursday, March 17. a meet- hear more. Seemingly
the title as "Most Talent Boy,"
his eyes Mesdames Altheia Price, Vivi- Mr. Susie
g of the White Station civic has glanced upon
Wade 1651 Preston Haste and E. K. Thompson; nothing cheap about that chick. nomic teachers are Mrs. E. He also is a member of the
Eugene Lane an Robinson, Carrie Simmons, Street.
• On
and
Williams,
Grace
Mrs
Publicity and Art, Mist Thelma Evelyn Spencer has everyone Hill,
club was held in the Masonic around in circles while
Rhymn Bombers, and the Red
Willie A. Gunn, A. R. Cash, Bennie
INVITED TO
Green, and Mrs. A. F. Benson; wondering who the fellow is Mrs. Franklin.
hall. The meeting began at 8 Mae is
Cross. We are very proud of
making with Robert G. Williams, and Wilma Sueing.
as
served
a
occasion
The
WASHINGTON
p. m. with John Selmon pre- Walls and Little
Programs, Miss A. L. Ingram, that holds her interest at
Johnnie Mit- Nat Williams was also one of
very wonderful helpful guide to this young man for he is the
This is the way the invite. and L. D. Foster; Material (Ham), but not for long.
siding.
chell.
young ladies, which they son of Mrs. Smith, who is the
the
the coaches.
tion received by Mrs. Vivian Distribution, Mrs. H. .1. PiPPill Dorothy Taylor, is Amos KelThe purpose of the session
president of the Manassas's
We just know that he is won- SENIORS LEAD
enjoy.
Robinson 12th grade English and Mrs. B. G. Williams: Fac- sey the ace of hearts you speak all
ON
was to elect new officers. Jim- dering why a certain senior
PTA. Hats off to this very
COMMING
is PRINCIPAL'S LIST
instructor, last week read.
ulty Hosts, Mrs. C. B. Simmons, of at (Ham)? Authur Hull
my P. Smith were elected pres- making double trips to the
talent young man.
Thirty-four students made the The President of the United and Mrs. A. M. Roberts; Sec- seems to be mighty satisfied There are two big events the
ident and presided during the mounds and Binghampton
'DID VOLT KNOW
forward
looking
are
students
. . . Principal's list (students mak- States invites Mrs. Vivian H. retaries, Miss
wonder
Kiner,
D. E. Todd and with Charlene
co:itinuation of the elections. Why Roy Bonner doesn't pick
After the sudden appearance
too, and they are, "The Rand
•
Other deserving officers are up and learn the latest steps in ing A's lit all of their subjects) Robinson to participate in the Mrs. M. C. Galloway; and Via- why Kenneth Cox can't be that and Choir Concert," and the of warm weather,,which could
Moore?
the
Emma
Fourth
Six-Weeks
meetings
with
content
of
the White Holum ual Aids, F. M. Jordan and W.
period, Of
James Holmes, vice president; dancing. And while wondering,
be termed as the very signs of
that number 15 were seniors. Conference on Children and J. Boone.
Everybody is wondering who Annual Show. The Band and
Mrs. Byrdie Mitchell, secre- John, who is Jauanita?
Spring, guys and gals are now
in
held
Concert
be
Choir
will
Freshmen on the list are; Youth to be held in the city General Chairmen were Mrs. Mickeynova is taking to the
tary; Mrs. Althea Moore, asSo let's take a look
.
'3
Earnestine the Cora P Taylor auditorium, pairing off.
Samuel Woods, Archie Reems of Washington March 27 to April C. C. Dentham and Miss R. A. Senior
Darice?
sistant secretary; John Selmon
latest, and I wonspring's
at
be
month.
will
This
duriraz
next
Charles
Freeman, Eddie and Bobbie Raybourn.
12, ler,o.
treasurer; and iticilard Jones,
Robinson. Mesdames Caine Ste. Stroud, your business is leak- an occassion you don't want to der will it last?
Walls,
LeAndrew
Davis,
it
in
patch
a
put
better
ing,
Sophomores include: Jane
Mrs Robinson along with a yens and Carlotta S. Watson
chaplain.
miss. You will hear more
James Moss should be singArthur Wnbush and John Cog- Brooks, Gloria Kerney, Doro- selecd i,um) r
before it goes too far.
r d are counselors.
CHURCH
About the concert in the near ing "Up Pops the Devil in
er.
thy
Works,
Evelyn
Young.
Works,'
youth
left Friday night by train STUDENT CHAIRMEN
You too„ Patricia
The Women's Missionary Sofuture.
Me." Percy Withers is interestLouise Gaines, Ora Hokes, Charles
Miller, Gertheannelo attend the conference.
Chairman and co-chairman of Lynn Bumpus, strange as it And the next big event is the ed in a
ciety's Annual Day program will Doris Farley, Marjorie Crutch
certain sophomore.
Wainwright,
Roosevelt
is
out
tipping
your
seems,
Brooks, CAREER DAY
the hostesses and hosts were
be iie.o a ule ise.v fIaiaia er and Geneva Fleming.
Annual Show, that will be held young lady! (Could it be You?
Until
and
Ruby
Nell
Washington.
Booker Washington observed, Patricia Banks and Markhum about to catch up with you. at Ellis Auditorium on May 3. John Carlos
Baptist church April 3, 3 p. m., next
(The
Harris.
week be "cool" and stay Juniors: Rochester Payne, Career Day
Wonder what would happen if The Theme of the show for this Science Brain) can't make a
Tuesday. A host Stansbury .
Mt. Peron Baptist church will away
from "Mr. Owl."
Noris
Lee
McMildred
Trueman,
Harold of experts in various fields RECUPERATING
Claudia Stephens,
be guest.
year is taking us back down choice between Betty Cunagan
Fong, Freddie Ray, Paulett were on hand to council with
History instructor Nat We- Caster, Nola Rush and Diane Memory Lane. This is another (Melcose) and Quiency Taylor.
The pastor and New Phila- '
Hawkins, Paul King, Mae F. the students.
Hams was released from the Sanford got lost from each oth- very big event you shouldn't It seems as if Carlos can't
delphia church are invited to
Westbrooks,
and
Elna
J.
MarMrs.
Catherine
hospital
earlier this week. He er? Well brown eyes, sweet- miss:
and
Johnson
solve this formula. Barbara
the Mt. Gilliam Baptist churchl
shall.
Mrs. Bernice M. Harris were is recuperating at his home heart, big boy and all that good SPOTLIGHT
Branch and Curtis Maple are
at 3 p m., on the Second Sun-'
to
me
Allow
stuff, space won't
Members of the senior class in charge of the Hostesses and 1310 Sardis Street.
This week's spotlight turns to very tight together. Loretta
day envening in April (April 10)
continue but until next remem- a 17 year nld senior, namely Shores has put
on the Principal's list are; Host who did a splendid job in NOTE
Dumas is pastor ot
Rev. B.
a claim on oirr
Ronald Roby, Willie Chapman, directing the consultants.
B.T.W. School Notes will not ber "What a map soweth, That 'Herbert Smith. Herbert resell. football captain (what's pal
New Philadelphia Baptist.
Otis Lee Hayes, Louise John- The hostesses were: Beverly appear next week. This writer he also reap: Keep cool cutie. es at the home with his parents Steve?)
The Number One Choir's anson, Hazel Walton, Frederick Hall, Mary Richardson, Mau- will be attending the 12th an
nual day will be held at New
Grant, Seland Hubbard, Bettye reen Askew, Delores Bell, Can- nual Headliner Week Press
Philadelphia on the third SunKimball,
Louvenia Clayton, ary Williams, Beverly Buntyn, Workshop on the Lincoln Uniday evening, April 17. Bro. Joe
goo
Matthews
Paine, Marian Jo Evelyn Grayson, George- versity campus in Jefferson
president.
Gentry is
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Evans, Emmanuel Turner, Hel- anne Wainwright, Doris Sims, City, Missouri.
Y-TEENS CHIP SALE
p.
The president of Patterson's About 75 college and university en Davis, Carole Fields, and Eunice Williams, Mamie Chat- CURRENT COUPLES
have I cri- GET
Peggy
Marmon.
students
man,
before
paraded
a
Frances
Carolyn
Dancey, Mildred Francetta Harper and Fred- Out of the depths
'Y-Teen club, Miss
Lord.
. .There
0
thee,
unto
ed
Newton, Mae F. Westbrooks, die Johnson, Zenobya McClora
Dukes, is asking that you pur- downtown store in protest to SPRING INSIDE
the awful nervousness and "hot flashes" of
forgiveness with thee. —
is
discrimination
alleged
against
Minnie
Spring
will
which
McGaha,
James
March
Carolyn
chips
and
Reed,
officially
Myrtle Greer
MaCame
chase potato
(Palm 130:1,4)
be sold during this April 1-8. Negroes in southern branches 20, but with the changes in the son, Jacquelyn Gibson, Mary and Spencer McGhee, Geral•
weather it was very doubtful. Milan, Jepsie Brown, Elsie dine Bernard a n d Joseph
The money will be used for of the firm.
him, Verily
unto
said
Jesus
Washingtonians
educational
tours
can verify that Lewis, Bessie Clark, and Elea- Brown, Cathelia Barr and JesThe demonstrators bore signs
the benefit of
shalt
Today
thee,
unto
say
iiiseleatItic clinical toots by ostod doctor!
I
se Dorsey, Geraldine Spencer
for the Y-Teen girls. Mrs. Bob- identifying them as members spring is here because of the nor Addison.
paradise. every case tested got striking re- that tension, irritability aren't
in
me
with
be
thou
uninvited
grade
OTHER
sixth
who
visitors
showed
Walker,
HOSTESSES
Pittsburgh
of the University of
and Charles McCoy, Frederick
bie W.
!lei from awful discomforts of relieved with Pinkham's. See if
teacher at Patterson, is the chapter of the National Asso- at last week's recognition pro- Sandra Peagues, Patricia Ed. Hill and Geraldine Anderson (Luke WO).
lhange-of-life. Nervousness was you don't snipe suffocating "hot
thit
wards, Louis Johnson, Bernice Eddie Thomas and Earlene PRAYER; Our Father, help teduCed for OA many as 87% ...
g tato
ciation for the Advancement Of gram.
rtzraes.
de change-of-life
charming advisor.
so hard to beer. Today, get Lydia
'hot dasher 76%f
A robin sat atop a railing in Smith, Enla Marshall, Clyd Es- Burks.
DON'T FORGET YOUR PTA Colored People.
our
Christ
as
in
faith
to
have
us
Pinithenes Vegetable Compound
tss Costly Shots Needed—
"It's cricket to picket against the gymnasium singing "twee- ter Joyner, Maxine Anderson, LAFF-OF-THE WEEK
jihMEETING!
hashes"atandrug
friend and in His power to reItollevall
Ailments
homes
forget
tweet"
don't
carried
as Herbert Marshall and Carolyn Harris, Vivian Owens, Jesse: Was George Washing- deem us from our sins. Emby
segregation," s sign
Parents, please
to
entirely
Stir a MU—MAU OP Mini
credited
were
9,esulta
Jacquelyn Gibson combined Shelia Rice, Addle Davenport, ton honest?
MIW the PTA meeting which will be one of the pickets read.
power us by the Holy Spirit Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
When due to simple iron de&
held this Tuesday night, April Police said the demonstra- their talents to sing .
Phyllis Scruggs, Willie Mae Joe: Yes.
Acting through the
that we may this day be deliv- ..lompOund.
ciency anemia. take Malthus
5, in the Patterson school au- tion was orderly. The lInna0 The bird didn't have any re- Smith, Willie Ruth Nottleet, Jesse: Then, why do they ered from temptation and serve iympathetic nervous system, it
Tablets. Rich in tron, they
ies remarkable power to relieve
frosiditorium. Chastens Thompson, hadiestained a city parade per- spect and kept singing while Sylvia Buntyn, Jean
start to
Wal- close all the banks on his birth. Thee. In Amere
the
of our Re- his functionally-ca d distress.
starved
one day
Hattie Williams ?ad an essay, lace, Doris Thompso
principal and Mrs. Byrdiee MB- mit.
Louve- day?
needtay.
See
deemer.
=
Don't suffer
•
t
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TOMMYE KAY HAYES
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What's Happening in

hite
tation

it's Cricket To
Picket, Says
UP Students

Bible Verse

B out of 10 WOMEN
RELIEF FRom
HANGE-OF-LIFE

t

14

=LP WANTS() MALE, FEMALE

DEFENDER

SUS. OPPORTUNITIES
WANTED
COLORED PIANO PLAYER
$15 to $100 weal,. Write Box 6565.
Shreveport. La.

Sat., April 2, 1960

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SHANNON DEDICATES NEW
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
RIPLEY

Lyra TRADE
1554 Marjorie, lovely 2 bedroom and
paneled den on shady hillside. Buy
equity for $1.500 ianyone) notes 11416.
MRS. If
NOWLIN REAL ESTATE
FA. 1-1571 2114 Union BR. 2-3382
1306 AZALIA
Two Bedroom, separate dining room
or three bed rooms. Low equity and
note'
To gee, call Mildred Wood
BR. 1-3166 Oridger Realty
Co.
11144
Park.

Houses FOR BENT
ORANGE MOUND

WOMEN
EASY
SEW
READY-CUT
W RAP-A-ROUND
APRONS
HOME
EARN $26 16 DOZEN — SPARE TIME
WR/TE - ACCURATE MPOR'S
FREEPORT. NEW YORE
1544 LIVET/ELL CIRCLE

•

15 Agents Wanted
OVA RA KTZED ROMBWORIC
Mail out dropaltip catalog Keep 14 P•T
Cent from orders. Proven sellers. Details, sample catalog $1.00. Palinkus. 1621
TaD K. 33rd , Lorain. OW*.
M—FURN. ROOMS FOR RENT
East-Cozy, Many Ceinveniences. Suitable
for Prof. woman
Call GL. 24547 After 4 pm.

I Correspondence Club

2363 Progress At
Lamar
Shopping
Center, Melrose School. 5 rooms and BIGGEST MAILS you ever got. List your
name 1 year 15c. World's Mail Trade,
bath. Only $5500 — Must Bell,
76 W 44th. Radio City 116 N. Y. C.
1340 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful. 10 rooms. 3 baths, many Dept. TS
extras In this fine home.
5 UNIT APARTMENT
1057 So. Wellington. North of McLemore. Completely furnished.
Mrs M Poppermetmer — GL. 2-1707 Make it yourself. W. show you how.
Save 90 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
Emmons Wilson Realty Co.
easy instructions $1 00. FREE with order,
3742 Lamar — GL. fs-3334
carload of other interesting offers. William Brown. Cross country Publications.
1165 SO. WELLINGTON
200 East 30th St.. New York 111. N. Y.
PHA APPRAISED
NEED
MONEY
This Is a very line white stucco bungalow, Men or Women EXTRA
Age 21-70 — Sell ?mil/
has 6 rooms and tile bath downstairs and Group Hospital Insurance.
Make Use of
a very beautiful. paneled den or bedroom Your Contacts
upstairs. Forced air heat in large baseW. A. Adkins-District Mgr.
ment Hardwood floors Fenced rear lot.
Continental
Casualty
Conti/an,
Garage. Price $11,000.00. $2,150.00 cash
JA. 5-1354
Including closing cost. Shown ny appointment C. W Henry. BR. 6-5370.
ROOM FOR RENT
Wilson -Calbrea in Co.

•

BEER 5c A QUART

afRiq

NEWS
RIBBON CUTTING was a
high point at the dedication
ceremonies of the new Shannon elementary school at 2248
Shannon recently. Left to
right are E. C. Stimbert su-

perintendent of the Memphis
city schools; Lee Thompson,
coordinator; Samuel Helms,
Shannon principal; Felix E.
Oswalt, assistant superintendent; and Raymond Martin

Want Christian Person or Couple
Realtors
BR. 6-4515 524 IL cooper
BR 6-7504 — 7 a.m. — 3:30 p.m.
District 4, New Farmers of
10
Spiritual
Advisors
America, held part I of their
skill day at Lauderdale High
ARE YOU LONELY?
school last Tuesday. CompetiLooking for a Husband, Wife or Sweet,
tien ran high as Fayette County heart,
Write The Guidance Club care of:
training school, Gailor IndustTRI-STATE
DEFENDER
architect who designed the
rial, Fracier High, Carver high, P. 0, BOX WI
MEMPHIS, TENN. Free Transportation To and From
building. The two-story school
Douglas, Junior High and LauAirport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
ELECTRONIC — HYPNOTIZER $14.00 —
cost nearly a half million dolderdale high battled for first
Transistor Radio $1990. Pocket ear Gas
GOOD FOOD
lars and took approximately
Gun — $9.98 — Extra 39 caliber shell's
place honors.
In Our Modern Restaurant
$1.50 each — Radio
Walkie —Talkie
eight months to build. (Photo
Taking first place in step cut- $19.95 — Any Radio TV Tube $100 each.
Harry Holmes, Owner
by George E. Hardin)
Elestronics — Post Office Bos
ting was Howard Spivey; tool Transworld
155 — Indio California.
2401 Park Avenue
identification Emanuel Spivey
FA 7-9253
and M,,nia Nettles took the high 4 Special Service
est honor in the Ag. Quiz RunMISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
ning second highest in the DisATTENTION!
I.04,0 NAME a ADDRESS LABELS $1.06
trict for his knowledge of livePocket Rubber Stamp
111411
SRC Book Company, Box No. 1213
stock judging at the Ft. Pillow
Nashville 3, Tenn.
Penal Farm is Jeremiah BurOthers Have Gained
"i:T. s. coma DOIYOITT"
sey. These four young men are
Bend Coins, WIll Send Check. Not Pleased.
Immediate
Relief With
Return Check.
now eligible to go to Nashville
Bought
to the State meeting in April.
COINS: Sold
Serious intl. Invited
Appraised
Judges for Skill day were:
FAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
41-44 195th St.. Flushing 18. LI., N. T.
Mr. Verlen G. Wheeler, RichMember A.N.A.
ard Tucker and Samuel Lee.
4314 teens Ave.
Chicago U. III.
"Amethyst pendants. earrings, bracelets,
Phone LI. 8-1262
Dinner guests were: The three
$1.25 each Item, postpaid. V. Hrlibakof,
judges, William Vassar, Melvin
5318 W L-12. Lancaster, Calif."
SITUATIONS WANTED
Moore, Theodore Jiles, Leve MAID WANTS
JOB FOR $ DAYS PER 11—REAL ESTATE FOE SALE
Rivers, James Stewart and Lu- week. Loves children. JAckaon 54254.
- --cius Lewers. L. 0. Gillespie and DAY CARE FOR SMALL.—
CHILDREN IN
MY borne. Mrs. R Griffin. PA. 4-4662.
.R- 11,1) Wi!';- rn. Mrs
A on
Best Prices In Town
Wheeler and home economic
students were hosts.
Part II of Skill Day, consisting of Public Speaking and Tal1061 CUMMINGS 6-ROOM
ents, is to be held at Fayette
FRAME DUPLEX4750 CASH
We show you how FREE! to
$60 00 Month
Neely fifth grade teacher at County Training School, Thurs.1 W. Orr — BR. 54744
secure lists of slow pay acBR. 2-1240 — BR. 114533
Hyde Park school, Augustus day, March 31, Somerville,
counts from doctors, dentists,
I H. GODWIN & COMPANY
Gipson, Miles Williams, Law- Tenn. Contestants from Lauder1364 Monroe Avenue
grocers, sanitari.ims, lumber
rence Walls and Miss Alice dale High are: James "Doc"
companies, garages, etc. All
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
Green, a fourth grade teach- Morgan public speaking; S. .E.
3063 Calvert. Only $500 Down
you do is send them to us • ,
ITS Monthly Notes-Fiat
er at Shannon. (Photo
by Moore, III, and Albert Murfor our experienced collection
BR 54764
.1. W. Orr
BR 8-8031
BR 2-1240
George E. Hardin)
ray, talent; and Robert Jones,
service. We pay up to $1.25
COMPANY
U. R. GODWIN
Ernest Connor, Roger Jones an
136/I Monroe Avenue
a name. No delay. Write toFloyd Robbins quartet.
day.
2—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Lane College Band presented
GENERAL FINANCE
a band concert in the Lauder304 Pickwick Bldg.
dale High school auditorium
Kansas City 6, Mo.
ESSO SERVICE STATION
last Tuesday morning. The stu30 Moving & Hauling
FOR LEASE
dents enjoyed listening to the
many selections and watching
Good Location
the high steps of the majorettes
Stone Investrn•nt Required
Rev. B F. Harris and Mrs.
Call WH. 8-5691
G. 0. Nelson were our guest.
In Alamo week before last,
Low Rates — Insured Moving
the local chapter of NHA took
BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mi.first place honor in a talent
ture of tigereye, amethyst. obsidlurn,
postpaid.
V.
agate, other $.3 95 pound
show, with a dance number
Brubaker. 6318 W. 1.-12, Lancaster, Calif.
done by Nancy Pierson.
JAMERSON'S BARBER SHOP
For Complete Quality
Two one act plays, "A Cup
2355 Perk Avenue
of Tea" and "The Revolt ol E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
FA. 44146
Mother", were presented in L.
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
JA. 7-2597
7-2597
JA.
235$ Park Avenue
H. S. auditorium by section A
FA. 44148
Appointment
of the senior class, last Tuesday night. The judges gave the
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
highest score to "The Revolt of Lowest Flat Rates In City 1381 Se. Third St.
EX 7-0525
0001) PRACTICE PIANOS 875
Mother," and it will represent
$7.50 down and Easy Terms
L. H. S. in the dramatic secEX. 74780 Nitre • Sundays
tion of the Symposium in Jack. GL. 2-9507
GL. 2-5474
MARRIAGE
son, Tenn., on April 18. Mrs.
CERTIFICATE
director.
Robbie Brent,
Best Deal In Town
LEGAL Printed Forma. GUARANTEED!
Cute Hill has been dismiss
An, State Names Dates, Omitted. Used
as Oriitiaals. Duplicate, copies or gifts.
ed from the Lauderdale County
gave greetings to guest at hospital.
each (three, 15. Prompt Confidential
postpaid 8•TV1C•
the program (Photo by
NATIONAL FORMS
Little Miss Jan Halliburton of
George E. Hardin)
Detroit, was Sunday guest of Local And Long Distance
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
Patrice and Beverly Johnson
Mrs Ada Nelson visited the
bed side of her sick brother in
Summer Set, Ky., last week !
end. She was accompanied by
Cleo Roberson and Matthew
Lee.
Mrs. Eliza Jackson and Mr
Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
Emma Lee Gibson are in the
We need men and women for year round, full time
downtown store of the Wool- Lauderdale County hospital.
repeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.
worth chain for a week, startMiss George Ella Wilson, Mr
Salary, bonus plus commission.
ing Monday, March 7, and end- Birtha Oliver, Mrs. Louise Neling Saturday, March 12. Most son, Mrs. A. B. Clay and Mrs.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
of the demonstrators were high E. Rucker are on the sick list.
school and college students.
However, adults, including a
Office Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee
few whiles, also took part in
the protest.
Local 1330, a Steelworkers
Union local of 4,000 workers at
the Youngstown plant of U. S.
Steel, endorsed the NAACP picRUSH CITY, Minn.—(UPI)
ket line in support of the Ne12 Noon Monday
groes in the South. They show- —Emoloyees of the Nesse!
ed in their resolution that the Hardware store came to work
Miscellaneous
the other morning to find a
fight or equality is a workers' Cartoon postcard
lying befight, too, affecting the lives of side a safe which burglars
No guarantee can be given as
15e per agate line
working people everywhere and had failed to open.
5 words to a line
to position in column. T. F.
The' postcard showed a rope
2 lines
30c
(Till Forbid) orders subject
breaking above a would - be
3 lines
45c
suic'of
and was captioned:
to change in rate without
4 lines
60c
"Some fellows can't do any.
5 lines
75c
notice.
thing right."
51
/
2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
ordinary type.
Tri-State Defender box num

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

•

Diabetic Sufferers

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy

MORGAN'S MOVERS

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

ammiumminnimma, STUDENTS DISPLAY art,
one of the features of the
open house after the dedication of the school which has
a librars, clinic, audio visual
People of lenn., MLss., & Ark, room, teachers lounge
and
YOU ARE NEVER HELPED cafetorium. Left to right in
the picture are Miss Lois
UNLESS YOU TRY.

!AWAKE!
BLESSINGS

1 to 3 day Special Blessings
Available Start '60 Right!
For information Write to:

JOHN STARR

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

P.O. Box 1922, Cies eland 6, Ohio
SI, 1-9600

"SPECIAL

20% DISCOUNT
• Aluminum Awnings
CorportS

SKAGGS MFG. CO.
3580

Jackson

GL

Insured Moving

Zemo — liquid or ointment — a MRS. HORTENSE CRIVENS
doctor's antiseptic, promptly re- president of
the Shannon elelieves itching, stops scratching
mentary scnool P T A who
and s, helps heal and clear surface skin rashes. Buy extra
Strength Zemo forzemo
stubborn cases!
_

READ!

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550• BR 4-4551

Youngstown loins
FREEi Support Of
Sit- Ins

"ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL?"
"ARE YOU HAPPY"

READ'

•

READ!

BEYOND JORDAN
rne bo,K the*
1,e.r,cd
to success Send only WM for cost
of material and mai:Ing (no C 0 D
linviitd supply.

ANTHONY'S BOOKS
P.O. Box 2622 - Asheville, S.C.

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Loude-dole

Phone JA. 5-6348

Youngstown
The
0 h i ol
)ranch of the NAACP joined
,st week in the nation-wide
:•mpi.thy protest demonstra'inns against discrimination in
• ne
South.
Here,
pickets
marched in front of the main

COLDS
Relieve aches and pains of colds
with STANBACK Tablets or
Powders. Also use a gargle for
sore throat due to colds. STANBACK'S S. A. (Synergistic Action) reduces fever, brings fasI ter, more complete relief. Remember
. , Snap hack with
•I*ANBACK.

TRI - STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Post

Would-Be Burglars
Admit Some People
Can't Do It Right

their conditions on the job. This
local union is one of the first
nationally to support the present broad movement against
segregation.

COTTAGE CHEESE
/• -

ITCHING Torture
Slnoned like Manic

•

•
•

••••04114.4 NOS 1.1•1•01.

41d

•

Here's blessed relief from gorturei of
•esinal itch, rectal itch. chafing. rash
and •czema with an amazing new scientific formula called LANACAR1C.
stainless medicated
This fast-acting
creme kills tArmftil bacteria germs
while It soothes raw. irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching
- so speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute Get LANACANI today
at all drug stores.

•

TRI - STATE DEFENDER

CLASSIFIED

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

jotatitillferkkid
with fresh
chopped
garden
vegetables

•

—W. P. SHELTON

8-0642

Helps Heal And Clear
ITCHY SKIN RASH !

The .se,rc• to abur.d.
ante. aerurity. ach.etem•nt can ne V o
—

•

MOVING

SALE''

• Aluminum

MU. 3-0629

10 pt.

SAME RATE at 2
lines ordinary type.

18 PT.

SAME RATE ss 4
lines ordinary type.

24 PT.

36 PT.

hers — the words comprising
the address — whether

name

and street or telephone, or
SAW RATE AS
S hoes ordinary
SAME
RATE AS
7 lines
ordinary
floe

Cancellations of want ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be bWed
at regular rates.

The Tri-State Defender box
!limber — will be charged for
as Part of the advertisement,.
The Tn-State
forward
vertisers

Defender

will

to out of town

ad-

received

ad-

mail

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.

•

DEFENDER
- Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!! S

April 2,
2 1 960

•

HaveYou A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Natio To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fu
rnitus That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

.70

-4.PM/7AR" --.
Clth 1"-.."
.
"

Witiphis Business'
Service Directory
.Possusemzegeoz_.,I MI= SERVICES

0 i'wrialif

si

41
,
li
g

i

lel

iill
l
121I Li

t
YO. 9-4462
Gil Gobrielli
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Values"
• AUTO 8C1100,. 7....R3d.
' 5DVE3tT16IN0 SPECIALTLES
• PRINTING
MIMRCR3RAPRING
• RUBBER STAMPS
SEALS
• DECALS
CALENDARS

13 BUSINESS SERVICES

790 Yonkers Ave.

JONNSON'S BARBER SHOP

(Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.

•
JA 6-9656
Hair
Styles
Individual
• fosnialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

ADULT8,
Photos.
. 49c
.364-TD.

INTERESTING MAIL, Earnings.
booklets, catalogs. $1
Gift with order. Alvin — Box
EUcksville, Long Island, N. Y.

refunded

per

WE MEET)• name Will pay you 25c
na.ne for obtaining them for our mailing list Complete instructions sent for
$1.00. Harry M. Young, 917 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tennessee.

164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220
laramme

13 Instruction

Lynom Floral Shop
JAckson 5-3794

ZEMODELING, ADDITIONS

\

12d2 Rooms $995 — 12x20 Garage $435
Night &

E. Hunter Construction
Company

-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

Day Classes

MAGICAL PRAYER
Is what you need if unfortunate, dewshearted, just plain unlucky. Can't hit a
lick of good, can't get ahead or out of
debt. Get this book right quick and got
winning like you always wished. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send only $1 (Seery
no C.O.D.) kit L. SWIFT, 3110 N. Seth Bt.
Las Vegas, Nevada.

HOWARD .& FOSTER

Burt Ufa 1, Mich.

SAVE

William's Barber Shop

$3" $5"
MEN'S

*
*
*
*
*

61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEALE AVE.

BEAUTY SHOP

upholstery. an° see covers, etc.,
quickly
mull,. elwele. Can be washed arid ironed
host affecting powerful bond. Os*
Money-

postpaid.
guarantee
Wool for Ft11431 RAISING-write for easistity prices.)

Slick

DAY, INIOWT. SUNDAY
TV Service
at- 11-1155
21" Glass Picture Tube
121.05
IV Glass Picture Tube
$17.96
Installed
City Wide TV Sere!**
81104 Chelsea

Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Plano Tuning

HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.
Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When You'll Get It Then
JA 7-3810
358 Boole

Continental Club, Box 191,
Inglewood, Calif.

StfoP

ems

•• [MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
•
•
•
•
•

Ne et Lines

2
3
4

I

I Time

30c
45c
60c
75c

OEM

I

Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

latiner .,mmosms

N AMR

4

TELEPHONE

ADDR/111

.......

.....

..........-.-.-........ CITY

Please 1j1,41 check or
Money Woo to...
Kindlv Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.

Tri-State Defender

I.

i 236 SOUTH WELMOOPI
111•=1,

VW

VW•se.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
ver w wee

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
•
vale
MOSES
CHRIST
SINAI
•
ZION
POR BLESSED AMULET, HELP MONEY.

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING

one

$2.
159f

AMAZING LISTED for Site for 264- Step
Paying out dimes quarters, dollars for
one time listing. Your name in our files
should keen your box full of interesting
offers, free samples, big mall, etc for
life Details for self-addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post, Route 3-1',
Bryson City. N. C.
(61)

'WNIR& tOlES tINS YOU
GET PRIFIRINTIAL
SiRV/CU

22 Furnished Rooms
Maid and Phone Service
Clean, Quiet and Comfort.
Good Food
Famous for Meals

WILLIAMS APARTMENTS
314 South 11th Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RE 5-9177

1.000.000 BOOKS 100 Kuhl Free Malogs MaIlway. Box 134-T, NYC-9.
REBUILT I B.M. electric typewriter still
in factory crate $70 00, Guaranteed.
Southside Printing, Box 5491. DT. Huntington 3, Weer Va

Scientific
in
Here is the latest thing
Discovery of Electronics. A talktig penpencil
with a
cl. A mechanical lead
radio inside that writes. Free Details.
Write to MYLAN'S ENTERPRISES, Dept.
T8 Box 155e. Cleveland 4. Ohio. Wholesale
prices avans.ble to DEALERS k AGENTS.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
•
•
•
•

• ANTIQUE
RESTORED
• REPAIRED

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
T

Holliday Capri Piano Sales
1199 Linden At Bellevue
Nights And
BR. 5-0356

THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

Sundays

1576

FA 7-0744

Getwell

REPAIR PAINT

Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
bought and sold. Terms.

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Pb. FA 4-9666
10-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
SPIRITUAL HELP
money
Are you worried over
matter%
etrange unnatural evil influences? Are yoll
sick? filen write Bishop Baker. Enclose
$1.00 love offering. There Is help for your
troub'ed soul, you can be successful. Write

BISHOP BAKER

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

Toes any coin head or tails as YOU UPRIGHT PIANO FOR SALE,
IN GOOD
choosel—Any coln! Anytime, Any Place!
condition. Can be used for Church
—A sterilise statement, • se less startgood Practice Plano. PA, 3-4434.
ling performenee. This easily mastered
teohnieu• is a eopyrighted manual see RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
You
immediately for $1.
AFRO-FLIP- $1 00 Refundable, Ed Rumbolz. Plowman
CRAFT. Box 1166-0, Bridgeport 1, Conn. Dale, Nebraska.

CASH TALKS'
WILL PAY CASH for property or vacant
lot It priced right
BR 2-1240
BR 6-1193E
BR 5-6784
• H GODWIN & COMPANY
1368 Monroe Avenue
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
Celvert. Only $500 Down.
$15 Monthly Notes-Plat
.1 W. Orr — BR. 5-6764
BR 2-1240 — BR 6-8932
H GODWIN & COMPANY
1368 Monroe Avenue

3063

LARGE LOTS
771 z ISO CORNER OF MALLORY AVE..
and Sparks. Easy term'. Shown an?.
time. J. W. Orr, BRoedway 6-7783 —
BRoadway 2-1240
'Roadway 5-6784.

AUTOS

"Call The Money
NumberPI
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

BR. 5-0356

161 Madison
IA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402

or

a

Household Furnishing

Upholstering, Inc.

sero

We specialise In good used p,anos
$10 down will put a piano in your
home
FREE! DELIVERY

For Sale Misc.

Moorman's

80 LOANS & MORTGAGES

Piano Warehouse Sale

UNCROSSED. RUSH $2.00 DONATION
NOWII JOY - PLACE WY PEOPLE
NS
LOVE. I50 MUCH. CHICAGO 63. ILL. ..

406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834

repatretl. Stop
any
roofs
leveled.
work, floors
leak Cartfen.er
3922 Prospect Ave.
repaired,
gutters cleaned,
Chimneys,
Suite 100
stucco, concrete, plaster do my own wort.
Cleveland, Ohio
Free eat Reasonable price.
T. E. Spencer BR. 6-6643. BR. 6-2920. 26__FtrAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ON
Refrigerators
Washing Machines
Freezers
Dryers
AND

You'll

Daily Rates - Air Conditioned
Private Baths • Telephone • Radii
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager

Roar WO,

TRAY'S MAGIC BATTERY POWER
AND MOTOR TUNIEUPI
Instant stark in any weather
. . Keep
batteries fully charged in 60 below
play your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure. More
winter miles per gallon on gas Blazing
new power, pep. BIG
PROFITS FOR
AGENTS! Send $1.91 for sample and details . .
And get FREE 30 day gustily
of THAU'S (Hi Potency Tablets) A Menand POD Stimulant — the very best.
Thisu — 5920 Vernon
Chicago
37, Ill.

.

Tourists Invited

PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

3—R

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016

cold

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL

• CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
• RESTYLED

YORK 19. N. Y.

Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

Room for rent furn1ehed or unfUrnisth
ed. Vtlittehall 8-8216. 1343 Lutham Stre•L
Call sifter 520 or before 7:00 A. 26
- —

"More For The Family

FOR SALE

• FORD•

ANY

MODEL
COLOR
TERMS

RE, 5-1032
Austin Scroggins
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

At Family Finance'

MADAM
BELL
(English Lady)

00=01

2 Times

60c
90c
1.20
1.50

NEW

309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133

and Rebuilding
319 UNION AVE. — MEMPHIS BREWER
JAckson 6-2884
RETREADING SPECIALISTS

17 YOU WANT TO
l
g
t.t
roneele,
visit PRIENDL7
1365
Thomas; Addle
0
Gissie
Lester. Operator.

15c
Per
Insertioa
Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION

HOW TO WIN! LOVE,
MONEY. ETC.
Bend birtlid ate and dime for information
sealed, SOLS.
1310-6th
Ave., Chicago
Heights, Ill.

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

All races, remembership.
Send

quick, easy Details
either
Box 606, TUttana. BC, Mexico.

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St. - Box 17

Chicago 41, III.

FREE 50e QUESTION • ANSWERS TO
pose written test for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send IS cents to
sever cost of mailing and handling —
plus self addressed • stamped enevelope.
RET_ R PRODUTS CO. BOX
123
ANSONIA STATION, NEW YORE 18.
N. Y.
We will als• include free ef eharge the
inclosed License Heider with every mike
received.

PIANOS TUNED

Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions
Opt real names. addresses.
telephone
numbers end descriptIOns

2639 West Peterson — TR2
Chicago 45. Illinois
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, veld,

N

Take New RUMTORXX And Enjoy Lire A
dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes up
where nature leaves off. A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA. Only $600 for a 2-week sup
ply. Money-back if not satisfied after I
bottle. Send C 0 D. Check
or
Money
Order NOW!

Incluoing Secret Master Code, Favorable
Numbers and Days - Combination Codes.
II Digit Mures. etc Prie• 118.00.

11 Special Services

TIRE SERVICE CO

ligions Word wide
$1.00 and 3 stamps.

BUSINESS SERVICE

ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, le
I FOR $1.00 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW SINGLE CARD U CENTS. P. 0.
SOX s13, ANSONIA STATION N. T. IS
N. Y.

492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
,-,
..........•

PHONE JA. 6-5118

SURPRISE SPECIALTIES
Dept. T.D., 210 veal Avenue
New York 14, M. Y.

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

Business & Practical
Art College

CHARNEL'S
With and Without Appointment
324 Hernando St.
JA 7-3056

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

7736A Clyde Ave.

GRIGGS

Complete Beauty Service

NEW UNIVPIAL PRODUCT
Serves Menl
o:J Makes Money
PAR-14MM
St acting. non-inI\
*sleety*, repairs
ripe. tears, Mies so most any fabric.

JA 6-4754

Linden Ave.

Day & Evening
Classes

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

Dewey's Auto Service
475 Undo/ Aso. JA 7-0328

VALUES GALORE! Sales Book 36c, (Refundable) with coupon
ALTON
WAYTRART 61, PA,

VICTORY

TO

Alitemobile Body
Worit eyed Painting

••

Business College, Inc.

B IMBERG

or

STOP SUFFERING! !!

HENDERSON

530

FREE
Biz Month, course In Real Estate and
Auto Liability Insurance.
One night a
week. Call JA 6-8365. Leave Name and
Phone Number W. H. elpinnette
A. Adkins

FAMILY CLOTHES IRONED
Nest ironing done in my home for a
small family, or two I) single persons
I a day Sorry, no
white
shirts.
Mee.
Post 91 00 NOW
Reply envelope Mart Otha Mae Brown, JA. 74041.
POSITIVE PROOPI Health Center, Adelaide Road, Dublin, Ireland (7 hours AirTHE BARGAIN Center. 1334
mail).

MEN'S SHOES

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

to
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT COI

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing S. Filing

Nationally Advertised
HANAN & SON

12 Business Opportunities

1.

Shorthand
Accounting

WINKS
REBUILT

Elmo, L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE5-6161
StLouis 8, Mo.
4448Wash1noton

THE BOOK OF THE

Bank Terms

1607 fly At Essex
NH. 11-7416

tsgsstl)

(A oc

A PENCIL THAT TALKS

BUSINESS SERVICE

1948

RehabilVeterans Approved
itation Students Welcomed
Out- of-town Students Invited
(ettilss

SECRETARIAL TRAINING
4, slis

SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter Series - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

sCPs •_

OH III Eustis Chugs

CAN YOU USE
is Test' Purse
Protectiee Tee
Startle and distract proflers. *guidcleverly detilts
attacked
allis
e
signed Ball Point
callOurs. tires .22
Mir blanks with ex•
tie, loud report CI.'
be heard Or miles
•
`1 1•7`
around. No permit "
Airmailed postpoid
needed,
tron,
our
fat•
completely assembled
tot y in Europe. Bend $195 cath,,
O101ItY mdcr or check

a garage.

Distinctively serving the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,

SIno•

NEW AMAZING -BAll POIN1 GUN

FOR SALE. JACKS, TOOLS, AND COMplel e equipment to run
Will
rent building to reliable person. JAckson
6-0208.

FT-m-3-7T-71-7-1=-1
CE:=2331M1a7

COMPLETE

stelpme

7726T So.

Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting Courses

ENROLL
NOW

257 SOUTH MAIN

•
•

VICTORY SERVICE
Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49 III.

Phone

BARBER SHOP

$W Warmer For
--- Aches.

Lorain. Ohio

INQUIRES WANTED RHEA TIRE AND
burglar alarm system Efficient and inexpensive. For home and business Shelton
Distributing
Co. 1199 Linden Office No. 106.
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG.
BARGAIN
BR. 5-2998.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices,
Big money-saving catalog 2k
(refundable) 13 .is J Co Box 434 Levittown 9, INSTRUCTIONS
Pa.

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

ILECTROIIARMTH

"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week.
Iy NUMBER Cord. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event — CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS I. BONDS,
Bolita, Etc, State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Ploy. (No Checks Pleas.).

MISCELLANEOUS FOR BALE

eao~lalt

FA 7-3966 Anytime

161)

Up .1 1 lines-1 color (Black or Blue)
Business Cards • Aped. Cards
Personal Cards
$7 50 value at the new low price of
93 $9 per 1.000
Write Inc for sample cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIAL/8T
1621-TRI East 33rd St.

blades $1 00
Martell* Sales Sol

3 WAYS TO MAZE MONEY AT HOME
where to buy material and how to
manufacture cheaply, Send $1 00 Manufacturing Specialties,
N

1000 Embossed Business Cards
at $3.99

80 Loan5 8 Mortgages

MIsC

FOR SALE
razor

100 Dodbled Edged
Postpaid Ouaranteed
801. covtostoo.

GEORGE PALINKUS

DESIRES .708 AS CONSTRUCTION OR
carpenter's helper. M. J. Williens• PAL
$4272.

316 BEALE AVE.

S.

til 1144

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!

YOU WILL GET RESULTS
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay ht her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rare
you lost faith in your husband, wile or sweetheart? Are yew
in had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are Yon/
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read Mt to you just as site would read an open book
Tell you why your Job or business Is not a success If you hive
failed in the rest corn. is MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over bibtsiseipiti State
Line, on the way to Hernando Her home is I blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the Deflate Motel. Be sum
to look for the RED BRICK ROUSE and you'll find her there
at an times. She never had an tittles) In West Memphis )
Catch yellow bus marked Virhitehaven State Line and get
off at Stew Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

Any Model — Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.

Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nrghts Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO
Home

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars 9 a et to I p.m.
Readings Daily Open es Sunday"
don't mak' any home calls OT anrwer any letters Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name
ANNIY1,11

FORD
1 960

NEED CASH?

owned -

Home operated

1ININIIIMINOMI111111111111111NIF

0

CARS
STATION WAGONS 1
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

9
6
JOHNSON AUTO CO. 0
RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say yes to your
loan request"
*Examined and Supervised by the
State Department nf Insurance and
*anklets;
2 LOCA T1ONS
141 B. Moist
JA. lplSSl
11t Nisesson
A.
7111'

t000mmtio
;

asleztakc---

NOW
is the time to ADVERTISE
in the DEFENDER

•
s Altar'
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Highlights
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Tea for two and I for you who thinks l is art and
with the key to the news as will be at H
year
well as the views, so listen my when the clams at
children and you shall read P. C. says
AAryou betthe latest news that I have re- ter make up *ouriiih
id or he
ceived.
will check with youlame other
First on the agenda is the time. Louise Woodaltiys "Dorassembly held March 25. This sey Sanders and *is quoted
assembly was very inspiring lines, with by, are .rickly beand enjoyed by all. The guest hind times. Maxim Hollings
speaker was Atty. C. 0. Hor- worth don't flatte yourselfton, jr., Atty. Horton spoke on Just be calla, thin
he flatter
safe driving. He is a graduate of others we al n harm.
of Morehouse
and
Howard James Pops le th
swingest
universities. This program was man in this
wed& at that is
In reference to Driver's Educa- his opinisissesolit
.th girls. At
tion Week.
the end sit Os yek the very
There is a dance given every last day X4iceFant will
Tuesday evening from 3:30 to 6. hear ths
.r sW, "I am
The Defense Department is sorry kid,
es may go
asking every one's support. It but must stay." Raert Askew
is in the happening; don't be- is trying to voice is noise on
lieve me. Stop by next Tues- Dorothy Perry. At It begining
day and see.
of the year Alice Iorgan was
playing the right cards, but
THE MOST
If Christine Boyd had nine now is a full flede member
months of time I wonder if she of the lonely heart
would tend to her business or COUPLES
•
still meddle in mine? Yvonne Troy Morris and T3orla
WatHenderson, get hip and watch kins, Elroy Carroll and Irma
out for Ralph Jackson a n d Burton, Robbye Bags a n d
Zolar Ship. Margaret Sherrod, Robert Flynn, Lorrine Pettis
it's just a matter of time. For and Raymond Bell, lilly Gale
I know some one that wants Baker and James 4tes, Rosa
you on his line and he wont Cooper and Ervin Freeman,
stop trying until he creates a Larry Mitchell ant Maxine
great disturbance
in
your Davis.
mind.
TOP TEN
Gwendolyn Boyd thinks she BOYS: Bernard Roberson,
is on top of the world since Louis Woods, John Sanders,
she captured Devoy Webster of William Terrell, Calin Davis,
the "Teenage Whirl." Clabron James Cunningham, ;troy CarBurrus, you better watch your roll, Roger
Jones, Richard
line because Yvonne Praham Foster and Eugene White.
and William Taylor are going GIRLS: Lois Davi and Car.
to leave you behind. John San- lean Pearson, Bette Ewing,
ders is a senior going around Doris Watkins, Maxie Hollingworth, Carolyn Well, Beauty
Richmond,
Burton,
Erma
Dorothy Perry and (wendolyn
Boyd.
WEEK'S THOUGHT
Love is a kind of vr-elnation
which saves a man frcn catching the complaint
second
time.

Thursday, March 31
G:30 to 7 p. m., U. S. BOW
DER PATROL, Starring Richard Webb, Deputy chief D o n
Jagger hunts for weapon smugglers in the Florida Everglades
and almost loses a friend.
7:00 to 7:30, BETTY HUTTON SHOW, Goldie is tricked
Into raising money for a nonexistent foster home for children by a sweet couple who
turn out to be swindlers.
7:30 to 8:00, JOHNNY RIN'GO,
An escaped convict returns to
Velardi to avenge the killing
of his wife. Don Durant stars.
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY
THEATRE, Robert Culp and
Inger Stevens star in "Calico ]
Bait." A deputy uses an outlaw's girl friend as bait to trap
fugitive.
8:30 to 9:00, MARHAM Mark- SENIOR Inter • Club Council posed of Y-Teen officers rebeen used to send Y-Teens to four days
in Chicago on an Age Department was
ham learns the secrets of his. met at the YWCA recently presenting all of the Memalso
interracial conferences, and educational
tour, and five
boric Berkley Manor and then to make plans for the AN- phis High Schools. The
able to pay the remainder
Y. to take other girls on an Edu- girls
and one adults to attend of the building
shocks its residents when he NUAL POTATO CHIP SALE, Teen Potato Chip Sale has
fund pledge,
cational tour. Last year's an interracial
unmasks a mysterious archer. which will begin April 1, been an annual affair for
conference at which had been made
three
profit enabled 62 Y-Teens and Tusculum
College, Green- years ago. Bags will
nglish Actress. Eunice Gay- through April 11. The Senior several years. Proceed
be 25
s have six adult chaperones to spend %dile,
Tennessee. The Teen- cents.
son guest stars Ray Milland Inter - Club Council is complays title role.
9:00 to 10:00, THE MANY opening of the Eiffel Tower— Connor, Rector of the Pontific
al
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111muguneemememme
SIDES OF MICKEY ROONEY, 1889.
Rome. Charles Collingwood conWith M. R. and guests Gloria Friday A,pril 1
ducts.
DeHaven and Joey Forman. 7:00 to 8:00 a. m., GOOD 1 10:10 to 11:40,
LATE MOVIE,
Presenting Mickey as a singer,liMORNING FROM MEMPHIS, ''Foreign Corresp
ondent" with
actor.
featuring ALMANAC. A look at Joe McCrea, George Sanders
,
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, APRIL FOOLS DAY.
Laraine Day. A reporter abroad
"San uentin" with Humphrey 9:00 to 9:30, MY LITTLE sees a kidnapping
of a diploBogart and Pat O'Brien. Be- MARGIE, Margie tries to get mat and the
murder by sky
hind the scenes expose of pris- her Dad to be more aggressive, ring.
1111111111111111111111111I 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
on life; the violence, fear and almost gets him fired. Gail
11111111111111111111111011111111I111111111111011111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111111
Saturday, April 2
Born at John Gaston Hospital Son, David,
break.
Storm, Charles Farrell.
to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Bananza, t Mr. and
10:00 to 10:30, LONE RANG- March
Mrs.
19.
11:40 to 11:45. ALMANAC, 10:30 to 11:00, DECEMBER
101ion Sanders of 2352 Shasta. Lark Jones
ER, "Jornada del Muerto", The
of 1612 Gabay.
Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
BRIDE, Pete does card tricks Lone Ranger and tonto trail
Son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
a William
to take mind off worry about white man responsi
Wilson of 2283 Marble. Sanders of 3026 Autumn.
Richard Harris of 9481
ble for In/
2 Kansas.
AIRWAYS
Daughter, Amy, to Mr. and Daughter,
his wife, who is momentarily dian uprisings.
Earline, to Mr. Son, Prentiss, to Mr. and Mrs.
HURTING YOU? expecting a baby.
Mrs. Eddie Greer of 3907 Bar- and Mrs. Willie
Smith of 85 E. A. D. Leavy of 1887 Hunter.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, ron.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVImarodlata
Olive.
Daughter, Bettie, to Mr. and
co-starring Kirby Grant and
Relief! IE WITH KITTY KELLY, Gloria Winters "Note for a Daughter, Lavon, to Mr. and Daughter, Carolina, to Mr. Mrs. Freddie Landers of 1139 Prairie View College's AcaMrs. William Hayslett of 2600
"Broadway Musketeers" with
pella concert choir of Prairie
A few drops of OVTGROZ bring timed
and Mrs. Robert Hayes of 1883 Nichols.
VOW from tormenting p.m of higroerc Dan.
Ann Sheridan, Marie Wilson, Dam". Sky King and Penny are Deadrick.
OUTGRO toughens the Wan =Westmeath the
View
Tex., under the masterperilously involved with a killFarrington.
Daughter, Bridgett, to Mr.
nail. allows the nell to he eat and this preMargaret Lindsey . . . three
complete line Bicycles" Parts
Daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr.
vents farther pain and thseatafopt. 01..MU5.O
ful
er
who
directio
plans
n of Dr. H. Edison
to
destroy
and
Mrs.
a dam
John Boggan of 337
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Is avsilable at all drew toasters.
girls from same orphanage get
All work gotanted
and
Mrs.
Willie
Sheally
of
with dynamite.
683 Sammie Baker ot 1394 Texas. Dixie Mall.
Anderson has set sail on a namixed up in romantic triangle
Tilim an.
Lawn Mowers Sharperd and
2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOVDaughter, Ruthie, to Mr. and Son, Donald, to Mr. and Mb. tion wide tour and will arrive
on Broadway.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Deca- Mrs.
repad.
William
IE,
Joiner
"Foreig
Herman
of
Newberr
579
n
Noncony,
Corresp
of
1405
ondent"
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, Conin Memphis April 4.
tur Riley of L.
nate
with
James.
Joel McCrea, George Sanniving crooks try to steal a
2ISI Deadrick' A 3-8808
TV SERVICE
They will be heard on the
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr.' Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
545 E. Mallory at Lauderdale
ranch away from the wife of ders and Laraine Day. A re- Stewart L. Dogan
I Lamar at Ahroys)
evening
of
this
date over radio
of 1228 So. and Mrs. Willie
Wilson of 928 Robert White of 1415 Cummings. station
the rightful owner in "Incident porter abroad sees a kidnapping Lauderdale.
WH 6-7133
WDIA
and
on
Tuesday
,
McDowell.
Dependable TV Service
of the Star Gazer" with Clint of a diplomat and the murder
Daughter. Jetaun, to Mr. and April 5. 8:15 p.m. they
Son, Floyd, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughte
will be
r, Veronica, to Mr. Mrs. Edward Carpenter of 1791 presented
SERVICE CALL
Eastwood, Eric Fleming, and by a spy ring.
in a musical conFloyd Hayeden of 1424 Davis. and Mrs. Roosevelt Safer
of 3G Kansas.
featuring Buddy Ebsen, an d 6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
DAY—N I GHT
cert at St. Mathew Missionary
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. W. Fay.
"The Case of the Irate InSUNDAY—HOLIDAYS Richard Webb.
Daughter, Arnitha, to Mr. and Baptist church, 643 Wicks ave.,
Joe Simmons of G92 Ioka.
Son, Lorenzo, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Tommy
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA- ventor," an anti-collision dethe ad is worth $100 toward service
Williams of 157 pastored by Rev. H. H. Harper.
Daughter, Lela, to Mr. and Lorenzo Renfroe
se any TV repair.
of 950 McDow- Gobel.
REE, "Sundance and the Black vise that might eventually preHaving lived up to previous
Mrs.
Lynn
Lomax
RCA Authorized Service
of
740
Polk.
ell.
Widow" with Earl Hollimen. A sent mid-air accidents turns into
Son,
Robert,
commend
to
ations and expectaMr.
and
Mrs.
Son,
James,
to
Mr. and Mrs. March 22
prairie Jezebel concocts a a motive for murder. RayAdolphus L. Cobb of 306 W. tions, the Prairie View choir is
Jethro
Swearng
en
of
949
Mt.
Son Aaron, to Mr. and Mrs. Dison.
echeme of marriage that in- mond Burr and Barbara Hale
something you won't want to
Pisgah.
Jimmie Thomas of 950 LeMoyne,March 24
cludes Sundance as the unwill- star.
miss. Last year on tour they
March 20
drive.
ing groom. Patricia Medina 7:30 to 8:00, WANTED,
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. traveled to the West Coast of
DEAD
Son,
Abon,
to
Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
8:00 to 9:00, LUCILLE BALL- OR ALIVE, A fugitive running
Lester Evans of 1464 Grimes. California; through
Abon Taylor of 1490 Dempster. James Wright
Mexico,
of 1620 Fields.
DESI ARNAZ SHOW, "The'from Josh Randall gets help
Son, Mitchell, to Mr. and Mrs. Denver and other scenic places.
Daughter, Annette, to Mr. and Son, Kenneth, to
Mr. and Mitchell Chandler of 214 Chel- The choir's
Redhead Meets the Mustache",I in his escape from his father.
reportoire inMrs. Eddie Sherman of 572 Mrs. Eddie Allen
of 1552 Hamil- sea.
vith Ernie Kovacs and Edie Steve McQueen stars.
IF VC
cludes a section of serious saPontotoc.
ton.
CAN
Adams as guest stars Lucy
Son, Floyd, to Mr and Mrs. cred music, art songs and clas8:00 to 8:30 p. m., MR.1 Daughter, Sarah, to Mr. and
Son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown of - 870 LeIVIoyn sical masters
FIND
tries to get Ricky a job on the
e
works
and folk
LUCKY, Lucky seeks help from Mrs. Jeter Renix of 2235 Ball. Paul Harris of
lt4
FIET1
1339 So. Main. Mall.
'o get Ricky a job on the Ernie an unusual
1
songs of humor and love.
source when a Daughter, Ora, to Mr. and Son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
dtlY
BOU
IT
7,rnie Kovacs TV special ... strangely
Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and The public is cordiall
worded note warns Mrs. Joe Martin of 376 Scott. Zack Cohen of 1632 Sunset.
y invity hook or by crook.
Mrs.
Richard
Byrd
of 226 Keel. ed.
him that he is marked for Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Daughter, Carlar,
to Mr. and March 25
9:00 to 8:30, TWILIGHT death. John Vivyan
Mrs. Arthur Baker of 21 W. Mrs. J. D. Littlejo
stars
Mrs. Elmer Johnson, chairhn of 213 Daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
:ONE, "Execution" starring 8:30 to 9:00, HAVE
man: Mrs. H. H. Harper, Co.
GUN, Burdock.
Reno.
Mrs.
Slbert Selmi. A time machine WILL TRAVEL,
Eddie Seymour
of 185,chairman of the
Paladin be- Son ,Rex, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
program.
'Reno.
saves an oldtime Old West comes involved in
internation- James King of 445 E. Georgia. Mrs. Willie Ewing of 2148 Hunautlaw bandit from an 1880' al intrigue when a prince
Daughte
r, Jewel, to Mr. and
THE SNOOTIER BOURBON
is Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. ter.
necktie party but puts him MI murdered in the doorway
Mrs.
Kentucky Stride* kiddie Weide" • 6 TN.OW
of his Samuel Churchman of 1441 Ho- Son, Dwaine. to Mr. and Mrs. song. Elson Smith of 1509 Birda peril of an even worse fate,San Francisco hotel room.
gO 'root vgibiloorde Mot. Co..froisidort Kri
Ric- race.
Ulysses Jones of 88 E. Farrow. Son, Curtis, to
in the complex society of 1960.,hard Boone stars.
Mr. and Mrs.
March 21
Son,
William, to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Cleggins of 240 Harris.
9:30 to 10:00, PERSON TOI
Twin sons, to Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Moore of 1218 College.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
PERSON, Special half hour vis-1 Well - timed silence
hath Alex Johnson of 1666 Michigan. Son, Charles. to Mr. and Mrs. Elie
Jones of 1521 Tayner.
it to Vatican City and a visit; more eloquence than
speech.-- Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Rommie Lewis of 555 Weakly.
The
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Now you can have easy-towith Archbishop Martin J. 0%1 Martin F. Tupper
. importance of white in
Major
Guy of 623 Georgia.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Cornelius
prong clothes will bring a
manage, easy-to-style straight
SaM
of
1851
Daughter, Delores, to Mr. Clinton Stiff of 609 So.
hair that won't go back even
"white "Easter" to jewelry too.
Lauder- Keltner.
and Mrs. George Orange of 617 dale.
in hottest, humid weather.
Pastel beads are frosted with
Daughte
r,
Lavon,
to
Mr.
and
Easy-to-follow directions,
Peoples.
March 23
Mrs. Wilson Richards of 104 white. All-white jewelry includes
money-back guarantee in
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Son, Andrew. to Mr.
jumbo pearls, natural - luster
every package.
and Wisconsin.
Mrs. John Yancey of 378 Wel- , Mrs. Luther Owens of
1033 E. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie pearls, beads and enamel. The
lington.
Trigg.
look frequently is iced
GENTLE strength for women and
Wilkerson of 934 Lenew Hall. white
•
children's longer, finer hair.
with brilliants or crystalline.
REGULAR strength for men's
MATCHMATES
shorter, coarser hair.
MIMIC
Mushrooms and corn bread
BIC TWO OUNCE MR $125
UMW
F111 Y1111
are matchmates.
Prepare I
with iteutmliret
package of corn bread mix, usOut Fed tax
ing 1 unbeaten egg, 1-4 cup
comp*.
33 WAYS TO MEET
each of mushroom liquid and
Haw. Kit
WOMEN
milk and the drained mush81.98
rooms from one 4-ounce can.
A
Follow package directions for
AT ALL
Folic
baking.
COSMETIC
Chalk
COUNTERS
PRAYER: Almighty God, help
Fe I
us to keep vividly in mind the
price paid for our redemption.
Grant us strength to endure the
cross we bear for Thy sake
Guide us in life that we may,
know the joy of the resurrecCOLLEGE NIGHT for par- min 0. Hooks, pastor of
Branch, associate professor
tion. In Christ's name we ask.
ents, sponsored by the Mem- Middle Baptist church. The of psychology
Have "Dotes" Every Day!
and the StuAmen.
phis chapter of Links. Inc. discussion leaders were A. dent Personn
—Send $ 1.00—
el Counselor of
••
riday, March 25, at Pente- C. Williams, Program Con- Tougaloo
AN N JONES
College. Seen left
They cried, saying, Crucify
costal Temple, the inspira- sultant, Radio Station WDIA; to right
Chicago, III.
Ilea 7762
are Rev. Hooks, Mr.
him, crucify him. (Luke 23:21)
tion speaker and moderator Mrs. Maxine Atkins Smith, Williams,
Mrs. Smith and
at Links' "College Night For civic, religious and !metal Mts. Branch.
(Photo by HarParents," was Rev. Benja- leader; a n d Mrs. Rose din)

STORK STOPS
In Bluff City"

INGROWN NAIL

famed Choir
To Memphis
April 4-5

Bicyca co.

FORTUNE'S

Straighten
your hair

White Frosts
Jewelry Fad

at HOME in one
easy application!

/w/Gillette

Acputzble Razor

TELEVISION TIME

.)
195

Nora kris

maw

Jack Marshall Music Studio

lbw

lb.

LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BYE to grey
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
aid lustrous. Will not streak
Of rub off.
SPF( IAL OFFER
Return this Ad with RN
for full results jar.

PETEY AND HIS PALS by J. MAXWELL

Memphis' First Complete Musk Studio Of Its Kind.

(

you

PAEAN YOU WOULDN'T
BE AFRAID TO HUNT

.1i9/ZZLY SEARS
WITH A CLUB.?

NOT IF THERE
WAS ENOUGH
S IN
e
R
ie
.u
ii
c
THE/fEM

Memphis' First Complete Mosiced Studio For Negroes.

Piano—Accordion—Orger--Voice--Group Singing
Jack Marshall, pianist for the Blackwood Brothers
Quartet for the past nine years, is now devoting his
full time to teaching music. Come in for a FREE trial
lesson and a personal talent appraisal by Mr. Marshall.
For more information Call: GL 2 - 0117.
JACK MARSHALL
1098 Thomas

EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8163 N 1F, lad Ave.
, Miami , Florida

Ak

PIANOS

ORGANS

GL. 2-0117

• Everyone would lik• Pa know If his child is talented. If you are
Interested In co free tefent ooproioal call JAckson 3-1757, if no
;AUN
da Ifr,2441111
coII
....
bA
)
T APPRAISAL By APPOINTONLY.,..
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